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Resume´
Les syste`mes de ve´rification biome´trique d’identite´ rencontrent fre´quemment des difficulte´s engen-
dre´es par des conditions d’acquisition de donne´es non controˆle´es. Dans de telles conditions les
signaux biome´triques peuvent subir une de´gradation qualitative due a` des facteurs externes et in-
de´pendant de l’identite´ ve´rifie´e. Il a e´te´ de´montre´ dans de nombreux rapports qu’une de´gradation
de la qualite´ du signal biome´trique est une cause fre´quente de de´te´rioration de la performance
de classification. Cet effet se produit e´galement pour les syste`mes de classificateurs multiples et
de syste`mes multimodaux, lesquels sont syste´matiquement plus performant que leurs e´quivalents
mono-classificateurs. En cherchant a` ame´liorer la robustesse des classificateurs face a` des donne´es
de´grade´es, les chercheurs ont commence´ a` introduire des mesures de qualite´ de signal dans les me´th-
odes de classification.
Dans les approches existantes, le roˆle de l’information de qualite´ inde´pendante des classes est re´gi
par des notions intuitives plutoˆt que mathe´matiques, re´sultant dans une distinction claire entre les
me´thodes mono-classificateur, multi-classificateur ou multimodales. Les chercheurs ont porte´ plus
d’attention sur l’application de mesures de qualite´ dans les syste`mes de classificateur multiples, avec
l’ide´e sous-jacente qu’un classificateur ayant a` disposition des donne´es de haute qualite´ doit eˆtre
privile´gie´ par rapport a` un classificateur qui ope`re dans un environnement bruyant. Dans le cas de
syste`mes mono-classificateurs, la qualite´ a e´te´ utilise´e pour la se´lection de mode`les, classificateurs ou
seuils. Dans les deux cas, les mesures de qualite´ ont la fonction de me´ta-information qui supervise
mais n’intervient pas directement avec le ou les classificateurs utilise´s pour classifier les attributs
spe´cifiques a chaque modalite´ et les attributs se´lectifs pour chaque classe.
Dans cette the`se nous argumentons que le meˆme me´canisme re´git l’utilisation des mesures de
qualite´ dans les syste`mes de classification simple et multiple, et nous pre´sentons une perspective
quantitative plutoˆt qu’intuitive sur le roˆle des mesures de qualite´ dans la classification. Nous notons
le fait que pour un ensemble donne´ d’attributs avec leurs distributions marginales fixe´es, la se´paration
des classes dans l’espace joint des attributs change avec les de´pendances statistiques observe´es entre
chaque attribut. Le meˆme effet s’applique si cet espace contient des attributs inde´pendants des
classes. En conse´quence, nous de´montrons que la se´paration de classes peut eˆtre ame´liore´e en
augmentant l’espace des attributs avec des informations de qualite´, inde´pendantes des classes, sous
re´serve qu’il y ait des de´pendances statistiques avec les attributs se´lectifs. Nous discutons comment
construire des ensembles de mesures de qualite´ de classificateur dans lesquels les de´pendances entre
les scores de classification et attributs de qualite´ permettent de diminuer davantage les erreurs de
classification par rapport a` un syste`me n’utilisant que scores de classification.
Nous proposons un nouveau cadre the´orique, Q − stack, qui ame´liore la classification avec des
mesures de qualite´ inde´pendantes des classes, base´es sur le concept de superposition de classificateurs
(stacking). Q − stack conside`re un ensemble de classificateur dans lequel la premie`re couche de
classificateur est constitue´e de classificateurs unimodaux, et la seconde de classificateurs qui ope`rent
ix
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sur des attributs compose´s de scores normalise´s de similarite´ et de mesures approprie´es de qualite´.
Nous pre´sentonsQ−stack comme un cadre ge´ne´ral de classification base´e sur l’information de qualite´
et nous soutenons que les me´thodes pre´ce´demment propose´es de classification avec des mesures de
qualite´ sont des cas particuliers de Q− stack.
Nous discutons ensuite du proble`me de l’estimation de la probabilite´ d’une erreur unique de
classification. Nous proposons d’utiliser l’interpre´tation baye´sienne de la probabilite´ d’e´ve´nement
unique pour e´valuer l’exactitude des de´cisions de classification. Nous proposons d’appliquer la me´th-
ode de pre´vision des erreurs base´e sur la confiance (credence) comme une extension du cadre propose´
par Q−Stack utilisant un classificateur baye´sien superpose´. La me´thode d’estimation de confiance
propose´e et la pre´vision d’erreur he´ritent de l’avantage de l’incorporation directe d’information de
qualite´ dans l’estimation de confiance. Nous proposons un ensemble de crite`res objectifs d’e´valuation
pour les estimations de confiance. Nous discutons comment la me´thode propose´e peut eˆtre applique´e
en association a une strate´gie approprie´e de re´paration pour ramener des erreurs de classification a`
un niveau de cible de´sire´.
En conclusion, nous montrons une application de Q − stack et de son extension fonctionnelle
a` la pre´vision d’erreur lie´e a` la ve´rification biome´trique d’identite´ en utilisant des modalite´s de
visage et d’empreinte digitale, ainsi que leurs combinaisons multimodales, sur une base de donne´es
biome´trique re´elle. Nous prouvons que l’utilisation des me´thodes de classification et de pre´vision
d’erreur propose´es dans cette the`se permet une re´duction syste´matique des taux d’erreur a` un niveau
infe´rieur a` ceux des classificateurs individuels initiaux.
Mots-clefs: reconnaissance des formes, ve´rification biome´trique d’identite´, mesures de qualite´,
pre´vision des erreurs
Abstract
Biometric identity verification systems frequently face the challenges of non-controlled conditions of
data acquisition. Under such conditions biometric signals may suffer from quality degradation due
to extraneous, identity-independent factors. It has been demonstrated in numerous reports that a
degradation of biometric signal quality is a frequent cause of significant deterioration of classification
performance, also in multiple-classifier, multimodal systems, which systematically outperform their
single-classifier counterparts. Seeking to improve the robustness of classifiers to degraded data
quality, researchers started to introduce measures of signal quality into the classification process.
In the existing approaches, the role of class-independent quality information is governed by
intuitive rather than mathematical notions, resulting in a clearly drawn distinction between the
single-, multiple-classifier and multimodal approaches. The application of quality measures in a
multiple-classifier system has received far more attention, with a dominant intuitive notion that a
classifier that has data of higher quality at its disposal ought to be more credible than a classifier that
operates on noisy signals. In the case of single-classifier systems a quality-based selection of models,
classifiers or thresholds has been proposed. In both cases, quality measures have the function of
meta-information which supervises but not intervenes with the actual classifier or classifiers employed
to assign class labels to modality-specific and class-selective features.
In this thesis we argue that in fact the very same mechanism governs the use of quality measures
in single- and multi-classifier systems alike, and we present a quantitative rather than intuitive
perspective on the role of quality measures in classification. We notice the fact that for a given set of
classification features and their fixed marginal distributions, the class separation in the joint feature
space changes with the statistical dependencies observed between the individual features. The same
effect applies to a feature space in which some of the features are class-independent. Consequently,
we demonstrate that the class separation can be improved by augmenting the feature space with
class-independent quality information, provided that it sports statistical dependencies on the class-
selective features. We discuss how to construct classifier-quality measure ensembles in which the
dependence between classification scores and the quality features helps decrease classification errors
below those obtained using the classification scores alone.
We propose Q − stack, a novel theoretical framework of improving classification with class-
independent quality measures based on the concept of classifier stacking. In the scheme ofQ−stack a
classifier ensemble is used in which the first classifier layer is made of the baseline unimodal classifiers,
and the second, stacked classifier operates on features composed of the normalized similarity scores
and the relevant quality measures. We present Q−stack as a generalized framework of classification
with quality information and we argue that previously proposed methods of classification with
quality measures are its special cases.
Further in this thesis we address the problem of estimating probability of single classification
errors. We propose to employ the subjective Bayesian interpretation of single event probability as
xi
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credence in the correctness of single classification decisions. We propose to apply the credence-based
error predictor as a functional extension of the proposed Q − stack framework, where a Bayesian
stacked classifier is employed. As such, the proposed method of credence estimation and error
prediction inherits the benefit of seamless incorporation of quality information in the process of
credence estimation. We propose a set of objective evaluation criteria for credence estimates, and
we discuss how the proposed method can be applied together with an appropriate repair strategy
to reduce classification errors to a desired target level.
Finally, we demonstrate the application of Q− stack and its functional extension to single error
prediction on the task of biometric identity verification using face and fingerprint modalities, and
their multimodal combinations, using a real biometric database. We show that the use of the
classification and error prediction methods proposed in this thesis allows for a systematic reduction
of the error rates below those of the baseline classifiers.
Keywords: pattern recognition, biometric identity verification, quality measures, error prediction
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Terminology and definitions
In this section we provide a glossary of terms used throughout this thesis. Certain terms presented
here have a specific use in the area of biometrics. Others are used inconsistently in the topic literature
and therefore require a precise definition before being employed in the text of this thesis.
Noise: Any property of the sensed pattern which is not due to the true underlying model but
instead to randomness in the world of the sensors [42].
Signal: Observed or recorded physical manifestation of a phenomenon of interest.
Classification feature, feature vector: Extracted from the recorded signal, class-selective prop-
erties of the signal. In this thesis we deal exclusively with numerical features. Feature extrac-
tion can be seen as a lossy compression of recorded signals, where the compression’s objective
is maintaining maximal class selectiveness at minimal compression rate. An ordered sequence
of features form a feature vector.
Classification score, similarity score, score: Yield of classifier’s discriminant function. Usual-
ly a descriptor of the position of the observed feature vector in respect to the decision boundary
in the feature space.
Classifier decision: Discretized classifier output, predicted class label.
Confidence, confidence measure: a measure of the distance of the test pattern from the decision
surface. Confidence measure encodes the certainty of the classifier in making the decision, and
is not class-selective. For instance, absolute value of the classification score is a confidence
measure.
Quality measure: A measure of the impact of noise on the observed signals. Quality measures can
originate from the signal or classification feature domains, and are in general class-independent.
Credence: subjective Bayesian probability, or degree of belief in an occurrence of a probabilistic
event [71].
Acceptance/Rejection: In biometric identity verification, the terms acceptance and rejection
refer to accepting or rejecting an identity claim, and therefore are equivalent to alternative
dichotomization decisions. On the other hand, the term rejection has been extensively used
in pattern recognition literature to describe an action of discarding a particular decision or
decisions from the classification process, and therefore refraining from taking a classification
decision. In order to avoid confusion in the nomenclature, in this thesis we choose to maintain
xxi
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the traditional use of the term rejection , and we apply it when discussing error rejection
techniques, and never to refer to rejection of an identity claim. The classes are consistently
referred to as class A or class B.
Probabilistic notation
A large portion of mathematical notation in this thesis refers to probabilistic concepts. Alternative
notations for probabilistic events, their instances, etc., exist in the literature. In this thesis we
adhere to notation used in [42]. Namely:
Random variables: Random variables are denoted with capital Latin letters, for instance N , X ,
QM .
Instances of random variables: Instances of random variables are denoted with small Latin let-
ters corresponding to the capital letters that denote the respective random variable. For
example, qm denotes an instance of the random variable QM .
Probability and likelihood: Probabilities are denoted with capital letter P, for example P (x)
denotes probability of random variableX taking the value of an instance x. Analogical notation
for likelihood is p(x).
Probability density functions and distributions: In this thesis there is no functional differ-
ence between the use of discrete distributions and continuous probability density functions of
random variables. Both probability density functions and distributions are denoted as p(x) ,
where x is an instance of a random variable X . Throughout this thesis, the simplified nota-
tion of p(x) replaces the proper notation of p(X = x) for the reasons of notational simplicity,
following conventions of standard textbooks in pattern recognition [42, 152].
Conditional probability Conditional probabilities are denoted as P (Y |Z) for probability of Y
given Z.
Symbols and abbreviations
class A, class B, A, B : statistical processes that define alternative classes in dichotomization. In
probabilistic notation A and B also denote random variables. For instance, P (A|x) denotes a
conditional probability of the instance x being generated by a probabilistic process A, defined
by its distribution p(x|A).
C probabilistic event of correct classification decision.
F probabilistic event of incorrect classification decision.
s : observed (recorded signal).
f , f : classification feature, feature vector.
X, x, x : classification similarity score, yield of classifier’s discriminant function, instance of a
classification score, instance of a vector of classification scores.
τ , τ(x) : decision threshold, decision threshold operating in the domain of x.
Ψ : decision surface in the evidence space.
Glossary xxiii
QM , qm, qm : quality measure, instance of quality measure, instance of a vector of quality mea-
sures.
N , n : noise, instance of noise.
E, e, e : evidence, instance of evidence, instance of an evidence vector.
D : classification decision as a binary random variable.
AC : classification accuracy.
ER, ERA, ERB : classification error, error for class A, error for class B.
R : credence, credence estimate.
R : mean credence.
GT : groundtruth, binary information about the true class alignment of observations.
N (σ2, µ) : Gaussian function with variance σ2 and mean µ.
BN : Bayesian Network
DCT : Discrete Cosine Transform
EM : Expectation-Maximization
GMM : Gaussian Mixture Model
HTER : Half Total Error Rate
LDA : Linear Discriminant Analysis
MAP : Maximum A-Posteriori (adaptation)
ML : Maximum Likelihood (parameter estimation)
MLP : Multi-Layer Perceptron)
PCA : Principal Component Analysis
QDA : Quadratic Discriminant Analysis
SVM : Support Vector Machine
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Introduction 1
Nogg’s Postulate: Any system that depends on reliability is unreliable.∗
The beginning of the 21st century was rich in events that turned the world’s attention to public
security. Progressing globalization gave the human kind possibilities of information transfer and ease
of physical mobility unseen before. With those possibilities comes risk of fraud, theft of personal
data, or even theft of identity. One of the ways to prevent this is biometric identity verification.
Biometric identity verification is witnessing a stage of a rapid transition from academic and
industrial laboratories to real world applications. This transition creates new constraints and new
challenges for the emerging biometric technologies, in particular considering their robustness to
varying data quality. This demand motivated the work presented in this thesis: a development of
a consistent methodology of pattern classification in the presence of degraded signal quality. The
findings contained in this thesis are therefore developed directly with the biometric application in
mind, however they can easily be extended to any other domain of pattern classification where signal
degradation may affect the classification performance.
The problem of biometric identity verification can be portrayed as an example of a two-class
classification problem, and as such we treat it throughout this thesis. We introduce the problem
of quality of biometric signals and its impact on the accuracy and classification performance of
biometric identity verification systems. In this thesis biometric identity verification system serves
as an instance of a classifier system that works in a little-constrained environment, where the qual-
ity of recorded signals can be compromised. Consequently, we develop a theoretical framework of
improving classification accuracy using class-independent information about the quality of classified
signals. Acknowledging the fact that the use of quality measures in classification can reduce, but
not necessarily eliminate misclassifications, we identify the problem of predicting and rejecting po-
tentially erroneous classification decisions. In order to address this problem we propose a method of
estimating the probability of single classifier errors, which can be used together with an appropriate
repair strategy for further improvements in classification accuracy.
∗ popular aphorism in computer science, of unknown authorship.
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1.1 What is biometric authentication?
Biometrics is a discipline of pattern recognition where individuals are recognized by their biological or
behavioral characteristics. The identity of a person is encoded in different biometric traits, routinely
referred to as biometric modalities [133, 134]. Frequently used types of biometric modalities include:
fingerprint, palmprint, face, voice, signature, iris, retinal blood vessel patterns, palm geometry, palm
blood vessel patterns, gait, eye movements, etc. [104, 134].
Biometric recognition can be divided into two tasks:
• Biometric identity verification (authentication)
• Biometric identification
Biometric identity verification, also referred to as authentication, is a task of verifying the au-
thenticity of an identity claim, in other words establishing if a given individual is indeed who he
claims to be. Biometric identification is a task of assigning a correct identity label to one person
out of a larger pool of individuals.
Biometric identity verification is currently the most popular form of biometric classification.
Its applications include identity documents, access control, etc. In this thesis we are concerned
with biometric identity verification. We develop a general theory applicable to classification with
class-independent quality information, while maintaining biometric identity verification as the head
motivation and focal point of the research presented.
Biometric identity verification finds its application everywhere where there is a need for a cer-
tainty that an individual is who he claims to be. Such certainty is indispensable in every situation
in which an individual claims his rights to certain benefits. Such benefits may include access to
financial assets, privileged or private information or services.
Examples of practical applications of biometrics include identity verification for:
• physical and logical access control
• secure identity documents
• forensic applications
1.2 Unconstrained environments - a challenge for biometric
classification systems
A common feature of biometric identity verification applications is that they all involve collecting
biometric data from individuals whose identity is under scrutiny at the place and time of the verifi-
cation. For example, in the access control scenario the identity must be verified at the time of the
access attempt. Due to the variability of the environment and behavioral factors the quality of the
biometric data collected for the purpose of identity verification may not always be well-controlled
and can vary significantly.
Consider two typical examples of environmental and behavioral conditions that may affect the
quality of collected biometric data:
• The appearance of a face in a visible-light image may change dramatically depending on the
ambient illumination conditions, facial expressions, facial hair, makeup, etc. [99].
• Ambient temperature and humidity may affect the quality of a fingerprint image collected
using an optical sensor [105].
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It is easy to understand that a degradation of the quality of a biometric signal may render
it less useful or reliable for the purpose of identity verification. Just to follow the two examples
mentioned, illumination can change the appearance of a face beyond recognition, and an impression
of an excessively dry finger can easily make detection of characteristic fingerprint ridge features
impossible. Examples of biometric data samples of high and low quality are shown in Figures 1.1
and 1.2.
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Figure 1.1: Impact of (a) frontal and (b) non-frontal illumination on the appearance of a face.
Both images present a face of the same individual and are taken at the same head pose and
expression, during one recording session. Example taken from the Extended YaleB database [13].
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Figure 1.2: Examples of fingerprints of (a) high, and (b) low quality. Both fingerprints originate
from the same finger. Example taken from the FCV2002-1a database [103].
It has been demonstrated that certain amount of variability in data quality can be accounted for
by using different methods of normalization applied to signals, classification features, or similarity
scores [11, 77]. Invariably however, if the signal variations are large due to their inconsistent quality,
there is a limit to the success of methods that do not explicitly take the quality into account.
The impact of adverse environmental conditions on the characteristics of the collected biometric
data can be quantified. For example, the impact of strong directional illumination on the face
appearance can be expressed in terms of a ratio between the area of directly illuminated face parts
and the area of visible face parts that are covered in shadow. Impoverished quality of a dry fingerprint
impression can be expressed by the overall image contrast, etc. In general, the impact of the
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environmental conditions may be quantified using quality measures [134].
1.3 Measuring quality of biometric signals
Human beings have an intuitive notion of quality of their percepts. Most of us would probably
consider a noisy speech signal as low quality. Similarly, a well-defined, sharp and contrasting face
image could be well regarded as being of a high quality. This intuitive notion is often in a close
relationship with the human internal pattern recognition processing [59, 116]. A noisy speech is hard
to understand and hence it is thought of as being of low quality. A blurred image creates problems
when trying to recognize a face in it. Many of these naturally-driven intuitive notions of quality will
hold when dealing with automatic pattern recognition systems. But not all of them will hold.
Automatic pattern classification systems typically use numerical features that can be considered
as compressed versions of the original signal. It is a specific type of lossy compression in the sense
that its objective is to preserve as much information as possible about the individuality of the donor
of the biometric signal. The compression is obtained by discarding the information that is irrelevant
to his individuality. Many of the intuitive quality metrics that humans apply to their percepts
would relate to the quality of all perceived information, rather than only to the information that is
relevant to the pattern recognition task. A quality measure that is useful for an automatic system
would therefore relate to the degradation of the class-selective information, rather to the perceptual
qualities of the signal.
1.4 Biometric identity verification with quality measures: a
problem or a variety of problems?
Realizing the necessity of estimating data quality in the process of biometric identity verification,
researchers turned their attention to quality measures and their role in the classification process.
Following two important observations have been made [48, 134]:
• Performance of a classifier may change as the signal quality changes.
• Different classifiers operating on different feature sets are sensitive to different aspects of signal
quality.
As a consequence of these two observations, the research work in the field has drifted in two
apparently orthogonal directions. The first observation resulted in a number of reported attempts
to modify certain parameters of the deployed classifier according to the observed signal quality, thus
creating a set of alternative models or classifiers, each of them designed to work well with one very
particular range of observed signal quality [49]. Quality-conscious systems that operate according
to this paradigm strive to select the closest-to-optimal available classification setup depending on
the measured quality of the recorded signal.
The second observation inspired authors to replace a single classifier with classifier ensembles,
seeking robustness in their divided competence range. An ultimate example of the latter approach
is the combined use of classifiers that operate on different modalities, with the notion that reduced
quality of one modality shall not affect the quality of another. The multimodal approach has been
baptized as multimodal fusion and is currently one of the areas in biometric research that attracts
growing attention [48, 78]. In classifier ensembles the quality measures usually play the role of an
arbiter - the weight of the opinion of a classifier in the decision of the ensemble is regarded higher
if the classifier has high quality data at its disposal.
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Looking through the current advances in the area of biometric identity verification with quality
measures one could easily have an impression that the two approaches discussed above are indeed
different and that the methods proposed incompatible. It therefore appears purposeful and reason-
able to take a step back and find a common denominator that governs the use of quality measures
in pattern classification. The search of such a common denominator with a particular application to
biometric identity verification in mind was the motivation behind the work presented in this thesis.
1.5 Objectives of the thesis
The objectives of the work presented in this thesis are following:
• To propose a quantitative rather than intuitive perspective on the role of quality measures
in pattern classification. In this dissertation we are answering the questions why and under
what conditions the use of quality information can help to distinguish between classes and
consequently to reduce the classification errors.
• To define a general framework of classification with class-independent quality information
which encompasses and explains approaches existing up to date in the subject literature.
• To formulate guidelines for developing signal quality measures, which allow for reducing classi-
fication error rates in adverse signal acquisition conditions and hence enhance the applicability
and robustness of pattern recognition systems, with particular focus on biometric identity ver-
ification.
• To develop a method of single-decision error prediction and rejection, compatible with the
developed framework of classification with quality information, which would afford further
elimination of misclassifications at the cost of employing repair strategies.
• To demonstrate the performance of the developed framework of classification, error prediction
and rejection using a real-life multimodal biometric data set containing data of compromised
quality.
1.6 From pattern recognition theory to biometric identity
verification
The theoretical considerations and developments contained in this thesis are general in nature in
order to maintain their relevance to a wide array of pattern classification applications where the
problem of signal quality degradation may occur. At the same time however, the application of
biometric identity verification is used as a leading motivation in this work and it emerges repeatedly
throughout the chapters of this work. Considering our focused attention on the practical applicability
of presented findings to the field of biometrics, the evaluation of presenting developments using real
biometric data is important. Therefore here a few words of explanation are due regarding the choice
of biometric modalities considered.
In this thesis, we chose to consistently focus our attention on the face and fingerprint modalities.
The rationales behind this choice are following:
• Face recognition is one of the most natural ways for humans to recognize fellow humans, with
dedicated units residing in the brain [59]. It is not surprising therefore that appearance-based
face verification systems are attracting high level of interest. This interest is also due to the
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fact that face modality is in most cultures the most widely-accepted, non-invasive method of
identity verification.
• Fingerprint verification is the first systematically and scientifically researched branch of bio-
metrics [105]. Despite its negative connotations in the criminal context, due to its historical
roots and high dependability, fingerprint remains the most popular modality for identity ver-
ification.
• Multimodal combinations of face and fingerprint verification are the configurations of choice
for currently projected and executed large-scale installations of identity verification systems,
including such key applications as travel identity documents [2].
1.7 Main contributions
Major contributions of this thesis include:
• Analysis of the role of quality measures in the classification process and introduction of the
concept of classifier-quality measure ensemble. In this thesis we make theoretical advancements
towards a better understanding of the role of statistical dependencies between classification
features on class separation. We show that given a set of class-selective features, additional
class-independent, individually irrelevant features, which sport statistical dependencies on the
class-selective features, can improve the separation between classes. As a result, reduced clas-
sification rates in comparison to systems that do not use class-independent quality information
are theoretically expected, and systematically observed using synthetic and real data sets.
• Development of Q − stack, a framework of improving classification using class-independent
quality information, based on the concept of classifier stacking. In the developed framework,
classification scores originating from a baseline classifier or classifiers are combined with quality
measures into evidence vectors and re-classified by a second-layer, stacked classifier. The
improved classification performance over the baseline classifiers is due to the existence of
statistical dependencies between the class-selective baseline classifier scores and the relevant
quality measures. The proposed method provides a unified generalization to existing methods
of classification with quality measures and encompasses existing methods relevant to single-,
multiple-classifier and multimodal architectures.
• Concept of creating classifier-quality measure ensembles instead of quality measures in detach-
ment from the classification algorithms. We postulate that in order to ensure that a quality
measure can be effectively used for classification error reduction it must sport a dependence on
the classifier similarity scores. This dependency can be achieved if the quality measure quan-
tifies these qualitative aspects of the classified signals which are also used by the classifier.
As an exemplification of this concept, in this thesis we develop two classifier-quality measure
ensembles for face modality, and two ensembles for fingerprint modality.
• Development of new quality assessment algorithms for face images. One of the proposed
quality measures is a signal-level quality measure that uses an average face template to assess
the quality of a face image relative to the quality of a gallery of training images. Another
proposed measure is probabilistic in nature and operates on the feature models used by the
classifier. This link between the quality measure and the classifier ensures a dependence
between the quality measure and the classification scores.
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• Development of a probabilistic framework of predicting individual classifier errors taking in-
to account the signal quality information. The proposed method is a natural extension of
the proposed Q − stack framework, in which a Bayesian classifier is deployed as the stacked
classifier. Individual classification credence is estimated based on the posterior probabilities
produced by the stacked classifier. Resulting credence estimates can be used to reject potential
misclassifications from the decision pool. For all rejected decisions a repair strategy can be
applied, leading to a reduction in classification error.
• Application of the proposed methods of classification and error prediction to single-, multiple-
classifier, and multimodal face and fingerprint matching. The proposed method of Q−stack is
shown to systematically reduce the classification error rates in respect to the baseline systems.
Further, we demonstrate that the single error prediction method presented in this dissertation
allows for accurate rejection of potential misclassifications from the decision pool, leading to
improved classification accuracy of the remaining decisions.
1.8 Organization of the thesis
This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2 we present selected basic concepts of pattern recognition which lay a foundation
for further theoretical developments presented in this thesis. We further discuss biometric identity
verification as an example of a pattern recognition problem. We provide a detailed discussion of the
state of the art in biometric classification with quality measures, with particular attention paid to
the face and fingerprint modalities. Finally, we discuss the existing methods of error prediction and
classification, with a focus on methods applied in the area of biometric classification.
In Chapter 3 we develop a theory of classification with class-independent quality information.
We notice that class-independent quality information can be used to improve class separation thanks
to dependencies between classification features, and we provide analytical proofs that this is indeed
the case for bivariate normal distributions. Acknowledging the fact that for arbitrary distributions
analytical solutions may not be possible to derive, we present Q − stack, a statistical, data-driven
framework to classification with class-independent quality information. We present the advantages
and limitations of the proposed framework using synthetic data sets, and we argue that it provides
a generalization of existing approaches towards the use of quality measures in biometrics.
In Chapter 4 the problem of single error prediction and rejection is tackled. We discuss the
problem of estimating belief in correctness of a single classification decision, or decision credence,
from the viewpoint of subjective Bayesian interpretation of probability. As a consequence, we
propose a natural extension of the developed framework of Q−stack, in which the stacked Bayesian
classifier returns credence estimates for classification decisions originating from arbitrary baseline
classifiers or classifier ensembles, with or without an involvement of quality measures. We discuss
how the proposed credence-based error-prediction scheme allows for rejecting potentially erroneous
classification decisions, hence boosting the classification performance at the cost of the necessity
of applying a repair strategy to the rejected decisions. We propose a set of evaluation criteria for
credence estimates and we demonstrate the performance of the developed method using synthetic
data sets.
Chapter 5 gives an evaluation of the proposed methods of classification and error prediction
using real multimodal biometric data sets containing face and fingerprint records. In this chapter
we discuss the construction of classifier-quality measure ensembles in such a way that the statistical
dependencies between the quality measures and baseline classifier scores afford improved class sepa-
ration in respect to the baseline system. A set of face quality measures is proposed that is designed
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to improve the performance of two different baseline face matchers. We show that the framework of
Q− stack proposed in Chapter 3 allows for a systematic reduction of the classification error rates
below those obtained using the baseline classifiers. In particular, we show that the systematic im-
provements are observed for single-, multiple-classifier and multimodal architectures of a biometric
identity verification system. Further, for the face and fingerprint modalities we demonstrate that
the proposed error prediction scheme, as an extension of the Q− stack framework, allows for accu-
rate error prediction and rejection. We evaluate the credence estimates used in error prediction by
applying the criteria proposed in chapter 4.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. In this final chapter we summarize the findings presented in
this work and discuss their generalization to other data types and modalities. We underline the
application potential and the limitations of the presented methods and algorithms. Finally, we
discuss the prospects for future developments and advancements of the presented methods.
State of the art 2
2.1 Introduction
Biometric identity verification is a pattern classification process of distinguishing between two class-
es: class of genuine identity claims and class of identity claims originating from imposters [134].
This dichotomization is possible thanks to class-selective features, which originate from a variety
of biometric signals that carry information about the individuality of a person. Commonly used
examples of such signals include face image, fingerprint image, iris image, but also less known ones
are in use, for instance vascular patterns, hand geometry, or behavioral patterns like signature and
gait. Following habitual nomenclature in the field of biometrics, we refer to the sources of such
identity-dependent signals as biometric modalities [134].
Biometric identity verification systems frequently face the challenges of non-controlled data ac-
quisition conditions. In such conditions biometric signals may suffer from quality degradation due
to extraneous, identity-independent factors. It has been demonstrated in numerous reports that a
degradation of biometric signal quality is a frequent cause of significant deterioration of classifica-
tion performance [7, 33, 44, 81, 85, 107]. In this thesis we refer to any such degradation as noise.
Throughout this thesis the term noise is used in a very general way, following [42]: we refer to noise
as ”any property of the sensed pattern which is not due to the true underlying model but instead
to randomness in the world of the sensors”. In the specific context of biometric signals, we use the
term noise to address any impact of identity-independent auxiliary factors on observed or acquired
biometric data samples which degrades the nominal quality of these samples. So defined, the term
noise encompasses also the typical interpretations of the term encountered in particular in signal
processing [75, 79, 147].
Presence of noise in the observed biometric data often causes a degradation of its quality. This
degradation can often be measured, and the quality information about observed biometric signals
are known as quality measures [48, 65, 89, 90, 121, 128, 153]. Quality information is by default class
independent and therefore classification is ineffective using quality measures alone. For instance,
measuring the amount of ambient additive noise in a recorded speech signal gives an indication of
the quality of the signal but it conveys no information whatsoever as to the identity of the speaker.
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This thesis is concerned with the use of class-independent information in pattern classification,
with special focus on biometric identity verification. In order to give the reader a background for
understanding the developments presented in this work, this section contains a compact overview
of the related state of the art in pattern recognition and in biometric identity verification, with
particular focus on the use of quality information in the classification process. Since in this thesis
we pay particular attention to face- and fingerprint-based biometric identity verification, the quality-
related problems relevant to these modalities receive our special consideration.
The purpose of a biometric classification system is to minimize misclassifications. However, in
a challenging pattern classification application like biometric identity verification errors frequently
cannot be avoided. Since errors in identity verifications may carry serious consequences and legal
implications for the individuals whose identity might have been erroneously verified, it is of great
importance to be able to treat misclassifications appropriately. In particular it is important to
estimate the level of trust one can have in a single classification decision. Therefore in this chapter
we discuss the existing methods of classifier error prediction, which creates a basis for the discussion
of the credence-based error predictors proposed further in this work.
This chapter starts with a recapitulation of the basic concepts of pattern classification in Section
2.2, where we present a conceptual background for biometric verification systems discussed in Section
2.3. Then, common sources of errors in biometric classification systems are discussed in Section 2.4
and the need to collect quality measures is elicited. Section 2.6 discusses in detail the quality-related
problems encountered in biometric classification systems with a special focus on face and fingerprint
modalities. Existing quality measures are discussed. Next, existing approaches to the use of quality
measures in biometrics are discussed in Section 2.7. Finally, we review the existing methods of
classifier error prediction in Section 2.8.
2.2 Overview of pattern classification
2.2.1 Basic concepts
Pattern classification is a discipline concerned with assigning measured patterns into classes [152].
The measured patterns are observations and recordings of physical manifestations of phenomena or
objects. The nature of observed patterns depends on the measurement type and on the physical
properties of the observed phenomenon or object. Pattern classification hinges on the concept of
similarity: a class is inhabited by patterns which are similar in some sense, or according to some
measure of pattern similarity [42]. Pattern classification is concerned with assignment of observed
patterns to classes according to the similarity of these patterns with those previously observed, or
with those, whose class alignment one has an objective notion of.
The similarity between observed patterns may be estimated based on a comparison of the actual
recorded data, unchanged as it comes from the acquisition device or sensor. However, this is often
impractical as the observed signals or patterns may contain only certain characteristics which are
useful in distinguishing between classes, next to other class-independent characteristics. Therefore
the similarity between patterns is often computed based on a selected set of classification features
which are extracted from the observed signals. The feature extraction process can be interpreted
as a lossy signal compression, where class-selectiveness and compactness of representation are the
compression objectives ∗. Extracted features are frequently ordered and represented in the form of
feature vectors [42, 111].
∗In many signal compression applications (e.g. image compression), the criteria for evaluating the compression
scheme are compactness of representation, compression speed and perceptual fidelity of the signal reconstruction [164].
This is not the case for classification feature extraction, where fidelity of reconstruction is of no importance.
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The discipline of pattern recognition emerged from theoretical statistics and as such it inherits
many theoretical foundations from this field. Since assigning a pattern to one of the classes is a
decision making process, most pattern recognition texts use Bayesian decision theory as a foundation
for pattern classification [42, 111, 152], which we also frequently refer to in this work. The Bayesian
decision theory is based on the concept of assigning the most probable class label to the observed
sample [146, 152].
Bayesian decision theory
Consider a task of assigning patterns represented by feature vectors f to one of the L classes ω1,
ω2,...,ωL. Based on prior knowledge, each of the classes is characterized by its probability density
function p(f |ω1), p(f |ω2),..., p(f |ωL). Each of the probability density functions can be thought of as a
stochastic process which generates feature vectors. Here, f can assume continuous or discrete values.
For discrete features of f the probability density functions p(f |ω1), p(f |ω2),..., p(f |ωL) are replaced
by corresponding discrete distributions. A newly observed pattern is represented by a feature vector
f0. The probability that f0 belongs to class ωl, l ∈ 〈1, 2, ..., L〉 is computed using Bayes formula:
P (ωl|f0) = P (ωl)p(f0|ωl)∑L
i=1 P (ωi)p(f0)|ωi
, (2.1)
where P (ωl) is a prior probability of having a new observation from class ωl. The conditional
probability P (ωl|f0) is usually called posterior probability [152]. For the considered L classes, corre-
sponding posterior probabilities P (ω1|f0), P (ω2|f0),...,P (ωL|f0) are computed according to Equation
2.1. The feature vector f0 is assigned to the class whose corresponding computed posterior proba-
bility is largest:
argmax
i
P (ωi|f0)→ decide : ωi. (2.2)
Equation 2.2 describes the Bayes decision rule, which is the principle of a Bayes classifier [42].
Making classification decisions according to Equation 2.2 takes into account prior class probabilities
P (ωi). If the prior class probabilities can be assumed equal, ∀i,j P (ωi) = P (ωj), the decision rule
becomes
argmax
i
p(f0|ωi)→ decide : ωi, (2.3)
which is referred to as maximum likelihood (ML) decision rule. A classifier creates a decision
boundary in the feature space [42]. For a Bayesian classifier, the decision boundary between classes
ωi and ωj is defined by the instances of feature vector f for which the alternative classes are equally
probable, P (ωi|f) = P (ωj |f).
The decision rules given by Equations 2.2 and 2.3 are minimum-classification-error rules [42].
2.2.2 Generative versus discriminative classifiers
Functioning of the Bayes classifier hinges on the knowledge of the statistical processes that govern
generation of the observed feature vectors f . If these are known, the Bayes classifier is guaranteed
to classify observed data with minimal error rates, also called Bayes error [42, 111]. The problem
is that these processes are usually not known and have to be estimated from available training (or
development) data set. Using estimates of the class prior probabilities and class-conditional feature
distributions, a Bayesian classifier can be constructed and applied to classify unseen data, usually
referred to as testing (or evaluation) data.
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There are two main approaches towards estimation of class-conditional feature distributions -
parametric and nonparametric. The most frequently used parametric approaches include Maximum-
Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian parameter estimation. For exhaustive details on the parametric learn-
ing methods the reader is referred to [42]. The non-parametric approaches are basically variations
of histogram approximations of the underlying probability density functions [152]. In this thesis we
use parametric pdf estimation based on the ML principles.
Parametric estimation of a pdf usually requires some prior assumption regarding the nature of the
statistical process whose pdf’s parameters are under estimation. One of the simplest assumptions is
the assumption of Gaussianity of the underlying process. However, for many statistical processes the
Gaussianity assumption is inadequate and can lead to a design of a suboptimal classifier. A popular
and powerful family of methods of estimating arbitrary pdf is based on weighted linear combination
of more than one base function. These methods are called Mixture Models [111]. If a linear mixture
of Gaussian functions is used then the resulting models are referred to as Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM). The parameters of the GMM can be estimated using a version of the ML approach, called
Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM) [39, 42]. The GMM modeling using the EM algorithm
is used throughout the experiments of this thesis.
The Bayesian classifier operates on estimates of pdfs or distributions which are explaining the
statistical processes that generated the observed features. Therefore the Bayes classifier is frequently
referred to as the generative approach to classification, where the generative models define the
decision boundary. Note that for the purpose of classification all that is needed is the actual decision
boundary, and not the entire form of the generative models. In an attempt to avoid the seemingly
unnecessary step of distribution estimation, a series of alternative classification methods have been
developed which aim at approximating the optimal decision boundary directly. The most prominent
approaches include discriminant analysis methods [42] and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [42,
152]. These approaches are often referred to as discriminative since they focus directly on class
discrimination, omitting the nature of the feature-generating processes.
2.2.3 Statistical versus heuristic methods
Both the generative and the discriminative approaches to statistical classification are rooted in
the basic notion that although the actual statistical processes that generate observed features are
unknown, they can be approximated from the available prior observations (training data). Naturally
for this notion to be realizable it is required that
1. both the training and the testing data samples originate from the same, unknown feature-
generating distributions, and
2. the amount of available training data is sufficient to estimate the distributions (for the gen-
erative approaches), or to approximate the class boundaries in the feature space (for the
discriminative approaches).
When these conditions are met, the classifier can generalize to testing data unseen in the training
phase. In some applications, some or both of these conditions can be violated, or be suspected of
being violated. For instance, when a classifier is trained on data recorded using one type of sensor
and then applied to testing data recorded using another type of sensor, the first condition is likely
not to be met. The second condition may not be met for practical reasons if the training data is
hard to come by. Both of these problems are frequently encountered in biometric classification.
One must bear in mind that statistical data analysis can only deliver information that actually
exists in the available training data, and nothing beyond that. Therefore statistical classification
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methods will not generalize to data generated by different processes than these that generated
training samples, unless it happens by coincidence. However, in certain instances there may be
additional information available about the testing data, which is not present in the training data
set. Examples of such heuristics may range from assumptions about distribution differences for
data originating from different sensors, to knowledge about what the resulting shape of the decision
boundary should be. Examples of employment of such heuristics can be frequently found in the
literature, for instance in [7, 49], and we discuss some of them later in this chapter.
We acknowledge the fact that on certain occasions heuristics is a good way of obtaining practically
useful results. However, the major problem with methods where heuristics play a deciding role is
that they are hardly generalizable to applications and data sets different from those, which these
heuristics have been devised for. Therefore in this thesis we do every effort to maintain a strictly
statistical approach to classification. The advantage of doing so is that the results and theoretical
findings of this thesis are generalizable to unseen data. For practical needs, the methods proposed
in this thesis can be always augmented by application-specific heuristic modifications.
2.2.4 Classifier ensembles
There are multiple advantages coming from combining multiple classifiers into ensembles [95, 122].
Classifiers of different nature, even constructed around the same or similar training data, are likely
to assign class labels to newly observed feature vectors by applying different decision boundaries
in the feature space, each of them being an approximation of the optimal decision boundary. This
effect is often referred to as classifier diversity, and described in terms of differences in the yields
of individual involved classifiers [96, 108]. Combining these approximations by forming a classifier
ensemble is likely to return a closer estimate of the optimal decision boundary [155, 156] in the joint
feature space of all combined classifiers, thus affording a better generalization properties than the
contributing single classifiers [43, 69, 83, 132].
When multiple modalities pertinent to the same physical phenomenon are available, each of
the individual modalities can be assigned a separate classifier which is specifically designed to fit
the data type of that particular modality. Since the decisions of each of the uni-modal classifiers
are related to the same physical phenomenon, it is purposeful to combine these classifiers into an
ensemble, which in this case performs a multi-modal classification.
Classifiers may be combined using a plethora of ensemble paradigms, where the individual clas-
sifiers in the ensemble can use the same features, a subset of, or a different set of features as the
remaining classifiers. Popular classifier ensemble architectures include [122]:
• Bagging [23],
• Boosting [141],
• Stacked generalization (stacking) [165].
Thus constructed classifier ensembles display certain desirable properties that justify their use in
spite of their increased complexity in comparison with single classifiers. Such ensemble systems have
been shown to generalize well, to be able to handle large data volumes or excessively small training
data volumes [122]. Presenting details of multiple classifier theory is beyond the scope or interest of
this thesis. Therefore we here limit the discussion of multiple classifier systems to a description of
classifier stacking [165], because it is the basic concept behind some of the key methods proposed
in this thesis.
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Classifier stacking - Wolpert’s stacked generalization
In his 1992 paper [165], Wolpert declares that stacked generalization applies to any combination
of classifiers, where output of a classifier is re-classified by a higher-level classifier. In this paper
Wolpert refers to classifiers as generalizers, so the name stacked generalization means as much as
classifier stacking, and in this more modern form we shall refer to this method of building classifier
ensembles.
The idea behind classifier stacking is this. A classifier may misclassify an observed feature
vector if it falls close to the decision boundary, and this misclassification may be due to an improper
approximation of the optimal decision boundary. Assume that a sufficiently large number of observed
feature vectors are misclassified in the same way due to the same decision boundary approximation
problem. Then, a second layer classifier which has both the true class alignment of the data and the
actual output of the first classifier can be trained to avoid such systematic misclassifications. In this
sense, a stacked classifier reduces the variance in classification decisions of the first-level, baseline
classifiers [155], given a proper sub-sampling of the available training data. In this way a stacked
classifier ensemble approximates the optimal decision boundary in the entire feature space better
than the individual first-level classifiers.
The stacking architecture can be extended horizontally and vertically: the output of an arbitrary
number of first-level classifiers can be used as classification features to train the second-level stacked
classifier, and the output of a stacked classifier can be as well further given to a third-layer stacked
classifier or classifiers, and so on. Within the stacking architecture, classifiers can be combined using
a wide array of rules, from simple binary decision-based voting through weighted linear combinations,
to trained score-level schemes [20, 43, 83, 131].
The concept of classifier stacking is widely used throughout this thesis. First, all multiple-
classifier ensembles applied to single modalities and multimodal trained fusion ensembles are straight-
forward instances of classifier stacking. Then, the framework of classification with class-independent
quality information proposed in this thesis is also based on classifier stacking, where output of the
first-level baseline classifiers, augmented by class-independent quality measures, is then used as
classification features for the stacked classifier.
2.2.5 Dichotomization
A special type of classification problems are two-class problems, where an observed sample can be
assigned to one of two classes, A or B, but not both. A classifier that is assigned to a two-class
classification problem is frequently referred to as a dichotomizer. Dichotomization has a privileged
position in pattern recognition because it is argued that a multiple-class problem can be represented
as a series of two-class problems [151].
Biometric identity verification is also a dichotomization problem, since its task is to distinguish
between two classes: genuine identity claim and imposter identity claim. In the following section
we will focus specifically on biometric identity verification as an instance of a two-class pattern
classification problem.
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2.3 Biometric identity verification as a pattern classification
problem
2.3.1 Biometric identity verification
Biometric identity verification systems have the goal of establishing if a biometric observation col-
lected from an individual who claims certain identity matches the data previously recorded from the
individual in question. A diagram of a biometric identity verification is shown in figure 2.1.
CLAIM:
INDIVIDUAL 1
IDENTITY VERIFICATION DECISION
DATABASE
INDIVIDUAL 1
INDIVIDUAL 2
INDIVIDUAL 3
INDIVIDUAL ...
Stored data of 
INDIVIDUAL 1
Reference
Figure 2.1: Biometric identity verification system. The identity verification module sends a
reference identity request to the database and in return receives stored reference data pertinent to
the claimed identity. Based on the similarity between the claim and stored reference data a
verification decision is taken.
The biometric data collected from the person who claims to be Individual 1 is compared to
the data of Individual 1 stored in the database. In order to establish a frame of reference for the
comparison, the database usually contains biometric data collected from other individuals. The
comparison is performed in the Identity Verification module, which determines whether the degree
of similarity between the claimant data and the corresponding database information is greater than
the level of similarity between the claim data and the data of the rest of the population. Usually,
the population is represented by the data of the remaining Individuals, whose data is stored in the
database. If the level of similarity between the claimant data and the corresponding data from the
database is greater than the similarity between the claimant data and the rest of the population,
the decision of the system is affirmative (identity verified, claim accepted). Otherwise the decision is
negative (identity not verified, claim rejected). These two decision possibilities define the two classes
in which the biometric identity verification system operates as a pattern recognizer.
Biometric verification systems are therefore examples of two class pattern classification problems
(dichotomizers): the claimant either is who he claims he is (accept a genuine claim), or he is not
(reject an impostor attempt). In this thesis, we shall consistently refer to these classes as
• class A, the class of imposter identity claims, and
• class B, the class of genuine identity claims.
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In biometric identity verification there is no reason to presume that a claim is more likely to come
from an imposter than from a genuine client [137]. Therefore in this thesis we consistently assume
equal prior probabilities for classes A and B, P (A) = P (B). Consequently, the optimal Bayesian
dichotomizer applied to a task of biometric identity verification operates using the maximal likelihood
decision rule given by Equation 2.3.
As opposed to the identity verification task, the problem of biometric identification is a multi-
class problem. Despite the apparent difference in the problem definition, a multi-class problem of
identification can be reduced to a series of two class identity verification problems [115, 151]. In this
thesis we are concerned explicitly with identity verification.
2.3.2 Information flow in a biometric system
Biometric identity verification is a process that takes as input acquired biometric signals and assigns
to them a class label (accept or reject the identity claim). Figure 2.2 shows a diagram of data flow
in a typical biometric identity verification system, from the stage of data generation until the stage
of decision-making.
Biometric 
Modality
NoiseNoise influence
Acquisition,
Preprocessing
Classification
Feature extraction
Decision
(Identity verification)
Signal s
Classification features f
Classifier score x
Figure 2.2: Diagram of a typical biometric classification system.
An individual presents to the biometric system his biometric data. Depending on the biometric
modality (type of biometric trait used for identity recognition), the biometric data may be affected
by extraneous noise of various nature. In the case of speaker verification it can be acoustic noise,
in the case of face verification unfavorable illumination conditions, and in the case of fingerprints
noise can be of behavioral type - for instance insufficient pressure on the sensor or unstable finger
positioning. The noise contamination happens before or during the data acquisition process. Since
this thesis is not concerned with the data acquisition process, here we treat the interaction between
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the noise and the biometric signals as a black box: a closed process that the system designer has no
influence upon but whose parameters can be observed and used in order to improve the classification
performance. The data collection process typically involves dedicated biometric sensors - for instance
in the case of face recognition it is a camera, in the case of fingerprint recognition it is a fingerprint
scanner.
Acquired signals may now undergo modality-specific normalization treatments. For instance face
images need to be geometrically and photometrically normalized before further processing [64, 140].
Fingerprint images must be separated from the background and the resulting image is subjected to
image enhancement procedures [105, 150]. Thus treated signals are typically passed to the feature
extraction process which strips the signal of information that is not relevant to the classification
task. The type of normalization and feature extraction techniques depend mostly on the biometric
modality, and on the type of classifier employed in the system. Certain biometric systems do not
employ any normalization methods, or classify the acquired signals directly, without an explicit
feature extraction routines [136]. In such case, the entire acquired and/or normalized signal is
equivalent to a feature set or vector. In this thesis we are not concerned with the normalization or
feature extraction processes. We assume that these procedures have been performed according to
the best practices for the considered modalities. In this work our interest is focused on the pattern
classification process.
The actual classification begins here. The extracted features f are passed to a set of routines
that compute the yield x of a discriminant function Ψ. Following commonly used nomenclature in
biometric classification we shall frequently refer to the value of x as classifier score, or similarity score
[42, 152]. In order to arrive at the final classification decision, classification score x is binarized,
often by comparing it to a threshold τ , resulting in a binary classification decision. Biometric
identity verification frequently involves comparison, or matching, of biometric data samples in order
to establish if they originate from the same individual. Therefore biometric identity verification
system is also referred to as biometric matcher [29, 149].
2.4 Classification errors and quality of biometric data
The major difficulty that the biometric systems have to face in real life, out-of-laboratory conditions
is the possible degradation of signal quality due to the extraneous noise influences. The term noise
is here used in a broad term and it encompasses any signal that carries no class-specific information
and that intervenes with the actual biometric signal. The noise degradation happens before or
during the signal acquisition stage.
The noise contamination masks and changes the selective individual signal features which allow
for a successful classification of the biometric signal. If a classifier is trained on clean, noiseless data
its performance is likely to suffer from a noise degradation of the signals it is deployed to classify.
We distinguish three types of classification errors in biometric identity verification [128]:
1. Systematic errors are those caused by design problems inherent to the pattern recognition
system engineering task. These include wrong assumptions about the form or family of the
distributions of features under consideration, poor choice of features leading to excessive over-
lap between classes, insufficient amount of training data, poor estimation of classifier or model
parameters, etc.
2. Presentation-dependent errors are those caused by unforeseen variability in the signal source.
These can be caused by degraded environmental conditions (illumination variation for face,
specular reflection for iris, additive noise or channel noise for speech, residual fingerprints
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traces, etc.), or by extra variability in a signal (elastic skin distortion for fingerprints, expression
of the face, badly executed signature, etc.).
3. User-dependent errors happen only with certain users that do not fit the otherwise correct
assumptions about the user population. This is a well-known problem in biometrics, and one
of its incarnations in speaker recognition tasks is called the Doddington Zoo effect [41].
The systematic errors are not directly linked to the quality of classified signals and as such shall
not be a concern of this thesis to any greater extent than that we shall follow the best practices in
the field in order to avoid such errors as much as feasible.
The presentation-dependent errors are directly linked to the problem of signal quality and possi-
ble deviation of the signal from a nominal quality. Therefore the techniques presented in this thesis
will be relevant to the goal of minimizing this type of error.
The task of biometric identity verification has been portrayed as a two-class classification prob-
lem. From this viewpoint there is no distinction made between the individual system users. If one
wishes to take into account the individual user characteristics then genuine and imposter identity
claims pertinent to each user can be considered a separate two-class problem that has no inherent
individual-related variability [17]. Therefore without a loss of generality in this thesis we will not
focus on the user-dependent errors. For an in-depth analysis of the user-specific issues in biometric
identity verification the reader is referred to [48, 117].
2.5 Dealing with low-quality data
The presentation-dependent errors of a biometric classification system are strictly linked to the
excessive variability of the observed data. This variability is related to the concept of signal quality.
In general, when certain characteristics of the observed signals are kept within a tolerable range of
variation, such signals are regarded to be of nominal, or high quality. When the signal characteristics
cease to meet the tolerance, the signal is considered to be of degraded or low quality. The concerned
signal characteristics and tolerable range of their variability depend on the considered domain. In
pattern classification, the characteristics refer to the class-selective classification features, and the
tolerable range is defined by the sensitivity of the classifier deployed to classify these features.
Presentation-dependent misclassifications occur when either the classes are inherently overlap-
ping, or when the quality of the observed signals is degraded. A series of methods has been devised
to cope with the problem of excessive class overlap. They include:
Signal normalization: Methods of signal normalization are devised to reduce the signal variabil-
ity before the classification features are extracted. Usually, these methods take advantage of
the fact that certain factors that degrade the signal quality always transform the signal from a
high- to low-quality state in a similar way. It is therefore possible to reduce the degrading ef-
fect by reversing it. Instances of signal normalization include face image processing [140, 143],
or fingerprint binarization [30].
Robust feature extraction: The stability and invariance of classification features is directly
linked to the classification performance. In order to ensure that the classifier’s performance
does not suffer from changes in signal quality, features robust to signal quality variation have
been proposed. Instances of such features include DCT features for face recognition [137] and
MLP -based robust feature extraction for speaker recognition [139, 166].
Feature and score normalization: Analogically to the process of signal normalization, feature
normalization procedures are aimed at reducing the impact of noise on extracted features before
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the classification process. After the features have been subjected to the classifier, normalization
of classifier scores can be applied in order to minimize the impact of noise before the binary
decision is taken [7, 48, 77, 117, 138].
Use of quality measures: If an external factor degraded the observed signal in such a way that
classification performance is compromised, then intuitively the notion of the actual signal
degradation can be used to compensate for this effect. A series of methods of using quality
information to improve classification performance have been proposed. They will be discussed
further in this chapter.
All presented methods of dealing with presentation-dependent errors can be deployed to a large
extent independently of each other. In this thesis we focus our attention on the topic of the use of
class-independent quality measures in classification. However, the methods and algorithms proposed
in this thesis do not interfere with the methods of signal, feature or score normalization, and do
not prevent a deployment of any robust feature extraction scheme. The use of quality measures is
intended as a post-classification step to address these errors that could not be coped with by the
pre-classification normalization procedures.
2.6 Quality measures for biometric signals
The concept of biometric signal quality is understood intuitively. For example, when we try to
recognize or identify other people by their faces from photographs we would without hesitation say
what factors decide about the image’s quality: resolution, contrast, sharpness, etc. Similarly, when
it comes to latent fingerprint inspection, experts would consider well-formed, rich in detail finger
imprints as being of high quality. However, if it is an automatic biometric identity verification
system that is expected to use the available signals, the intuitively understood quality metric that
humans would apply, may be insufficient or no longer applicable [73]. Although it is definitely some
sequence of signal processing, feature extraction and pattern recognition steps that happen in the
brain when people recognize other people and other shapes [116], there is no reason to suppose
that these steps are replicated by an automatic classification system, especially that there exists
a pronounced difference in the face recognition accuracy achieved by humans and by automatic
face recognizers [6]. Therefore automatic quality measures must be relevant to automatic pattern
recognition.
In general, quality measure of a biometric sample must quantify its suitability for automatic
classification and the actual used biometric matcher [65]. The term suitability here means that the
automatic matcher must be able to extract relevant features from the observed signal and then assign
a correct class label. This definition explicitly links the quality measurement to the classification
system that uses the biometric signals whose quality is measured.
In this thesis, the term data quality is used in a broad sense and it refers to any quantifiable
characteristics of the data, but not of its donor. Consequently, a quality measure is any quantitative
metric that depends in its value on the quality of the data but not explicitly on the identity of the
data donor.
To be precise, quality measures may actually sport certain amount of class-dependency. Namely,
the way in which the noise interacts with the actual biometric signal may in a subtle way depend
on the individuality of the donor of the biometric signals. For instance, an excessively dry finger
will produce a low-quality image when presented to most optical fingerprint scanning devices [105],
and this degraded quality can be captured in the form of a quality measure [29]. Since some
individuals have inherently drier fingers than others, this in itself class-independent quality measure
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can appear to have certain dependence on the user identity. Similar links can be found for most
quality measures. However, these effects are negligible in comparison with the class selectivity of
biometric signals themselves. For this reason, in this thesis we consider information about biometric
signal quality to be by default class-independent.
In the following sections we review the existing methods of estimating quality of biometric
samples for face and fingerprint images.
2.6.1 Face image quality measures
Factors that impact face appearance in an image
Face image may seem to be the most common and familiar of the biometric modalities and its
practical applications are numerous. Yet, despite this apparent familiarity, appearance-based face
recognition is a particularly challenging and difficult problem in pattern recognition. The appearance
of a face in the image will alter as a consequence of a multitude of interactions between the ambient
illumination conditions of the image acquisition, behavior of the subject whose face image is recorded,
and quality of the acquisition equipment itself [99].
• The conditions of image acquisition. A face image is a result of the interaction of light
emitted by one or more light sources, and the reflectance of the face surface [64]. While the
reflectance of the face is largely characteristic for an individual, the illumination conditions are
definitely not. Factors such as number, color, intensity and directionality of light sources will
dramatically impact the appearance of the illuminated face. Also, a face is a non-Lambertian
surface and for these reasons effects like self-shadowing and specular reflections of the face
surface further amplify the influence that the lighting conditions have on face appearance [86].
• Behavioral factors. Human face is a non-rigid, deformable object. Even in best-controlled
illumination conditions changes in face expression and pose will change the way a face appears
in an image. Also, images of persons in motion are significantly harder to acquire than when
they do not move.
• Acquisition hardware and software. Quality, type and settings of the imaging apparatus
are crucial for the output of the face image acquisition process. Resolution, focus, chromatical
and spherical aberrations, depth of field, exposure, contrast and color balance, just to name a
few, are factors that have a deciding influence on how a face appears in the image. Nowadays,
many images are stored in digital, compressed format. Most existing image compression
schemes aim at preserving maximal subjective fidelity of an image, rather than preserving all
information that is in the original. Therefore there exists a possibility that certain information
pertinent to the automatic face recognition process may be lost during compression [98].
Measurement of the impact of these quality-affecting factors, in particular of those that are
not specific to face imagery only, have been addressed by the image processing community [79,
147]. However, existing automatic measures of image quality have an objective of modeling human
perception of image quality rather than assessing the suitability of the signal for a pattern recognition
task [9]. Considering the plethora of factors that may affect the appearance of a face in a captured
image, measuring its quality relevant to automatic face recognition is a most challenging task.
Overview of state of the art in face quality measures
Despite the abundance of face recognition systems and the popularity of the subject in the biometric
research community, relatively little work has been reported on the problem of measuring quality
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of face images. The reason for this situation is that it is extremely hard to pinpoint what aspects
of the quality of a face image are of actual importance to the process of face recognition, and up to
date there is no consensus about it among the domain experts [27].
Possibly the first documents that explicitly address the problem of face image quality for the
purpose of automatic processing is the Technical Report of ICAO ”Biometrics deployment of machine
readable travel documents”, Annex A - Photograph guidelines [2]. The document contains practical
suggestions and guidelines regarding collecting digital photographs for travel documents, and it
addresses the possible reasons for face image fidelity degradation rather than the topic of image
quality itself. For instance, it specifies the minimal size of the image, what percentage of the image
should the actual face occupy, it suggests that the image should not be under- or over-exposed, that
the subject should not be wearing any headdress, etc. These recommendations as such are rather
vaguely defined and by no means guarantee that a face image collected according to these guidelines
will be of use for an automatic face recognition algorithm.
To the best of our knowledge the first report on the use of explicit measurement of certain
aspects of face image quality in order to improve the performance of an automatic face recognition
system was given by Kryszczuk and Drygajlo in [86] and in [85]. In [86] a measure of face area left
after an image segmentation procedure was used in order to improve a face matcher based on local
DCT features [137]. The quality measure was used in order to adaptively select the optimal, quality-
dependent decision threshold. In [85] the signal- and classification feature-level quality measures were
introduced in order to avoid erroneous classification decisions when processing noisy face images.
The same set of face quality measures was applied to Bayesian networks-based method of decision
reliability estimation in [93]. The reliability estimates were applied to perform a multimodal fusion
of face and speech decisions.
In the face of the political decisions regarding the introduction of biometrics in the identity
documents the problem of face image quality has attracted industrial research. In a paper [73] Hsu
et al. used a set of ISO recommendations regarding face image quality [4] as an inspiration for
developing a set of automatic quality measures for error prediction in automatic face verification
systems. Unfortunately no details of neither the matching algorithm used, nor the implementation
of the quality measurement are given. The authors show that there exists a correlation between
their quality measures and the classification scores, and that upon a rejection of low-quality samples
the classification error rates drop. Hsu et al. noticed justly that quality measures should be capable
of predicting classification performance. However, without any available details on the algorithms
of neither the classifier nor the quality measures it is impossible to generalize the results from this
work.
An intuitive rather than quantitative understanding of the concept of face image quality prevails
in [121], where a long list of quality measures is given, albeit again without any implementation or
algorithm details. The quality measures include: frontal, rotation, reflection, illumination, spatial
resolution, bit per pixel, focus, contrast, brightness, reliability and a combined overall quality mea-
sure being a combination of the previously listed measures. Experiments reported by the authors of
this work suggest that there is a benefit of using quality measures as a classification feature when
performing multi-classifier fusion, but why such improvement would be observed is left without
explanation. Unfortunately, without any algorithmic details regarding these rather ambiguously
named quality measures it is impossible to analyze their actual role in the reported experiments, or
to reproduce them.
In [88] and [87] the idea of predicting classifier errors using quality measures has been further
extended. Rather than attempting to predict misclassifications from the quality measures them-
selves, a method of estimating probability of error based on modeling error-conditional evidence was
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presented in [87]. The evidence consisted of signal- and score-based quality measures. As the signal-
level following quality measures were used: the normalized Pearson’s coefficient of 2D correlation
of the query image with an average face template built using a PCA reconstruction, and an image
contrast measure. As score-level evidence the distance from the decision threshold and a sum of
log-likelihoods of the client- and the world model were used. The quality measures were developed
and tested using the face part of BANCA database [10].
2.6.2 Fingerprint quality measures
A fingerprint image is an impression of the ridges and valleys which appear on an individual’s
fingertip. The overwhelmingly most common impression type are latent fingerprints ∗, which are
the deposits of substances present on the finger surface left upon contact with another (usually
solid) object. Latent fingerprints and their use for identification of individuals have been described
as early as 1892 by Galton [57], but there exists evidence that the idea itself is far older than
that. Currently, fingerprint-based identification of individuals is a well-established discipline in
forensic sciences. With the introduction of fingerprint scanning devices the application of fingerprint
comparison extended from forensic- and police applications to other domains, like access control and
secure documents.
Latent prints are said to be an ”inevitable source of error in making comparisons”as they generally
”contain less clarity, less content, and less undistorted information than a fingerprint taken under
controlled conditions, and much, much less detail compared to the actual patterns of ridges and
grooves of a finger” [167]. The same is true for fingerprint images collected directly from the finger
using dedicated fingerprint scanners. It is therefore of great importance to be able to quantify
the actual quality of the captured fingerprint image before fingerprint comparison (matching) is
performed. In the case of latent fingerprints the experience and knowledge of human experts allows
them to take into account the fingerprint quality aspects when examining a collected impression. In
the case of automatic fingerprint recognition and matching systems dedicated algorithms must do
this job.
Quality of fingerprints in the context of pattern recognition
Before we move on to describing the actual algorithms that assess fingerprint quality, a short intro-
duction to the features used in automatic fingerprint matching is due. Obviously, only these aspects
of fingerprint quality that are linked to the features used for fingerprint matching can impact the
matching performance.
Automatic fingerprint matching can be realized using various features extracted from the finger-
print images. Frequently, experts distinguish between three fingerprint feature levels [105]:
• Level 1: characteristic configurations of global ridge patterns.
• Level 2: location and type of characteristic points in ridge and valley patterns, commonly
referred to as the minutiae. The most commonly used types of minutiae include ridge endings
and bifurcations.
• Level 3: fine details of the local shapes of ridges. Most well-known level 3 features in finger-
prints are the sweat pores [76, 92, 148].
The level 1 features are not sufficiently selective to be on their own reliably used for fingerprint
comparison and are routinely outperformed by matchers using level 2 and level 3 features [49].
∗latent (lat.) = ”hidden”, or ”invisible”.
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Instead, they are routinely used for fingerprint classification and rapid retrieval from large databases
[80]. Level 2 features have been historically first to be used for fingerprint recognition and matching,
and are currently at the base of the most popular fingerprint matching algorithms [105]. Level 3
features, described in the literature as early as 1912 [102] are a growing area of research [76, 148]
and have been shown to augment the discriminative information of level 2 features, but successful
localization of level 3 features requires very high resolution and quality imprints [92]. Such image
resolution is not offered by most existing fingerprint capture devices, and is not featured by currently
available large-scale evaluation databases.
All the features used for automatic fingerprint matching are quite obviously strictly linked to the
actual ridge structure. Therefore it does not come as a surprise that quantification of fingerprint
quality for the purpose of automatic matching is equivalent to capturing how well the ridge structure
of the original fingerprint is replicated in its digital image, and how well can the important elements
of the ridge structure, like the ridge orientation and ridge edges, be automatically detected.
Overview of state of the art in fingerprint quality measures
Simon-Zorita et al. [144] list some of the factors that may compromise the quality of a fingerprint
impression. These factors include:
• Incomplete fingerprint capture: a significant part of the interest region of fingerprint is out of
the capturing area of the sensor.
• Excessive, insufficient or irregular pressure over the sensor device.
• Sensor residues from previous acquisitions.
• Excessively dry, wet, or oily finger.
These factors are causes rather than visible effects of potential degradation of image quality
and as such are hard if not impossible to quantify based on the actual fingerprint image alone.
Consequently, also the authors of [144] did not propose any automatic algorithm to assess these
conditions: instead, they used human observers to give their subjective assessment of the fingerprint
image quality.
More promising results are reported by authors who, instead of trying assess the presence and
then to guess the possible causes of fingerprint quality degradation, attempted to actually quantify
the quality of the fingerprint impression itself. Most of these works are focused on the assessment of
local and global coherence of the ridge flow, and on the clarity of ridge separation. Coherent ridge
flow and clear ridge separation are necessary for successful detection of fingerprint features, which
in turn is a necessary condition for reliable fingerprint matching. A summary and an attempted
taxonomy of fingerprint quality measures based on fingerprint image processing is given in [8]. Below
we discuss in detail most influential approaches.
Ratha and Bolle [125] propose to detect if a fingerprint image has got clear, well-separated and
good-contrast ridges by analyzing the image in wavelet domain. The authors’ main motivation is
that a popular standard of fingerprint compression, Wavelet Scalar Quantization (WSQ), already
demands that the fingerprint be represented in the wavelet domain, and consequently they propose to
assess its quality without the need of performing full decompression. The authors suggest also that a
non-compressed format might undergo some of the compression steps in order to be compatible with
their quality estimator. The main idea behind the presented algorithm of quality assessment is that
the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), one of the steps of WSQ compression procedure, encodes
various subbands of spatial frequencies. The distribution of energy over different spatial frequency
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subbands is different in low- and high quality fingerprints. Namely, in high-quality fingerprints the
energy is concentrated in few subbands, while in low-quality fingerprint images this is less the case.
The estimate of fingerprint quality is therefore based on computing relative difference of cumulative
energy over selected subbands.
LinLin Shen et al. [142] suggest that this may not be a computationally effective approach and
propose to assess the fingerprint quality using Gabor filters. One of the characteristic features of
Gabor filters is that they are orientation-sensitive, i.e. they produce strong response to directional
patterns. Fingerprint ridges are such patterns, and the authors argue that high-quality fingerprint
ridges should evoke strong response of these filters, whose inherent orientation agrees with the local
ridge orientation. If a fingerprint is of compromised quality and local ridge orientation is weakly
pronounced then consequently no directional Gabor filter should produce a strong response.
Lim et al. [101] reiterates Shen’s opinion that the approach proposed in [125] may not be suitable
in an automatic fingerprint verification system, albeit without giving much reason why not. They
relate to the work of Shen [142] in saying that ”[...] as the gray level structure of valleys and ridges
contains much more information than orientation alone [...] the local directional strength alone may
not be sufficient to measure the quality of fingerprint image”. In order to alleviate this problem they
propose two independent quality measures: a local and a global one. Both quality measurements
are based on performing Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the local gradient vectors in a
neighborhood of 32× 32 pixels. The dominant eigenvector thus computed describes the local ridge
orientation in the chosen neighborhood. In the local quality assessment a periodic variation of pixel
intensity along a line perpendicular to the dominant local eigenvector is used. In the global quality
assessment the smoothness of the changes of local ridge orientations is considered. The authors
propose to combine the local and global measures into one by computing their linear combination.
In the respective evaluations the above discussed fingerprint quality assessment schemes made
no link with the task of automated fingerprint recognition, although they all claimed that the
development of their quality measures was motivated by such tasks. The necessity of making a link
between the quality measures and classification was clearly stated by Tabassi et al. in [150]. In this
work, the authors describe an automatic quality assessment algorithm, whose implementation has
been included in the publicly available fingerprint matching software package, NFIS2 [162]. The
authors begin with an assumption that a quality measure must be a predictor of the similarity score
obtained in the process of automatic fingerprint matching process. The authors argue that if for
matching high-quality fingerprints the similarity should fall high, and for low-quality fingerprints
it should fall low. Since the quality measure, logically, should be high or low as a function of the
actual observed fingerprint quality, it should be a predictor of the similarity scores.
The authors take a pattern classification approach towards assessing the fingerprint quality.
Namely, they a priori predefined five discrete quality levels, where level 1 corresponds to excellent
and level 5 corresponds to poor quality. The particular levels of quality are defined by obtained
classification error rates on a preset fingerprint database. The number of the discrete levels was cho-
sen rather arbitrarily. These five preset quality levels become classes to which each newly observed
fingerprint is to be assigned to. The feature vector for this classification consists of information
on the number of high quality minutiae. The quality of each of the minutiae is determined based
on the statistics of pixels in the immediate neighborhood of the minutiae (in order to quantify the
local contrast), and on the position of the given minutiae on a fingerprint quality map. This map is
computed taking into account factors like fingerprint contrast, ridge flow, and ridge curvature. The
minutiae itself are detected using the very same detector algorithm that is used later by the actual
matcher that the quality measurement scheme is designed to work with. The authors report an epic
journey in search for a proper decision function that would assign the minutiae quality features to
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one of the five quality bins. As the result of their lack of success in finding an explicit formulation
of such function, they left the job to a multi-layer neural network. Further publications of [65, 149]
basically describe the same idea.
There is, however, one serious flaw in the first assumption taken by the authors. Namely, if
quality measures are to be predictive of the matching scores then a comparison of two fingerprints
of high quality that come from different fingers would have to result in a high matching score, which
would lead straight to an obvious misclassification. Similarly, comparing two imprints of the same
fingerprint, assessed to be of low-quality, would necessarily produce a low matching score, and again
a misclassification. Further, this assumption causes the definition of fingerprint quality somehow
circular - fingerprints that have been misclassified are used as training sets to extract quality features
that later serve as predictors of quality, and according to the previously set assumptions they must
predict if these fingerprints will be misclassified. Nevertheless, making the link between quality
measures and classification scores is an important contribution of this work.
In [29] Chen et al. proposed fingerprint quality measures that predict the classification perfor-
mance rather than the similarity scores themselves, which in contrast to the assumption presented in
[65, 149, 150] is a conceptually sound approach. Indeed, it can be intuitively expected that matching
low quality fingerprints can result in increased number of misclassifications, without a presumption
what kind of errors they are going to be. In this work the authors propose two quality measures,
one based on a frequency analysis, and another based on an analysis of local ridge gradients. The
quality measure based on the frequency analysis is conceptually related to the method proposed
in [125], but instead of computing DWT coefficients the authors propose to apply computationally
efficient Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). There exists a clear difference between the spatial power
spectra for high-and low quality fingerprints. Namely, a well-defined ring can be found in the spec-
trum of a high quality fingerprint, which is a consequence of regular and well-define ridge spacing.
This ring is not present for low-quality samples, where image distortions make the power spectrum
much more uniform. A set of band-pass Butterworth filters is then used to quantify the amount
of energy present in each of a pre-defined series of power bands. The entropy of the distribution
of the responses of these filters measures the degree of local energy concentration, and as such is
used as the quality measure. The second quality measure described in [29] is conceptually similar
to that proposed in [101]. The authors propose to compute the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix
of a matrix of fingerprint pixel intensity gradients in a local neighborhood. The resulting quality
measure is a measure of the relative difference between the first and the second eigenvalue. Large
value of the proposed quality measure means that there exists one dominant local ridge orientation
in the considered neighborhood. This hints on high quality, well-defined ridge structure. The au-
thors further show that indeed their proposed quality measures are good predictors of classification
performance on selected databases.
2.7 Classification with class-independent quality information
By analogy to the traditional general division of classification methods into single classifier and
classifier ensembles, here we present the prior art divided into single classifier and multiple classifier
systems that us quality information. The bottomline of this division is not only the amount of
classifiers involved, but also the general logic between both approaches. The authors who reported
on the use of quality information in single classifier systems did so seeking to optimize certain
quality-dependent parameters in the classification process that eventually led to lowering of the
error rates. The typical role of the quality measures in a multiple classifier system is to help in
selecting or appropriately weighting the contributions of each classifier involved in the ensemble:
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without actually trying to improve the performance of any of the single classifiers themselves.
The proposed methods can be also conveniently categorized as heuristic and statistical. In the
heuristic methods the notion of the influence of quality degradation is encoded into the classification
scheme by its designer. In the statistical approaches, this influence is learned from the available
data. It must be noted here that the boundary between the statistical and heuristic methods is not
crisp. Namely, it is difficult if not impossible to avoid bringing in certain amount of heuristics into
the statistical classification schemes. For example, often the choice of the family or parameters of
statistical models is clearly an ad-hoc, heuristic procedure that is based on the prior knowledge of
the domain. Since there is no clear criterion. Here we propose to apply a rather conservative view
on the distinction between the heuristic versus statistical methods. We refer to all methods that do
not involve a training phase as heuristic, the remaining ones being statistical.
In general, given sufficient availability of training data, statistical methods bear the potential to
outperform the heuristic approaches [43]. It must be noted however, that there is nothing intrin-
sically inferior about heuristic classification methods: if the heuristically chosen models or model
parameters accurately represent the data, such classifier will be optimal in terms of classification
accuracy.
2.7.1 Single-classifier systems with quality measures
The application of quality measures to single-classifier systems is at the first glance not very intuitive.
Quality measures by themselves are in general par excellence class-independent. However, it has
been noticed that degradation of signal quality does effect the classification error rates. The reason
for such degradation in classification performance is that the statistical distributions of class-selective
features tend to change as the signal quality changes. Understanding this shift is not intuitive either
and probably therefore all reported methods of using quality information in single classifier systems
apply some type of heuristics and simplifying assumptions to handle the complexity of this problem.
The impact of varying signal quality on the classification accuracy has been noticed by the
forensic speaker recognition community. A discrepancy between the qualitative attributes of different
data pools is here referred to as channel mismatch or condition mismatch [7]. Reynolds [127]
demonstrated that training several probabilistic Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) for different
speech channel conditions, and then performing a channel-dependent procedure of model selection
helps prevent recognition errors due to the channel mismatch between training and testing data.
The most appropriate model is chosen to be the one that returns the highest likelihood for the
new observation. The likelihoods can be compared directly since they all are produced by an
iterative adaptation of one model. In this way, the quality is not explicitly measured, rather the
quality information is encoded and quantized in the process of training individual channel-dependent
models.
In a way, the procedure proposed by Reynolds could as well be considered as a multiple classifier
system since the model selection process could be interpreted as a choice between a set of alternative
classifiers. However since no information originating from two models concurrently is used, we regard
it as a single classifier method.
In [7] Alexander proposed a conceptually related method of performing distribution scaling in
order to account for a channel mismatch in speaker verification. Namely, the author suggested to
estimate the scaling parameters by comparing the distributions of similarity scores obtained for
data of different quality. The scaling transformation is then applied to the scores computed for the
testing observations. Again, the quality measures are not computed explicitly, the quality of the
data is considered constant within the separate data corpora used to compute the statistical score
transformation parameters.
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Campbell et al. [25] proposed to use information that can be considered as quality measures:
the speech-to-noise ratio, channel type and the duration of a speech utterance, in order to estimate
the confidence of a speaker verification decision.
In [85] a segmentation scheme for non-frontally illuminated face images was presented. The
scheme allows for feature extraction from only the part of the face image that was not severely af-
fected by the non-frontal illumination. The authors demonstrated that a quality-dependent adaptive
thresholding strategy allowed for reducing classification errors on a face verification task.
In a report regarding the fingerprint recognition in the framework of the US Visit program Wein
and Baveja noticed that modifying the decision threshold according to the signal quality allowed for
decreasing the classification error rates [163]. Here, the authors based their findings on the results
obtained using the publicly available NFIS2 fingerprint verification software [58], which includes
the fingerprint quality assessment functionality NFIQ [150]. The same quality measurements were
used by Grother and Tabassi [65] to predict performance of the fingerprint matcher. The authors
tried to find a function that maps the quality estimates of a matched pair of fingerprints onto the
score space. The authors recognize that the existence of a dependence between classification scores
and quality measures is prerequisite for quality-based error prediction but the consequences of this
dependence are neither properly analyzed nor exploited for increased classification accuracy. The
authors propose only an error prediction and rejection scenario for low quality of classified samples.
Similar approach is taken by Hsu et al. in [73] where a set of rather vaguely described face quality
measures is shown to be predictive of classification scores. Unfortunately no details regarding the
classifier used are given, which renders the reported results impossible to reproduce or analyze in
greater detail.
2.7.2 Multiple-classifier systems with quality measures
An early introduction of quality measures to the process of combining classifier yields was presented
by Chatzis et al. [28]. The authors focus on devising two methods of quality-based fuzzy clustering
for combining outputs from three face-based and one speech-based classifier. The title of this
paper may be misleading: although it announces decision-level fusion, in fact the fuzzy clustering
techniques do not use binary decisions but rather continuous classification scores (”soft” decisions).
Out of the two proposed techniques, the Fuzzy Data k-Means (FDKM) and the Fuzzy Data Vector
Quantization (FDVQ) only FDKM shows some error reduction over the respective counterparts
without quality measures. This improvement, due to the introduction of quality measures, is present
but not for every combination of the used classifiers. Unfortunately, neither the nature of the quality
measures used, nor their distributions are discussed in the paper. Additionally, the authors merely
state the results but do not provide any discussion on why such results were obtained with respect
to the used data. In this situation it is difficult to learn a lesson or generalize from presented results.
However, the results do hint on the fact that including quality measures in the process of combining
classifiers into ensembles does have its merit and deserves a closer investigation.
Toh et al. proposed a method of incorporating quality measures in the multiple-classifier score
fusion based on Multivariate Polynomial Regression [153]. The authors accurately argue that linear
weighting methods may ignore possible nonlinear dependencies in the data and evaluate a second-
and a sixth-degree polynomial score combination schemes. The quality measures are used to modify
corresponding weighting terms in the polynomials. Presented results are rather inconclusive and
hardly support the authors’ claim that the introduction of quality measures improved the perfor-
mance of the classifier ensemble. The authors mention in the paper that quality measures may
constitute an additional degrees of freedom which ought to help to separate the data. As we will
show further in this thesis, indeed that is the case.
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In [46], [51], [50], [21] and [48], Fierrez-Aguilar et al. presented two score-level methods of incor-
porating quality measures into the process of classification using multiple classifiers. The authors use
the term adapted schemes to describe the proposed algorithms, in the sense that certain parameters
of the function that combines the scores originating from separate classifiers change according to a
quality measure. Namely, the authors propose two approaches, a generative and a discriminative
one.
The generative approach is based on prior work by Bigun et al. [18, 19]. The authors assume
that the class-conditional scores from all classifiers are normally distributed. Consequently, the
authors construct two score functions, which in fact appear to be the parametric estimates of the
class-conditional score distributions. Then, the expected values of the class-labels as predicted by
both class-specific score functions are computed. Finally, the combined score is found by selecting
greater of the two expected values. The application of the quality measures in the process is in the
estimation of the variances of the scores produced by single classifiers. In [19] the classifier variances
are estimated from the training data. Instead, in [48] Fierrez-Aguilar proposes to substitute the
variance estimate with an inverse of the quality measure qi: υ
2
i = 1/q
2
i . The quality measure is
defined as a single scalar, namely a geometric mean of the quality measures derived from the two
compared signals.
There are a few problems with this approach. First, while certain experimental data may well
support the assumption of the Gaussianity of the class-dependent score distributions [19] this needs
not, and is generally not the case. The proposed method in its current form does not offer any
possibilities of adjustments for other than normal score distributions. Second, the proposed method
of substituting the score variance by an inverse squared quality measure lacks mathematical foun-
dations. However, this heuristic procedure may have certain intuitive appeal to it: higher quality
data suggests a small score variance, therefore assigning more importance to that particular score
in the fusion process. Third, the method requires that one and only one quality measure is used in
the multi-classifier fusion process. Also, the normalization of quality measures is asymmetric: the
quality measures between the lowest and the normal (presumably nominal) are mapped to a fixed
interval from 0 to 1, but the highest value of the quality measure seems to be allowed arbitrarily
large values greater than 1. It must be mentioned that the term generative fusion method is a
misnomer here: the quality measures are not at all used in the training process, in fact they are not
modeled at all and their use is heuristic in nature.
The discriminative approach to multi-classifier combination is proposed in [46, 48, 51]. The
proposed method is developed based on the principles of Support Vector Machines (SVM) [42]. The
quality measures come to play when training the classifier by optimizing a quadratic term given
by Equation 3.14 from [48]. In order to introduce the quality measures a constant weight term Ci
from Equation 3.14 is replaced by a term that is proportional to the product of quality measures
pertinent to all involved classifiers (here equivalent to modalities since intra-modal fusion is not
explicitly accounted for). The intuitive rationale behind this approach is to give more importance to
the support vectors that have higher associated quality rating. The implementation, however, forces
that this weighting be linear - a change in quality measure will impact the weights in a proportional
way. Note that the quality measures do not impact the vector ‖w‖. Only one quality measure per
classifier/modality is considered. In the presence of multiple quality measures one could imagine
including them all in the product term in Equation 3.41 in [48], but then this would be equivalent
to considering different quality measures equally important and giving them equal leverage on the
weighting. There is no reason for such assumption and in fact in this thesis we provide arguments
against it.
Another type of heuristics was employed by Fierrez-Aguilar et al. in order to combine scores
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originating from two fingerprint matchers [49]. Here the authors noticed that one of the fingerprint
matching algorithms is more robust to the fingerprint image degradation than the second one. Fol-
lowing this observation the authors propose a heuristic method of quality-weighted score summation.
Namely, with the decreasing quality of the observed fingerprint image subject to matching, the fu-
sion scheme relies more weight on the system that is more robust to the quality degradation. Again,
the solution has its intuitive explanation but there is no good reason to think that the proposed
scheme is even nearly optimal. As authors themselves state in the conclusions, the method cannot
be easily generalized to other data sets, classifier combinations and quality measures. Generalization
to multiple quality measures is also not obvious.
We return to the topic of classification with quality measures in Chapter 3, where we present
a general theoretical framework that encompasses the use of quality measures in single-, multiple-
classifier and multimodal architectures.
2.8 Predicting and handling classifier errors
2.8.1 Basic concepts behind error prediction in pattern classification
The task of a pattern recognition system is to correctly assign observations to classes. Good practice
in classifier design suggests ways to construct classifiers in such a way that the number of erroneous
classification decisions is minimized. Errors in classification may be as much due to inadequate
classifier structure or parameters, but also to the inherent structure of the classification problem
(e.g. overlapping classes). The problem of designing an optimal classifier that minimizes the number
of misclassifications has been extensively studied. In particular, methodology of estimating the error
bounds is well known [42].
Theoretical estimation of the error bounds roots in the assumption that the statistical properties
of the processes that generate observations are known. In practice that is often not the case and
only approximations of the underlying statistical processes can be found. In order to minimize the
effects of approximation error, a variety of empirical methods of estimating expected classification
error has been devised.
Vast majority of those methods demonstrate how to arrive at an estimate of the expected average
error rate of the classifier. In other words, the estimate gives an approximation of how many times
the classifier is expected to commit an error over a large volume of observations. In other words,
every observation is assigned the same, average probability of being correct.
Intuitively in most situations certain classification decisions can be expected to be more certain
than others. The basic reason for the variation of the certainty of the decision lies with the fact
that in most applications of pattern recognition the observations are usually generated by stochastic
rather than deterministic processes. The importance of the exact notion of the certainty of each
classification decision is very much application and context-specific. For example, in a large-scale
mass production quality control application, the accuracy of each individual quality control check
may not be as important as the overall error estimate.
Prediction of an average classification error gives an overview of the expected performance of the
system over a sufficiently large pool of testing data. In many applications such a notion is sufficient
since success or failure of each individual classification attempt is not very important, as long as the
total error rate remains within the estimated error bounds. An example of such an application may
be quality inspection of products in a manufacturing plant.
In certain applications, however, accuracy of each single classification decision is of high impor-
tance, and a misclassification may carry severe consequences. Examples of such applications may
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be rare event detection (aerospace, cataclysm, finance). Another example of such an application
is biometric identity verification, where a decision concerns a particular person and therefore its
certainty is of particular interest and importance. In such applications, one is interested in not only
the average error rate of the system, but also in predicting misclassifications for each single decision.
We therefore seek a system that delivers an estimate of the probability of the correctness of a single
decision, while taking into consideration the quality of the classified signals.
2.8.2 Predicting classification errors
If the statistical class-conditional distributions of the observations are known, it is possible to derive
corresponding error bounds for discrimination between the given classes. It is guaranteed that the
lowest achievable error rate, hence also the average probability of error, can be obtained using
the Bayes decision rule [42, 111]. The error bound approximation is given by the Chernoff and
(looser) Bhattacharya bounds. Thus derived error approximations rely strictly on the knowledge of
underlying statistical distributions and priors, and have no room for auxiliary information (quality
measures).
As early as 1957 C. K. Chow discussed the concept of discarding (rejecting) potentially erroneous
classification decisions, in the context of automatic character recognition [31]. The work was strictly
empirical and without theoretical foundations. Such foundations were presented later, when Chow
introduced the concept of Error-Rejection Tradeoff in pattern classification [32]. According to this
work, before actually being assigned a class label, an observation may be accepted, or rejected from
the process of classification. For a given system, its performance in terms of the error and rejection
rates is claimed to be completely defined from the statistical distributions of the observations. The
problem of computing the probability of a single decision error is not explicitly addressed, and one
can only infer from presented derivations that on the decision level, observation-conditional posterior
probabilities would be used to accept or discard an observation from actual classification. Also for
a two-class problem, like biometric identity verification, the method is of questionable application
since the reject rate is always zero for any decision whose posterior probability is above the chance
level (0.5). There is no room for observing classifier’s behavior and no possibility of making use of
class-nonspecific information.
The idea of discarding potentially inaccurate decisions has been adopted by Cordella et al. but
in their work the concept of reliability remains rather intuitive than probabilistic, and without any
account for a potential condition mismatch estimator [34, 35]. In [62] Golfarelli et al. build upon
Chow’s concept of the Error-Rejection Tradeoff, with the application to biometric verification sys-
tems (hand shape and face). Here, the authors again use the class-conditional posterior probabilities
as the estimates of the degree of belief in the decision correctness, or as dichotomizer’s confidence
measure. However, here the decision threshold used in the decision rule is not applied to withdraw
an observation from the classification process due to insufficient confidence. Instead, the rejection
of the sample is equivalent with assigning one of the classes (identity not verified). Using thus
reformulated decision rule the authors derive the error rate approximations that characterize the
dichotomizer. The average probability of decision correctness is computed, rather than the prob-
ability of arriving at an accurate estimate of the probability of the correctness of single decisions.
There’s no account for auxiliary information that may help to discard reliable from unreliable de-
cisions. The subject of rejecting single classification decisions is further treated in [52, 54, 55]. In
all of the reports mentioned here that deal with error rejection, only total classification accuracy
is considered, and not class accuracies (or, equivalently, class errors). This simplifies the problem,
but in certain applications of pattern recognition, like biometrics, such simplification may lead to
too-far going conclusions, and errors need to be considered on a per-class basis.
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Above approaches are based on the assumption that the statistical distributions that generate
observations subjected to classification are known, or that can be approximated with a satisfactory
accuracy. In this sense, the predicted error rates are theoretically derived, without falling back
to observe how the classifier actually performs. In contrast, another group of techniques takes a
more pragmatic stand: in order to predict future performance of a classification system, the error
rates on a dedicated data set are observed. Such a paradigm allows for a direct estimation of the
probability of error, in accordance with the classical probability definitions. Namely, the probability
is computed based on the actual observed number of correct and incorrect classifications.
A survey of methods applied to estimate and predict error rates in pattern classification can
be found in [70] and [154]. In general, such methods devise data sets for classifier construction
and training (training set), and for error estimation (development set). The development set is
frequently dissected in multiple ways for the purpose of more reliable estimation of the expected
error performance. Typical strategies include resubstitution, train-and-test, cross-validation (with
leave-one-out strategy as the special case) and bootstrapping (selection of subsets with allowed data
repetition) [154]. Mentioned methods invariably focus on the estimation of systems’ error rates, and
no attention is paid to the error probabilities of single classification decisions.
Described methods have been also frequently applied to error prediction of biometric systems.
Wang and Bhanu propose to learn the distributions of fingerprint match and non-match, observed
on a training data set [160]. A parametric model is trained using the EM algorithm and applied in
order to arrive at the system’s expected upper and lower error bounds. The same authors presented
a model of error rate prediction for fingerprint- and ear shape-based biometrics, based on error
integrals obtained from observing matching scores for biometric samples of varying quality [161].
An intuitive way for estimating classifier’s performance is based on analyzing the margins - the
absolute difference between the dichotomizer’s accuracy in choosing one class over another, observed
on a development data set [120]. Margin-derived confidence measure is a function of the distance
from the decision surface, whose yields are contained in the 〈0, 1〉 range. However, the probabilistic
meaning of the differentially-defined margins is not clear, and therefore margins, as such, do not
provide any measure of the actual probability of the event of a single classification being correct.
Also, no explicit account for class-nonspecific information can be taken.
In his doctoral dissertation Poh proposes to predict the performance of biometric verification
systems, in terms of expected error rates and DET curves [117]. Probability of making single
correct decisions is not addressed.
Error rates, or average error probability estimates give a prediction of the expected performance
of a classification system on a large testing data set. Each single decision does not receive particular
attention and is therefore assigned the same, average probability of error (or being correct). There
are, however, good reasons to try to identify single classification decisions that are more likely to be
correct from those that are likely to be incorrect. These reasons include:
1. In some applications, single classification decisions are important and therefore knowing the
certainty at which the decision is arrived at is beneficial. Examples may include biometric
identity verification (e.g. forensic scenarios), financial decisions, rare event prediction (natural
disasters) [45].
2. Decisions that are identified to be potentially incorrect may be further dealt with on individual
basis. Decision repair strategies may include decision rectification, repeated signal acquisition
and classification/model adjustment [124, 129].
Only a handful of authors attempted to handle the problem of identifying potentially erroneous
classification decisions.
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An attempt to predict misclassifications using Post-Recognition Analysis Technique (PRAT)
with application to face recognition was described by Li et al. in [100]. At the base of the proposed
method, the ratios of ”Failure Prediction False Alarm Rate (FPFAR)” and the ”Failure Prediction
Miss-Detection Rate (FPMDR)” are defined. However, the ratios are difficult to understand or
interpret in a probabilistic sense. Namely, the FPFAR is defined as a ratio of the total number of
observed false rejections over the sum of the numbers of the observed false rejections and correct
accepts. Similarly, the FPMDR is defined as a ratio of the total number of observed false accepts over
the sum of the numbers of the observed false accepts and correct rejects. Once defined, these ratios
seem not to be used at all throughout the paper. Instead, authors propose to use AdaBoost to classify
features derived from the sorted similarity scores. Resulting prediction is therefore strictly binary
and can not provide any insights into the probability of single accurate or inaccurate classification
decision. It should be also noted that boosting techniques are known to require rather large volume
of training data, and that is often not the case in biometric applications. The authors do not take
into account the possible use of sources of information other than classification scores for error
prediction.
Most recently, Peng et al. proposed to use the concept of perfect recognition to analyze the
classifier’s performance on the task of face recognition [113]. The essence of their approach is to use
the very same data set twice - once to train the classifier, and then to test it. The authors claim
that the similarity scores obtained on the test using training data encode completely the structure of
the classifier. Furthermore, according to the authors it is always possible to achieve 100% accuracy
on the training data set: in most cases, particularly in biometrics, this claim seems to be difficult
to realize without heavy overfitting of the classification models. The authors suggest that the
thus derived ”Perfect Recognition Similarity Scores” (PRSS) allow for a prediction of classification
performance without the use of additional query (development or testing) data. Namely, the non-
matching (biometric claim rejection) scores are assumed to follow a single normal distribution. Each
score is assigned a normalized distance from the mean of this distribution. Finally, an exponent
of thus computed distance measure, divided by an arbitrarily chosen parameter λ , called metric f,
is averaged over the entire set of training scores, yielding a metric of classifier’s performance. An
average system error rate is then predicted by fitting Gaussian distributions into sets of PRSS and
ARSS (Actual Recognition Similarity Scores), where the later ones are derived using a development
data set, thus contradicting the initial claim that such data is inutile for performance prediction.
In order to predict the success or failure of individual classification decisions the authors employ a
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, whose features are derived from the f metrics. The sign of
the output of the SVM classifier predicts the correctness or incorrectness of the single observation in
question, therefore one still cannot infer the probability of the prediction. Also, there is no means of
incorporating extraneous, class-nonspecific information that may help to predict recognition failures.
Indeed, auxiliary class-independent information can prove to be predictive of the classification
errors. Grother and Tabassi [65] declare that ”[biometric] sample quality [is] a scalar quantity that
is related monotonically to the performance of biometric matchers [...]” and suggest that with an
accuracy determined by a residual error ǫkii a function of quality P should approximate the actual
matching scores. Further in the paper, the authors admit that simple regression techniques for
estimating P proved to be inaccurate when applied to fingerprint matching, and related NFIQ
quality measures [58, 150]. In fact, function P is a way of expressing the dependency of matching
scores on the quality measures, and there is really no reason to make the aforementioned assumption
of monotonicity, as we have shown in Chapter 3. The authors however need this assumption in
order to be able to find a monotonic error-rejection tradeoff for their case [32]. The resulting error-
rejection tradeoff curves show a direct dependence between recognition errors and the particular
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quality measures they used, which in turn has no probabilistic meaning. For this reason, as the
authors themselves honestly admit, the applicability of their method to other quality measures, and
consequently also other matchers or modalities, is unknown.
An effort to address the issue of probabilistic error prediction has been recently undertaken at
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne (EPFL). In a series of publications two parallel
approaches to address the problem have been presented: based on graphical models proposed by
Richiardi et al. [130], and based on explicit Gaussian Mixture Modeling proposed by Kryszczuk
and Drygajlo [87]. In [87, 130] the measure of probability of a single decision correctness is referred
to as reliability measure. Here, the use of the term reliability is strictly functional since it relates
to the dependability of the obtained classification decisions, or their ability to perform the desired
operation in the system. From the mathematical perspective, thus formulated problem of decision
reliability estimation is equivalent to the estimation of degree of belief, or credence in a single error
correctness. This topic will be treated separately further in this chapter.
Both approaches suggest modeling of error-conditional distributions of evidence, where evidence
contains both class-specific information and quality measurements. In [130] Richiardi et al. propose a
Bayesian network (Figure 2.3) to model the dependencies between the evidence and the classification
scores used for credence estimation:
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Figure 2.3: Bayesian network used by Richiardi et al. to model evidence for credence estimation.
As Figure 2.3 shows, the evidence model is split into the quality measure model M2 and the
score model M1. Consequently, the credence values are computed as follows:
P (DR = 1|cid, sc,qm) =αP (DR = 1)P (TID = cid)
·
∑
M1
P (M1|TID = cid) · P (sc|DR = 1,M1)
·
∑
M2
P (M2|DR = 1) · P (qm|DR = 1,M2).
(2.4)
From Equation 2.4 and from the structure of the graphical model shown in Figure 2.3 it is clear
that the classification score-level evidence is considered independent of the quality measures. This
assumption, however, is difficult to justify, and in the GMM-based approach proposed by Kryszczuk
et al. the dependencies between evidence are implicitly modeled by a full-covariance matrix of the
error-conditional multi-gaussian model. In [130] Richiardi et al. consider the reliability estimates
as a classification confidence measure and use them in order to improve the performance of a single
classifier system by the means of a sequential repair strategy. A similar method, also using BN,
has been used by Kryszczuk et al. to tackle the problem of handling erroneous unimodal classifier
decisions and consequently fuse them [93, 94]. The main problem with the approaches adopted
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in [87, 93, 94, 130] is that the reliability estimates were computed using error-conditional, rather
than class-conditional evidence distributions. While the use of error-conditional distributions has
sound theoretical explanation and an intuitive appeal, modeling of such distributions, in particular
using the normality assumption [130], is usually more difficult and less accurate than modeling of
class-conditional distributions. This topic will be handled in more detail in chapter 4 of this thesis.
2.8.3 Probability of error as a single event probability
Classical methods of predicting classification performance return a single probability value as the
error predictor. This value may be arrived at either by theoretical means (Bayes error bound and
similar) or empirically. In the later case, regardless of the implementation details or cross-validation
method used, essentially the error rate is found by comparing the volume of erroneously classified
observations α to the total observation volume under classification β:
P (Decision = Error) =
α
β
(2.5)
This equation computes probability in the classical sense. Note that this estimate is rather a
descriptor than a predictor - it observes the true state of nature (actual class alignment of the
observation) a posteriori, after the observations have been classified. Upon encountering a new
observation, all that can be done is to assume the same, constant error probability α
β
.
How to really predict the outcomes of a single, newly observed data sample? We need to find an
estimate of the probability of a single event rather than assuming that all future events are equally
probable. According to the classical interpretations of probability, however, a probability of single
event is not defined. According to Equation 2.5 if all we have is one observation, then its probability
of being correctly classified can be only zero or one - definitely not an answer we search for. Let
us look for a different than classical interpretation of probability that would let us estimate the
probability of a single classification decision.
2.8.4 Interpretations of probability
The concept of probability dates back to Christiaan Huygens who gave the first known scientific
treatment of the subject [74]. In general, the concept of probability refers to a measurement of
chance of a particular event. Most popular interpretations of probability include [71]:
• Classical Interpretation: Laplace assigns probabilities in the absence of any evidence, or
in the presence of symmetrically balanced evidence. The guiding idea is that in such circum-
stances, probability is shared equally among all the possible outcomes, so that the classical
probability of an event is simply the fraction of the total number of possibilities in which the
event occurs. The classical definition of probability requires an absolute knowledge of the
domain, which is not realistic in the pattern classification domain where class samples rather
than entire population data are available. Further, the classical interpretation of probability
does not include the concept of single event probability.
• Logical Interpretation: Probabilities can be determined a priori by an examination of the
space of possibilities. However, they generalize it in two important ways: the possibilities may
be assigned unequal weights, and probabilities can be computed whatever the evidence may
be, symmetrically balanced or not [26]. Not applicable to the problems treated in this thesis
since the exploration of the entire space of possible classification outcomes is not feasible.
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• Frequency Interpretation: Classical interpretation counted all the possible outcomes of a
given experiment, finite frequentism counts the actual outcomes. Frequentists view probability
of an event as its relative frequency over time, i.e. its relative frequency of occurrence after
repeating a process a large number of times under similar conditions [159]. This is also known
as aleatory probability. Not applicable, since it does not encompass the concept of probability
of a single event.
• Propensity Interpretation: Probability is thought of as a physical propensity, or disposi-
tion, or tendency of a given type of physical situation to yield an outcome of a certain kind, or
to yield a long run relative frequency of such an outcome [123]. The concepts of propensity are
also used to predict an outcome of a single event [60, 61]. Not applicable in this thesis since
the propensities of a signal that are related to its potential to be correctly classified without
any posterior knowledge are hard if at all possible to identify.
• Subjective probability (subjective Bayesianism): Treats probability as a degree of belief.
We identify probabilities with degrees of confidence, or credences, or partial beliefs of suitable
agents, who must act rationally [135]. The subjective Bayesian interpretation of probability
is compatible with the notion of single-event probability, and therefore it is used throughout
the rest of this thesis.
The subjective Bayesian interpretation of probability therefore allows us to compute the single
event probabilities as degrees of belief that a single classification decisions are correct. The reasonable
estimation of such degree of belief can be done knowing both the state of the nature in the past
(which can be considered equivalent with the definition of probability in the classical sense) and the
pieces of information about the current observation that may hint on how likely we are to not go
wrong when classifying it. We shall refer to this information about the currently classified sample
as evidence and denote it as E. According to the Bayesian interpretation, we seek the probability of
making a correct classification decision, given the evidence E. We return to this subject in Chapter
4, where we propose a systematic approach towards estimating single decision credence.
2.9 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced biometric identity verification as a pattern recognition problem.
We have discussed the steps leading from an acquisition of a biometric signal to the final classi-
fication decision, and we have mentioned the impact of extraneous noise on each of the steps of
the classification process. We have introduced the concept of biometric signal quality and quality
measures. We have discussed in detail the problems connected with deriving quality measures for
biometric signals, with a particular focus on the face and fingerprint modalities.
We have discussed the existing methods and algorithms of using quality measures in biomet-
rics. We have shown that these methods treat quality information from an intuitive rather than
quantitative perspective. Consequently, we have discussed a rather artificial division into single-
classifier-related and multi-classifier-related methods, which is clearly seen in the topic literature.
As a consequence of the intuitive understanding of the information that quality measures carry, the
discussed state-of-the-art methods are mostly heuristic in nature. In chapter 3 we present a novel
view on the problem of classification with quality measures which bridges the gap between these
two seemingly incompatible families of heuristic classification methods, and intuitive heuristics will
be substituted with a data-driven approach.
In this chapter we have also discussed existing methods of predicting classification errors. We
have identified existing methods which allow for an approximation of average system error, and
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we have explained why such methods are of limited interest for biometric identity verification. We
have presented existing approaches towards single error prediction methods and we have shown that
they do not allow for a straightforward inclusion of quality information. Hence we introduced the
need for a probabilistic error prediction method that allows for estimating the probability of single
classification error, while taking into account signal quality measures. We have discussed existing
interpretations of probability and we have shown that the Bayesian subjective credence, or degree of
belief, is an interpretation that best suits the set objectives. Consequently, a credence-based method
of error prediction is proposed in Chapter 4
Classification
with class-
independent
quality
information 3
3.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 we have discussed the basic concepts in dichotomization and we have introduced the
concept of quality measures. We mentioned how a change in the qualitative properties of recorded
signals frequently affects the statistical distributions of the classifier’s similarity scores. The effect
clearly hints on the existence of a causal link between the change of quality of signals and the
alteration of the score distributions. If one succeeds to aptly capture the relevant signal qualities in
the form of a quality measure, this causal relationship can be represented in the probabilistic terms
as a statistical dependence between the relevant quality measure and the scores.
In this chapter we focus on the implications of this dependence. We discuss in detail why such
dependence can be observed and we show how it can help to separate between the classes. As a
consequence of the improved class separation, we present a new theoretical approach to classification
with quality measures, Q − stack. Based on the concept of classifier stacking, we show how to
construct a classifier ensemble that grants a higher classification performance than the baseline
classifier that uses the similarity scores alone. We show how the presented classifier ensemble applies
to classification in a single classifier, multiple classifier, and multimodal scenarios.
Finally we provide a generalization of the presented approach. We show that the attempts of
using quality measures found in the prior art can be thought of as special cases of the generalized
approach presented in this thesis.
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3.2 Similarity scores and signal quality, revisited
Consider a problem of dichotomization, as introduced in Section 2.3, where observations represented
by classification features f are assigned to class A or class B, based on classification scores x. Our
goal is to best separate class A from class B using available classification scores and the available
quality information qm, which will manifest itself in the strive to minimize the classification errors.
For simplicity and without the loss of generality of the logic of the approach presented here, we now
assume that the cost of an erroneous assignment of an observation to either class is equal.
In this section we focus on the decisions made based on the classification scores. We assume that
the score distributions are given or known from an empirical estimation, but the nature of the signal,
extracted features or the used baseline classifier are not discussed. This assumption will allow us
to generalize the reasoning given here to classification using any type of dichotomizer that makes
the decision based on similarity scores and their distributions. This generalization will therefore be
valid for the vast majority of classifiers in use.
Consider two random processes (classes), A and B, which generate observations f , subjected to a
baseline classifier. The yield of the classifier’s discriminant function is similarity score x′, distributed
according to the probability density functions (pdf) p(x′|A) and p(x′|B). Let Figure 3.1 show an
instance of such distributions. The classification decision is done by comparing the observation x′
to a decision threshold τ ′.
Now, consider that the observations are contaminated by noise. First, let us analyze why errors
happen in the presence of noise. Consider a noise-generating process N which generates noise
instances n according to a pdf p(n). In general, p(x′|A), p(x′|B) and p(n) are not explicitly known.
The process N and the class-generating processes A and B interact in an arbitrary way, producing
noisy observations x which are shifted in respect to the noiseless scores by ∆x.
x = x′ +∆x = Φ(n, x′) (3.1)
The nature of the function Φ(n, x′) does not need to be given explicitly, as it merely denotes that
there exists some connection between the noise-related signal quality degradation and the observed
noisy classification scores x. In the presence of noise, x′ denotes the ”clean” scores, i.e. scores that
would be observed if there was no noise present, and x are the scores that are actually observed.
Analogically, in the presence of noise p(x′|A) and p(x′|B) are hypothetical distributions of noise-free
scores, while the actually observed scores are distributed according to p(x|A) and p(x|B). Since in
the noisy situation it is p(x|A) and p(x|B) that are observed and used to build the baseline classifier,
scores x are compared to a threshold τ in order to obtain the classification decisions. This situation
is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
In this thesis we are concerned with the situation where the noise decreases the separation
between the class-conditional score distributions, thus increasing the probability of committing a
classification error - but one can imagine a function x = Φ(n, x′) which would actually increase
the class separation. Such a case would be of benefit for classification and would not require any
further attention. In this thesis we are concerned with mitigating the detrimental impact of noise
on the classification performance, however with the aim that the methods developed here must
not actually harm classification performance should the noise be irrelevant. If the impact of noise
is indeed decreasing the separation between the classes then it would seem like a good idea to
recover analytically the underlying distributions of p(x′|A) and p(x′|B). This, however, is extremely
hard if at all feasible considering that the nature of the function of Φ is unknown and may be
arbitrarily complex. Recovering signals lost in noise has been shown to be feasible when particular
simplifying assumptions about the noise are made [75]. We therefore need to seek a different method
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of improving the classification performance in the presence of arbitrary noise.
Consider a signal generated by class A, whose hypothetical, noise-free score x′0 would be correctly
assigned to class A since p(x′0|A) > p(x′0|B). Let us now assume that the same observation x′0 is
affected by noise n, resulting in a noisy observation x0. Now, the classifier operates on the noisy
signal, we therefore move to the classifier described by p(x|A) and p(x|B). The impact of noise n
on x′ manifests itself in a translation (shift) of the similarity score by ∆x. If ∆x > (x′0 − τ) the
observation x0 will be falsely assigned class label B, since p(x0|A) < p(x0|B), as it is shown in Figure
3.1. Since score x0 depends on the value of the shift ∆x, and since ∆x depends of the noise n and
the noise-free scores x′0, it becomes evident that there exists a dependency between the noise n and
the observed score x0. In practical situations, one routinely does not have the comfort of knowing
the actual distributions of p(x′|A) and p(x′|B) since the data collected is already contaminated by
noise N . Instead, the class-conditional distributions of the noisy observations p(x|A) and p(x|B)
can be estimated from the available data.
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Figure 3.1: Distribution shift due to noise. In the presented example the distribution shift is
caused by normally distributed additive noise.
As it is shown in Figure 3.1, the noise-affected class-conditional score distributions p(x|A) and
p(x|B) can be altered in shape and translated in respect to the distributions of noise-free obser-
vations, p(x′|A) and p(x′|B). The type of distribution deformation and shift depends on the rela-
tionship between the noise N and the scores X ′. Therefore if an alteration of the class-conditional
distributions is observed, a statistical dependency between the noise and the similarity scores is
evidently present. In the next sections we will show how this dependency can be exploited in order
to improve classification.
Note that this model of interactions between noise and classification scores accounts as well for
a situation where the observations are actually noise-free. In such situation ∆x = 0, and x0 = x
′
0,
which corresponds to the true state of nature. Therefore treating every observation as if they were
potentially affected by noise is general and we adhere to it in this thesis.
The scores x can be observed directly since they are the immediate output of the baseline classifier
before the decision is obtained by comparing the score to a preset threshold. However, the actual
value of noise n that impacts x′ is in general not obvious. Depending on the particular application
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it may or it may not be feasible to actually measure the noise n itself. In certain cases it will be far
more practical to assert the presence and impact of noise from the observed data itself. We shall
refer to any measurement of the noise n, direct or indirect, as quality measure, which we will denote
as qm. In the rest of this chapter and throughout the rest of the thesis the impact of noise will be
considered through the prism of its measured impact on the observed data: the quality measures
qm.
3.3 Classification with class-independent quality information
3.3.1 Evidence
As we have discussed in Section 3.2, in the presence of varying signal quality, the knowledge of
the similarity score x is not sufficient to optimize the classification performance, or minimize the
probability of committing a classification error. Considering Equation 3.1 a knowledge of the score
x and the score shift is necessary in order to decrease the risk of misclassification to the risk that one
is bound to run should the noiseless observations x be given. In other words, knowledge of x and
n allows for modeling of the function Φ, and therefore also for an estimation of the shift of ∆x. As
discussed in Section 2.6, in many cases quality measures qm have to substitute the exact knowledge
of n.
The similarity scores x and the quality measures are therefore complementary information rel-
evant to the process of classification. Consequently, for every observation x we define the evidence
vector e as a vector that consists of the similarity score and k quality measures relevant to this
particular observation:
e = [x, qm1, qm2, ..., qmk]. (3.2)
We stress here that the evidence vector, and therefore also the quality measures qm are pertinent
to one particular observation x. For every new observation x a new evidence vector e is constructed.
3.3.2 Classification in the evidence space
In the classical paradigm of classification, the class label is assigned in the one-dimensional space of
similarity scores x. Considering Equation 3.2 the classical paradigm is therefore equivalent to clas-
sification in the evidence space, where the evidence consists uniquely of scores e = [x]. Upon having
quality measures qm1,2,...,k as additional components in the evidence vector the one-dimensional
classification problem is expanded to become a k + 1-dimensional problem, where k is the number
of relevant quality measures involved.
In order to expect a benefit from additional dimensions in which the classification takes place it
first needs to be ascertained that the class separation in the new evidence space is better than in
the one-dimensional space of scores. If classes are to be separated in the space defined by evidence
e, obviously quality measures become classification features together with the scores x. It may
not come through as an obvious thing how class-independent information - quality measures - may
afford a better separation of classes. The key to understanding this seemingly counterintuitive effect
is analyzing the impact of the fact that the components of the evidence vector are par excellence
statistically dependent.
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3.3.3 Dependence between features, feature relevance, and class separa-
tion
As we have discussed in detail in Section 2.6, quality measures qm constitute class-independent
information. At the same time, as a part of the evidence vector e = [x, qm] they become classification
features, and so do the scores x. In feature selection literature, class-independent information is
individually irrelevant to the given classification problem [38, 97]. However, individually irrelevant
features can become relevant if used together with other features [67]. An example where two
individually irrelevant features become relevant when used together is the well-known ”checkerboard
problem” [68]. The effect in which an individually irrelevant feature becomes relevant in the context
of other features can be explained by a causal relationship between the features [66]. The dependence
which exists between scores x and quality measures qm, which we have discussed in section 3.2, is
an instance of such a causal relationship.
The problem of analyzing dependencies between features has been frequently simplified to an-
alyzing the linear correlations between them. To some authors, non-zero correlation coefficient
between features suggests redundancies in the class-selective information contained in the features
[109]. Similar conclusions seem to be emerging from the work of Poh and Bengio [119]. At the same
time, however, Fumera and Roli give some theoretical and practical justification to a quite opposite
claim [53]. In [112] Nandakumar et al. analyze the impact of correlation between classification
scores originating from multiple classifiers in the context of multimodal biometric fusion. Their
conclusions suggest that while the correlation does have an impact on the fusion performance, this
effect is negligible from a practical viewpoint. Further, Koval et al. look not only at correlation but,
wider, at dependencies between features in multimodal fusion systems [84], and conclude that these
dependencies actually help separate between classes. The authors provide an information-theoretic
proof that dependencies between features indeed do reduce the bound on probabilities of misclassi-
fication, however, their conclusions seem to be too strong, and underlying assumptions not general
enough, which we show later in this chapter. Nevertheless, the impact of dependencies between
features on class separation did not pass unnoticed.
The issue of dependency and correlation between features and their impact on the class separation
is indeed the central part of the approach presented in this thesis, it therefore deserves a closer
attention in the following Sections. In particular, we aim to give the reader an intuition about
why and under what conditions should mutually dependent features grant a better class separation.
The reason to do so is twofold. First, an intuitive understanding of the impact of the dependencies
between features on classification performance should give the reader a firm grip of the central
concept of this thesis - how class-independent features can improve class-specific decision-making.
Second, the reasoning we are about to unfold here is in direct and immediate link with the way we
propose to apply presented findings in practical applications.
3.4 Towards an understanding of feature dependencies and
their impact on classification
3.4.1 Theoretical foundations
Recall from Section 3.2 that we are interested in classification of observations in the evidence space,
where the evidence is defined as a vector consisting of the actual classifier similarity scores x and
quality measures qm. Here, for the clarity of the reasoning, we consider the use of one quality
measure, thus for every observation the evidence vector e = [x, qm]. It will become obvious later
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how the generalization applies to different configurations of evidence.
The results of Koval et al. [84] analyze the impact of statistical dependencies on the proba-
bility of misclassification. However, it is arguably more difficult to demonstrate generally pairwise
dependent data, then pairwise correlated data, which is a special case of dependence. Correlation
necessarily entails dependency although dependent random variables may be uncorrelated [42, 82].
We will therefore here discuss the case of correlated data, where the correlation coefficient between
dimensions for both classes is equal, and then extend the presented concepts to generally dependent
data.
3.4.2 Bivariate normal case with equal correlation coefficients
Let us consider how correlation between features impacts class separation between classes A and
B for bivariate normal class-dependent distributions of evidence e = [x, qm]. For that we assume
that class-conditional marginal distributions of scores p(x|A), p(x|B) and quality measures p(qm|A),
p(qm|B) are normal. Without a loss of generality let us place the means of the p(x|A) and p(qm|A)
at the origin of the axes. The marginal distributions are therefore given by:
p (x|A) = N (µx,A, σx,A) = 1√
2πσ2x,A
e
− x
2
2σ2
x,A
p (x|B) = N (µx,B, σx,B) = 1√
2πσ2x,B
e
−
(x−µx,B)
2
2σ2
x,B
p (qm|A) = N (µqm,A, σqm,A) = 1√
2πσ2qm,A
e
− qm
2
2σ2
qm,A
p (qm|B) = N (µqm,B, σqm,B) = 1√
2πσ2qm,B
e
−
(qm−µqm,B)
2
2σ2
qm,B ,
(3.3)
where µx,B and µqm,B are the means of the marginal distributions of class B, and σ
2
x,A, σ
2
x,B,
σ2qm,A and σ
2
qm,B are respective variances. Assume the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between QM
and X to be the same for both classes A and B. Let the value of the correlation coefficient be equal
to ρ. Bivariate conditional distributions of p(e = [x, qm]|A) and p(e = [x, qm]|B) whose marginal
distributions are normal are given by [82]:
p(e[x, qm]|A) = 1
2πσx,Aσqm,A
√
1− ρ2 e
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− 1
2−2ρ2
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x2
σ2
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+ qm
2
σ2
qm,A
− 2x·qm
σx,Aσqm,A
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p(e[x, qm]|B) = 1
2πσx,Bσqm,B
√
1− ρ2 e
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2
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+
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2
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−
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σx,Bσqm,B
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(3.4)
In Equation 3.4 the correlation coefficient ρ is constrained to satisfy −1 < ρ < 1 in order to avoid
a degenerate case where x ∝ qm [42]. Since we search for best possible class separation we again
assume the costs of falsely assigning an observation to classes A and B equal. Considering this the
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class separation can be expressed in terms of associated Bayes error [42] as given by Equation 3.5:
EBayes = 1− 1
2
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
|p(e|A)− p(e|B)| dxdqm, (3.5)
assuming equal prior class probabilities, as discussed in Section 2.3.1. Evaluating Equation 3.5
analytically is difficult and impractical. However, what we wish to show is not what precisely the
associated Bayes error is, but rather to show how does the error depend on the correlation between
qm and x. Since the error depends on the overlap between the class-conditional distribution, then
the measure of error is given by
E =
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
√
p(e|A)p(e|B)dxdqm, (3.6)
which is known as the Matusita distance between distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B) [24, 169]. The
intuition behind the formulation of Equation 3.6 is quite straightforward: if both p(e|A) and p(e|B)
are non-overlapping then p(e|A)p(e|B) = 0 for every instance of e, and therefore the error measure
is minimized at E = 0. In the opposite case the maximal overlap happens for p(e|A) = p(e|B) for
every instance of e, and in this case the error measure is maximized and yields E = 1 [110]. The
relevance of thus defined error measure is demonstrated in figures 3.4 and 3.5.
Now we proceed to show how the measure of error E depends on the correlation between x
and qm for the case when p(e|A) and p(e|B) are bivariate normal distributions and correlation
coefficient ρ is equal for both classes. For simplicity here we assume that σ2qm,A = σ
2
qm,B = σ
2
qm and
σ2x,A = σ
2
x,B = σ
2
x. In this case Equation 3.6 takes following shape.
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2
qm(1− ρ2)
dxdqm (3.7)
Equation 3.7 evaluates to:
E = e
x2σ2qm+qm
2σ2x−2ρµxµqmσxσqm
8σ2xσ
2
qm(ρ2−1) (3.8)
In order to find and identify the values of ρ for which E(ρ) may reach an extremum we find ρ0
that satisfies σE(ρ)
σρ
= 0:
dE
dρ
=
d
dρ
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x
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= 0⇒
⇒ρ (µ2xσ2qm + µ2qmσ2x)− µxµqmσxσqm (ρ2 + 1) = 0⇒
⇒ (ρµqmσx − µxσqm) (ρµxσqm − µqmσx) = 0
(3.9)
Equation 3.9 holds for:
ρ1 =
µqmσx
µxσqm
, ρ2 =
µxσqm
µqmσx
(3.10)
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It is easy to notice that for µx 6= 0 and µqm 6= 0, ρ1 = 1ρ2 . The correlation coefficient is by
default constrained to −1 > ρ > 1 [42] therefore only one solution is a valid one for a given set of
parameters of processes A and B, and therefore E(ρ) has only one stationary point within the valid
range of ρ.
We examine the nature of this stationary point for ρ1 =
µqmσx
µxσqm
. The second derivative of E(ρ)
evaluates at point ρ1 to:
d2E
dρ2
=
1
4
e
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2
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2
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2
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2
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4
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2
qmσ
2
x − µ2xσ2qm)
(3.11)
Note that in Equation 3.11
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e
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2
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2
qm
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µqmσx
µxσqm
)2
−1
)
µ2xσ
4
qm
σ2x
> 0
for all µx 6= 0. This condition can be reasonably assumed to be always met: if µx = 0 then classes
p(e|A) = p(e|B) and no classification is possible whatsoever. Since −1 < ρ1 < 1 then necessarily
µ2qmσ
2
x < µ
2
xσ
2
qm ⇒
d2E
dρ2
< 0 (3.12)
and consequently E(ρ) has a maximum at ρ1. If ρ2 is assumed to satisfy −1 < ρ2 < 1 then
identically it follows that E(ρ) has a maximum at ρ2 since the difference in 3.12 will be merely
symbolic - reversed indices for µ and σ.
We have shown in Equations 3.9 and 3.12 that the bound of Bayes error for Gaussian processes
A and B, whose marginal distributions are fixed, depends on the correlation coefficient ρ between
scores x and quality measures qm, and if p(e|A) 6= p(e|B) there exists one and only one value of ρ
where this error is maximal.
Let us now return to the discussed problem of classification in the evidence space. As defined,
the dimension of qm does not provide in itself any class-separation, in other words the respective
class-conditional marginal distributions are identical p(qm|A) = p(qm|B). Since we had placed
p(qm|A) at the origin of the coordinate system, and µqm = 0. The value of ρ that maximizes E(ρ)
is thus the valid solution to Equation 3.9 yields
ρ1 =
µqmσx
µxσqm
= 0. (3.13)
In Appendix A the same result is derived from the information-theoretical viewpoint, by analyz-
ing the relative divergence between distributions A and B.
Based on Equation 3.13 and the above proof we can formulate following statement: The Bayes
error for two bivariate Gaussian processes, whose class-conditional marginal distri-
butions are identical in one of the dimensions, is maximal if the dimensions are not
correlated, given equal correlation coefficients between dimensions for both classes.
Here we have given an analytical proof for a specific case when σ2qm,A = σ
2
qm,B = σqm
2. Of
course this case is a special one. It can be also analytically proven that given the same assumptions
about equality of correlation coefficients in both classes, for σ2qm,A 6= σ2qm,B the divergence between
two Gaussian distributions is minimal for one and only one correlation coefficient −1 < ρ < 1.
However, this proof is of limited relevance to the main topic of this thesis, and considering its
significant notational size and complexity we prefer to skip it. Instead, we chose to show a series
of numerically evaluated examples together with their graphical representations in Appendix A,
which in our opinion is more illustrative and gives the reader a better intuitive understanding of the
findings of this thesis and their implications.
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3.4.3 Graphical representations and numerical simulations
In this section we represent and interpret the results from section 3.4.1 graphically in order to
give the reader a better intuitive grasp of the key concepts of this thesis. Like in Section 3.4.1,
consider two processes A and B described by bivariate Gaussian distributions p(e = [x, qm]|A) and
p(e = [x, qm]|B). Recall that x is the dimension defined by the similarity scores returned by a
classifier and qm is the dimension defined by relevant quality measure. By definition, the class-
conditional marginal distributions of qm are equal, p(qm|A) = p(qm|B). This situation is depicted
in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Improved class separation in the evidence space e = [x, qm] due to the non-zero
correlation ρ between scores x and quality measures qm. Plot (a) shows the case when ρ = 0, plot
(b) shows the case for ρ > 0. The class-conditional marginal distributions of x and qm are shown.
Ellipses drawn for p(e|A) = p(e|B) = ς where ς ≈ 3σ2x,A. The value of ς is identical in plots (a)
and (b)
In Figure 3.2(a) the correlation between scores x and quality measures qm is ρ = 0, the data is
thus uncorrelated. Since presented example deals with a Gaussian process, ρ = 0 entails indepen-
dence of x and qm. In Figure 3.2(b) the correlation coefficient ρ 6= 0. Note that the class-conditional
marginal distributions are identical in both subplots (a) and (b) in Figure 3.2. The ellipses are level
curves drawn for p(e|A) = p(e|B) = ς where ς ≈ 3σ2x,A. The value of ς is immaterial and serves the
demonstration purpose only as long as is kept constant across figure 3.2(a) and (b). The distance
between the ellipses and the amount of area enclosed by the intersection of the two ellipses in each
subplot correspond to the actual separation between classes A and B. The further apart the ellipses
the better class separation and consequently the lower the associated Bayes error.
Note that in spite of the fact that the marginal class-conditional distributions are identical in
both Figure 3.2(a) and (b), the class separation is much better in the case (b) than in case (a). This
difference is due only to the existing non-zero correlation between scores x and quality measures qm,
which is a manifestation of their causal link discussed in Secition 3.2. The dashed lines correspond to
the optimal decision boundaries separating classes A and B in the evidence space. In Figure 3.2(a)
this boundary is a line parallel to the qm axis and therefore it provides identical class separation
as the marginal distributions p(x|A) and p(x|B) alone. In this situation the quality measures qm
are irrelevant to the classification task and consequently are not useful at all in the classification
process. In the subplot (b) the decision boundary could not be replicated in the score domain alone.
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Therefore we can conclude that if the correlation between classes score x and qm is ρ 6= 0 the
quality measures provide an additional degree of freedom in which classes can be separated better.
As a consequence of the causal relationship between scores x and quality measures qm, the quality
information becomes a relevant classification feature. This graphical representation fully reflects the
analytical results from section 3.4.1 and Appendix A.
(a) ρ = 0
(b) ρ = −0.8
Figure 3.3: A three-dimensional representation of the gain in separation between classes A and B
due to the interdimensional feature correlation. Correlation coefficient (a): ρ = 0, (b): ρ = −0.8.
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Figure 3.3 shows this very same effect using a pseudo-three-dimensional representation of dis-
tributions p(e|A) and p(e|B). In this particular example the parameters of p(e|A) and p(e|B) are
following: µx,A = µqm,A = µqm,B = 0, σ
2
x,A = σ
2
x,B = 1, σ
2
qm,A = σ
2
qm,B = 3, µqm,B = 3. In
Figure 3.3(a) the correlation coefficient ρ = 0 and in (b) ρ = −0.8. The improved class separation
in Figure 3.3(b) over the case presented in Figure 3.3(a) is readily visible. The figure also quotes
the corresponding numerical approximations of the Bayes error. The class separation gain due to
the change in correlation between x and qm is approximately one order of magnitude.
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The same base parameters for processes A and B have been used in computing the curves in
Figure 3.4 in order to demonstrate the actual influence of the correlation coefficient ρ on the class
separation. Here we quantify the class separation by computing the numerical approximation of the
associated Bayes error for the full possible range of values −1 < ρ < 1. Next to the approximated
Bayes error in Figure 3.4 (a) we provide corresponding curves for the Matusita distance computed
by Equation 3.6 - Figure 3.4 (b). In both cases we show the error curves as the function of ρ
computed for a row of values of µx,B, which corresponds to ’pushing away’ distribution B from A
in the dimension of scores x. Note that the shape of the subsequent curves is similar for subfigures
(a) and (b) and in both cases the shape changes in a similar way with the change of µx,B, which
shows the appropriateness of the chosen distance measure discussed in Section 3.4.1. Indeed, as
expected from the theoretical proofs from Section 3.4.1 and Appendix A, for fixed parameters of
marginal distributions the class separation in the evidence space is minimal (and associated Bayes
error maximal) for independent (uncorrelated, ρ = 0) scores x and quality measures qm.
The theoretical derivations from Section 3.4.1 and Appendix A do not include the case where
σx,A 6= σx,B. The numerically evaluated error curves that demonstrate this case are shown in
Figure 3.5. Here, µx,B = 3 and 0.2 ≤ σx,B ≤ 1.8 while other parameters are still µx,A = µqm,A =
µqm,B = 0, σx,A = 1, σqm,A = σqm,B = 3. Again, changing the value of σx,B did not change the
recurring effect that correlation between scores x and quality measures qm allows for better class
separation than it is the case for uncorrelated dimensions.
Since the main topic of this thesis is the use of class-independent quality measures in order to
improve classification, we do not discuss here the cases where µqm,B 6= 0 and σqm,A 6= σqm,B . It
must be however noted that these cases are highly interesting from the viewpoint of general theory of
pattern classification. We therefore treat them in more detail and represent graphically in Appendix
A.
3.4.4 Extension to more than two dimensions
The reasoning presented in Section 3.4.1 was explicitly considering a two-dimensional case, in which
one of the dimensions (scores x) was class-selective and the other one (quality measures qm) did
not in itself provide any class-separation. In this section we show how the results from Section 3.4.1
extend their validity to more than two dimensions.
Assume that classes A and B have joint distributions p(x, qm, y|A) and p(x, qm, y|B) in three
evidence dimensions. Their level volumes p(x, qm, y|A) = p(x, qm, y|B) = const. are shown in
Figure 3.6. In top of the two dimensions of x and qm that the reader is already familiar with, we
have added a third dimension y. For the moment we do not specify if dimension y provides by itself
class-specific information, and if y depends or not on x or qm. The evidence space is now defined
by triplets of evidence e = [x, qm, y].
Let us consider the class separation in the new, three-dimensional evidence space, and the corre-
sponding Bayes errorE′′Bayes in the new evidence space, again assuming equal error cost for erroneous
assignment of an observation to A or B. The Bayes error E′′Bayes can be conveniently expressed in
terms of the Kolmogorov variational distance [40] by:
E′′Bayes =
1
2
− 1
2
∫
y
∫
qm
∫
x
|p(x, qm, y|A)− p(x, qm, y|B)|dxdqmdy =
∫
y
EBayes(y)dy, (3.14)
where EBayes is the Bayes error between the two-dimensional distributions p(x, qm, y = y0|A)
and p(x, qm, y = y0|B). Note that p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) are equal to marginal
distributions p(x, qm|A) and p(x, qm|B) if and only if y is not correlated with neither x nor y. A
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graphical representation of p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) is shown in Figure 3.6. Note
that the distributions p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) are defined on a plane orthogonal to
the axis y, intersecting p(x, qm, y|A) and p(x, qm, y|B), and defined by y = y0. The class boundary
between p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) is depicted as a solid line.
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Figure 3.6: Improved separation in the 3-dimensional evidence space e = [x, qm, y]
For every value of y0 the intersection of the plane y = y0 with the three-dimensional distributions
p(x, qm, y|A) and p(x, qm, y|B) will produce different p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) and
therefore also corresponding error EBayes depends on y - notation EBayes(y) is therefore justified.
For each y = y0, distributions p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) behave as discussed
in Section 3.4.1 and EBayes(y0) depends on the correlation ρ between x and qm. Consequently, if
ρ = 0 then EBayes(y0) will be maximal.
Since we made no assumptions on y whatsoever, we cannot also assume that ρ will remain
constant for all y. However, as a consequence of Equation 3.14 E′′Bayes will be maximal if and only
if
∧
y0∈(−∞,∞)
ρ(y0) = 0. In other words, non-zero correlation between x and qm that increases the
class separation between p(x, qm, y = y0|A) and p(x, qm, y = y0|B) will necessarily also increase
class separation in the three-dimensional space e = [x, qm, y].
In the above reasoning we made no assumptions as to the relationships between y and the
remaining dimensions of x and qm. Adding y could therefore only improve the theoretical class
separation. Note that should y be also dependent on x, by the same reasoning as above class
separation would be further improved. Adding an extra dimension that is independent from both
x and qm is of no benefit or interest. Therefore we reach an important conclusion that in order
to obtain improved separation between classes, the components of the feature vector
must be pair-wise dependent. Obviously, at least one of the dimensions must provide saparation
between classes. Remaining components of the evidence vector may be either class-selective (and
therefore by definition dependent on scores x), or class-independent but otherwise dependent on
scores x.
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3.4.5 Non-Gaussian distributions
In some practical applications the assumption of Gaussianity of distribution is not far from reality
and it simplifies the analytical analysis [119]. However it may not always be a good assumption and
in such situations it is important to extend the findings presented in Section 3.4.1 to non-Gaussian
cases.
It is a well-known fact that any non-Gaussian distribution can be approximated up to an arbitrary
accuracy by a linear mixture of Gaussian distributions - Gaussian Mixture Models [111, 126]:
p(e|A) =
∑
i
N (wi, µi, σ2i ), p(e|B) =
∑
j
N (wj , µj , σ2j ), (3.15)
where in general case i 6= j.
This situation is depicted in Figure 3.7, where two paired components of arbitrary distributions
p(e|A) = p1(e|A) + p2(e|A) and p(e|B) = p1(e|B) + p2(e|B). The correlation coefficients for the
component pairs are respectively ρ1 and ρ2, ρ1 6= ρ2. Note that classes A and B can be better
separated for ρ1 6= 0, ρ2 6= 0 than it would be the case if ρ1 = ρ2 = 0, which is represented by the
decision boundary x = τ .
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Figure 3.7: Improved separation in the evidence space e = {x, qm} for a Gaussian mixture model
(GMM).
The reader can easily recognize from Figure 3.7 that if both classes A and B are represented
by a two-component Gaussian Mixture Model then their associated minimal Bayes error will be
a function of the parameters w, µ and σ for each component, and of the correlation coefficients
between x and qm. There is no reason to universally assume the correlation coefficient ρ to be equal
for every component of the mixture, as it is depicted in Figure 3.7. In the next section we discuss
the impact of different correlation coefficients in each class on class separation in the Gaussian case.
3.4.6 Bivariate normal case with unequal correlation coefficients
So far we have been making an explicit assumption that the correlation coefficient between the
evidence components for both classes is the same, which is also a tacit assumption of the results
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given in [84]. In this section we consider the case when this assumption is violated. Note that the
class-independence of the quality measures does not entail the class independence of the correla-
tion coefficient between evidence components because the dependence relation is defined by both
the class-independent noise and the class-dependent classification scores. Although the correlation
between quality measures and scores may be class-dependent, the main premise of this thesis that
quality measures are not class-selective by themselves is not invalidated.
Let us now return to the bivariate normal example discussed earlier in this chapter. Again we
shall use the very same marginal distributions of evidence as given by Equation 3.3. Now, the
normal bi-variate joint class-conditional evidence distributions are given by
p(e(x, qm)|A) = 1
2πσx,Aσqm
√
1− ρ2A
e
(
− 1
2−2ρ2
A
(
x2
σ2
x,A
+ qm
2
σ2qm
− 2x·qm
σx,Aσqm
))
p(e(x, qm)|B) = 1
2πσx,Bσqm
√
1− ρ2B
e
(
− 1
2−2ρ2
B
(
(x−µx)
2
σ2
x,B
+ qm
2
σ2qm
− 2(x−µx)qm
σx,Bσqm
))
,
(3.16)
where ρA and ρA are the correlation coefficients between scores x and quality measures qm for
class A and B, respectively. The Matusita distance E between p(e(x, qm)|A) and p(e(x, qm)|B)
computed again according to Equation 3.6 yields
E = −2e
µx
2ζ
√
σx,Aσx,B(ρ
2
A − 1)
1
4 (ρ2B − 1)
1
4
ζ
, (3.17)
where ζ = (σx,AρA + σx,BρB)
2 − 2(σ2x,A + σ2x,B). Solving the set of equations { δδρAE(ρA, ρB) =
0, δ
δρB
E(ρA, ρB) = 0} for ρA and ρB yields two solutions
{ρA = ρB = 0}, {
σ2x,A
σ2x,B
=
ρ2A − 1
ρ2B − 1
}. (3.18)
Note that the results of optimization of E(ρA, ρB) ρA = ρB presented in Section 3.4.2 are
accommodated by the more general results given by Equation 3.18. However, for ρA 6= ρB function
E(ρA, ρB) can have either an extremum or an infliction point, depending on the actual values of
ρA, ρB, σx,A and σx,B. The detailed analysis of the conditions which must be met for E(ρA, ρB)
to reach an extremum at any of the loci defined by Equation 3.18 is rather tedious and is not of
direct relevance here and therefore we decide to skip it. What is of importance, however, is to
realize that for ρA 6= ρB the link between the class separation and the correlations between evidence
components is a complex one. This fact is illustrated by an example in Figure 3.8, where the impact
of changing variance σx,B = 10 changes the location and type of stationary points of the Matusita
distance between two bivariate normal distributions.
It is a good moment to stop the theoretical derivations and consider the practical implications of
these findings. We have derived a relationship between parameters of bivariate normal distributions
which define the stationary points of a distance function that describes the overlap between the
joint class-conditional distributions of evidence. This result could be directly applicable under
the assumption that the data we encounter in practice is normally distributed in the evidence
space. It is often not the case. In particular, normal data distribution assumes that all evidence
components can take any values from the range of (−∞,∞). This assumption, which extends to
GMM modeling, is often contradicted by the physical or mathematical constraints specific to the
data under consideration. For multivariate non-Gaussian processes the computation of the integrals
necessary in deriving the analytical distance measures becomes very complicated and impractical,
and analytical derivations are replaced by numerical approximations.
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Figure 3.8: Impact of the relationships between variances σx,A, σx,B and correlation coefficients
ρA, ρB on the location of stationary points the Matusita distance E(ρA, ρB) between two bivariate
normal distributions.
The same implications are valid for the problem of classification with class-independent quality
information, which is the subject of this thesis. Instead of trying to predict the class separation
from the correlation estimates, which is likely to introduce errors due to violations of the Gaussianity
constraint, we postulate a data-driven approach where the impact of dependencies between evidence
components on class separation is learned from available training data.
3.4.7 Data-driven statistical classification in the evidence space
So far we have been considering the class-conditional distributions which were either Gaussian, or
could be represented with a GMM. As we have discussed, the Gaussianity assumption is often in-
appropriate. The GMM models used in certain practical applications in biometrics can be made
up of a very large number of components (for example 512 GMM components for face verification
in [137]). In this situation analytical derivations of the theoretical Bayes error would be utterly
impractical. Moreover, in reality representing p(e|A) and p(e|B) by a GMM may not be the best
choice of representation and a non-parametric, histogram-based methods of estimating these dis-
tributions may be used. In this case analytical derivations of the impact of dependence between
evidence components on class separation are simply not possible.
As a consequence of considering normally distributed data, so far we have been using the notion
of correlation between the dimensions in lieu of dependency, which is not equivalent, albeit far easier
to handle in algebraic notation and representation. In general, the dimensions are not always globally
correlated if dependent, and the type of dependency is not necessarily the same for both classes A
and B. For these reasons the examples presented earlier in this chapter are merely special cases of
class separation in the evidence space of mutually dependent dimensions. Yet they are illustrative
examples. Following their logic, here we will show how inter-dimensional feature dependencies relate
to correlations and to class separation for distributions of arbitrary shapes.
In Section 3.4.1 we have used an exact notion of the underlying statistical processes that generate
data from classes A and B in order to show how classifying data in the evidence space is affected
by the correlation between the components of the evidence vector e = [qm, x]. In practice, however,
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one rarely has the comfort of knowing the analytical representations of these processes. The same is
true for the quality measures: the function that links available quality measures with the scores may
be difficult to infer analytically. However, recall from Section 2.2 that in a typical statistical pattern
classification problem one has got a training data set STR at hand. If data set STR is representative
for the population from which the testing set STS is drawn then a classifier that best classifies STR
will retain its properties when applied to classify STS .
Consider the separation between distributions shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.7. Note that in both
cases the separation between classes A and B was improved in the evidence space in respect to the
classification using marginals p(x,A) and p(x|B), which manifested itself in the deviation of the
decision boundary Ψ(x, qm) from the decision boundary x = τ , where τ is the decision threshold in
the score domain. As a consequence - by observing the behavior of the decision boundary Ψ(x, qm)
in the evidence space and comparing it to x = τ for the training set STR it is possible to assess the
benefits of using quality measures qm as a component of the evidence vector.
Let us demonstrate this on two practical examples. In both examples, 10000 data points are
generated by a linear mixture of Gaussian processes. Each of these processes is defined in the two-
dimensional evidence space e = [x, qm]. The class-independence of marginal distributions p(qm|A)
and p(qm|B) is maintained. The knowledge of these processes or their parameters is not used in the
classification process. The data is then classified in three ways:
1. Thresholding in the score domain, e = [x], with the decision boundary x = τ . The threshold
value τ is minimizing the total error for classification of x|A and x|B.
2. Bayes classifier using GMM operating in the evidence space e = [x, qm]. Decision boundary
ΨBayes(x, qm) is defined in the evidence space. Parameters of the GMM class models estimated
using the EM algorithm [42].
3. SVM classifier operating in the evidence space e = [x, qm]. Decision boundary ΨSVM(x, qm)
is defined in the evidence space.
Example 1: Linearly separable case
In this example we show how improved class separation and consequently classification can be
achieved in the evidence space of e = [x, qm] for linearly separable classes. Consider data generated
by a linear mixture of two Gaussian processes defined by parameters:
ΣA,1 =
(
0.5 0.095
0.095 0.2
)
,ΣA,2 =
(
0.4 0.04
0.04 0.1
)
, µA,1 = ( 3 2 )
T , µA,2 = ( 0 0 )
T .
ΣB,1 =
(
0.5 0.063
0.063 0.8
)
,ΣB,2 =
(
0.4 −0.18
−0.18 0.9
)
, µB,1 = ( 3 −1 )T , µB,2 = ( 0 1 )T .
The data distribution (100 data points for each class are only shown for graphical clarity) is shown
in Figure 3.10 together with the decision boundaries, x = τ , ΨBayes(x, qm) and ΨSVM (x, qm). The
data is clearly better separated in the evidence space using ΨBayes(x, qm) and ΨSVM (x, qm) than
using x = τ .
Figure 3.9 shows the class-conditional marginal distributions of p(x|A), p(x|B), p(qm|A) and
p(qm|B). Note that the marginal distributions of qm indeed do not provide any class discrimination.
The classification results using all three decision boundaries are summarized in Table 3.1. The results
are given in terms of class errors ERA and ERB, and total classification error ER. The results
show that the total classification error obtained by applying both Q − stack decision boundaries
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Figure 3.9: Example 1, linearly separable case, marginal evidence distributions.
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Figure 3.10: Example1: Classification in the evidence space e = [x, qm] for a linearly separable
case.
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ΨBayes(x, qm) and ΨSVM (x, qm) is much smaller than the error of classification in the domain of
x.
Table 3.1: Comparison of classification results in the score space e = [x] and in the
two-dimensional evidence space e = [x, qm], Example 1.
ERA ERB ER
x = τ 0.0059 0.2624 0.1342
Bayes/GMM 0.0167 0.0503 0.0335
SVM 0.0123 0.0544 0.0333
Example 2: Linearly nonseparable case
In this example we show how improved class separation and consequently classification can be
achieved in the evidence space of e = [x, qm] for linearly nonseparable classes A and B. Consider
data generated by a linear mixture of two Gaussian processes defined by parameters:
ΣA,1 =
(
0.5 0.095
0.095 0.2
)
,ΣA,2 =
(
0.4 0.04
0.04 0.1
)
, µA,1 = ( 3 2 )
T , µA,2 = ( 0 0 )
T .
ΣB,1 =
(
0.5 0.063
0.063 0.8
)
,ΣB,2 =
(
0.4 −0.18
−0.18 0.9
)
, µB,1 = ( 3 −1 )T , µB,2 = ( 0 3 )T .
The data distribution (100 data points for each class are only shown for graphical clarity) is shown
in Figure 3.12. Like in Example 1, the data is classified using three decision boundaries, x = τ ,
ΨBayes(x, qm) and ΨSVM (x, qm), and the three used decision boundaries are also shown Figure
3.12. It is clear that the two classes are not separable in the domain of x alone and that the addition
of the dimension of qm is necessary for successful classification.
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Figure 3.11: Example 2, linearly nonseparable case, evidence distributions.
Figure 3.11 shows the class-conditional marginal distributions of p(x|A), p(x|B), p(qm|A) and
p(qm|B). The marginal distributions of qm do not allow for classification by themselves. The
classification results using all three decision boundaries are summarized in Table 3.2. Note that
the data separation in the score domain x was not feasible, which is also clear from the marginal
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Figure 3.12: Example2: Classification in the evidence space e = [x, qm] for a linearly
nonseparable case.
distributions shown in Figure 3.11. In the evidence space e = [x, qm] the classification was possible
despite the fact that the added dimension of qm does not provide class separation by itself. The
tabelarized error rates confirm the converging conclusions drawn from the observations of the plots
shown in Figure 3.12.
Table 3.2: Comparison of classification results in the score space e = [x] and in the
two-dimensional evidence space e = [x, qm], Example 2.
ERA ERB ER
x = τ 0.4983 0.5091 0.5037
Bayes/GMM 0.0121 0.0212 0.0167
SVM 0.0104 0.023 0.0167
3.5 Q− stack: improving classification with quality informa-
tion
In Section 3.4 we have discussed how dependencies between features impact class separation and
how augmenting the dimensionality of the classification space by a new, class-independent degree of
freedom can afford better classification accuracy. In this section we will discuss how to practically
employ these findings in a pattern classification system.
Note that in Section 3.4 all along we have been assuming that the available classification scores x
and quality measures qm are simply random variables with certain distribution parameters. This is
sufficient from the standpoint of the classification in the evidence space, but in a real application both
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scores x and qm originate from certain stages of the signal processing involved in the classification
process and as such they deserve a closer inspection here.
Consider the classification system presented in Figure 3.13. A biometric signal is registered
and passed to the feature extraction module. From there, the extracted features are passed to
the classifier unit which returns classification similarity scores x. In a conventional single-classifier
system a final decision is reached by comparing x to a preset threshold τ . However, in the scenario
proposed in this thesis the decision does not happen until a new classification step in the evidence
space is taken. Namely, the scores x are further passed to an evidence combiner which builds an
evidence vector out of the evidence x and class-independent quality measures qm. The evidence
vector is then classified using a new classifier, whose yield is used to arrive at the final classification
decision concerning the class label for the observed signal.
A classifier ensemble structure in which the output of one classifier is consequently used as a
feature for the next is referred to as classifier stacking [122, 165]. The architecture proposed in this
thesis bears a close resemblance to this idea. The major difference is that the stacked classifier’s
features are here augmented by class-independent quality measures qm. We hence refer to this new
architecture as Q− stack: classifier stacking with quality measures.
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Classifier
Stacked ClassifierScores x
Class
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Signal
Feature 
Extraction
Quality 
Measurement
Quality Measures qm
DECISION
Evidence e=[x,qm]
Q-stack
Figure 3.13: Q− stack architecture for classification with class-independent quality information,
for a single baseline classifier.
The Q − stack architecture shown in Figure 3.13 is a practical embodiment of the theoretical
findings presented in Section 3.4. Note that no assumptions whatsoever are being made as to the
nature of the baseline classifier or the stacked classifier. The actual classifier type of the baseline
classifier depends solely on the actual data classified and its choice is governed by general practices
in the field of pattern classification [42, 111, 152]. The stacked classifier is chosen depending on the
knowledge about the output of the base classifier and available quality measures. Both base and the
stacked classifier may be constructed using statistical approaches, where the classifier parameters
are learned from available training data, or using heuristic approaches, where the classifiers are
constructed according to the prior knowledge of the classification problem. In the course of this
thesis we shall focus on the trained, statistical approaches since they are typically better performing
than concurrent heuristic approaches [43, 83].
3.6 Q − stack architectures in single- and multiple classifier
systems
As we have shown in Section 3.4.4 a straightforward extension from two to multiple dimensions
of the evidence space will preserve the benefits that the intra-dimensional dependencies offer in
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terms of class separation. As we have pointed out, each of the add-on dimensions to the evidence
space must feature a dependency on at least one another dimension in order to be beneficial for the
class separation. Figures 3.14 and 3.15 show structural extensions to the Q − stack architecture
presented in Figure 3.13 that account for the different possibilities of increasing the dimensionality
of the evidence space.
Figure 3.14 shows an architecture of Q − stack where one signal is classified by an ensemble
of multiple classifiers (in the example shown: two classifiers). In an example involving a biometric
verification scenario, the same face image could be classified by two different classifiers based on two
disjoint sets of extracted features. Both classifiers return similarity scores x1 and x2, respectively.
The quality of the signal qm is measured and passed to the evidence combining module. The
evidence vector is constructed as e = [x1, x2, qm]. According to the findings from Section 3.4.4, the
quality measure must be dependent on either x1 or x2. By default x1 is dependent on x2 since they
both originate from classifying the same signals. The amount of dependence between x1 or x2 is a
measure of diversity between the baseline classifiers involved [96].
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Scores x2
Q-stack
Figure 3.14: Q− stack architecture for classification with class-independent quality information,
for a multiple baseline classifier ensemble.
Figure 3.15 shows an architecture of Q− stack for a multimodal scenario. Here, each modality
is instantiated by two separate signals that pertain to one common physical phenomenon. In the
biometric applications different biometric traits are typically regarded as separate modalities that
pertain to the individuality of a person. For instance, fingerprint and face images are different
signals yet are intrinsically linked to an individual from whom they were collected. As shown
in Figure 3.15, both signals are processed and classified separately, producing scores x1 and x2.
Two quality measures qm1 and qm2, one for each modality, is passed to the evidence combining
module. Here a final evidence vector e = [x1, x2, qm1, qm2] is classified in order to arrive at the
final classification decision. Again, here the evidence dimensions are pair-wise dependent, including
a default dependence between x1 and x2
∗.
It may at first appear strange to put together all available information, scores and quality
measures, pertaining to different signals, into one evidence vector. However, at the time of building
the evidence vector all available information is considered as orthogonal and relevant to the actual
physical phenomenon (in biometrics: identity of a person). The ordering of the information in the
vector is unimportant as long as the positions of each particular information in the vector is constant
over all observations.
∗The actual signals originating from each modality are likely to be independent since they represent different
physical manifestations of the same phenomenon - here: identity of a person. However, the classification scores are
bound to be dependent because they both reflect not the identity itself but the relationship with one of the two classes
- imposter or client.
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Figure 3.15: Q− stack architecture for classification with class-independent quality information,
for a multimodal classification system.
It is easy to construct further extensions to the Q − stack scheme based on the architectures
shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. For example, if more than one relevant quality measure is available
for the given signal, each of them can be directly fed into the evidence combiner. Naturally, the new
dimensions cannot be multiplied ad infinitum - it is a known fact that multiple correlated dimensions
may create problems when constructing classifiers. We will return to this issue in Section 3.7.3.
In case when no quality information is available whatsoever, the evidence vector will contain only
scores originating from individual classifiers. In this case the presented approach is equivalent to a
trained classifier combination, which has been widely used in the field, for example for multimodal
classifier fusion (also referred to as score fusion) [16].
We stress the fact that there is no conceptual difference between using Q − stack in single- or
multiple classifier systems, with or without quality measures.
3.7 Q− stack as a generalized approach to classification with
quality measures
As mentioned before in Chapter 2, several authors have proposed to use quality measures in order to
improve classification performance. It is therefore important that we here discuss how the proposed
method of Q− stack relates to existing methods found in the subject literature.
In Chapter 2 we have shown a clear division between single-classifier systems and classifier fusion
with quality measures. This division is an artificial one, as we have discussed in the Section 3.6.
Nevertheless, here we wish to return to it as it reflects the currently established nomenclature in the
field.
Existing literature seems to be making a clear distinction between multiple- and single classifier
systems with quality measures, and the conceptual link between them seems to be ignored altogether.
In previous Sections we argued that in fact there is no fundamental or conceptual difference between
single-, multiple-, or multimodal classifier systems with quality measures. Here we will demonstrate
it using examples of systems existing in the biometric literature.
3.7.1 Single classifier systems with quality measures
As we have discussed in Chapter 2, existing statistical methods of improving the performance of a
single classifier with quality measures involve either a threshold selection [85, 163], or a model selec-
tion [127]. The selection is performed depending on the quality of the observed signal. Distribution
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scaling [7] can be considered as a continuous linear model adaptation.
Consider the distributions shown in Figure 3.16. The figure presents three distributions of scores
x drawn for signals registered at three different levels of quality, qm1 < qm2 < qm3. For each of the
three discrete levels of quality measure qm the class-conditional distributions of p(x|A) and p(x|B)
change in shape and position in respect to origin of the horizontal axis of scores x.
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Figure 3.16: Quality-dependent threshold and model shift. Note that the models and respective
decision thresholds drawn for discrete values of qm are samples that approximate the decision
boundary Ψ(x, qm) in the evidence space e = [x, qm].
Assume now that for each of the discrete levels of quality measure qm1, qm2, qm3 a set of two
class-conditional models is created. In quality-dependent model selection procedures during the
classification process a set of models is selected according to the observed discrete (or discretized)
quality measure. A similar mechanism exists for the adaptive quality-dependent threshold selection.
The decision thresholds for each quality level qm1, qm2, qm3 are in fact thresholds estimated using
certain models, again trained or otherwise built for each of the observed quality level. During the
classification phase a decision threshold τ1,τ2 or τ3 is selected depending on the observed quality
measure for the new classified test sample.
If all quality-dependent models, or corresponding decision thresholds are placed in a two-dimensional
coordinate systems then the resulting picture bears a striking resemblance to the evidence space
e = [x, qm] discussed in Section 3.4. The main difference is that in model or threshold selection
techniques the levels of quality are often discrete and not continuous.
In this light, the quality-dependent model and threshold selection techniques provide a sampled
version of the decision boundary Ψ(x, qm) drawn in the evidence space. This decision boundary is
sampled at discrete points corresponding to the chosen discrete levels of quality measure qm. The
finer the grid of discrete levels of qm the more finer and presumably accurate the approximation of
Ψ(x, qm) will be.
In most practically encountered signals there is no good reason to set a fixed set of discrete
quality measures instead of permitting a continuum along the qm dimension. For example, acoustic
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level of noise present in speech does not have a physically defined granularity that would suggest
specific discrete levels of a corresponding quality measure. Here we arrive at one important drawback
of the model and threshold selection schemes. Namely, in order to aptly and accurately estimate
model parameters for a given discrete level of quality measure a certain minimal volume of training
data is required. In many disciplines, including biometric authentication, the amount of available
training data is frequently limited. In this case either one runs a risk of model overfitting, or he
has to decide to cluster available datapoints whose quality measure lies in the vicinity of the chosen
discrete qm. Such clustering has been adopted for instance in [65]. The clustering reduces the
risk of overfitting at the cost of reduced resolution in the dimension of qm. The same or related
problems haunt the quality-dependent distribution scaling methods [7]. In general, those methods
attempt to approximate the decision boundary Ψ(x, qm) in the evidence space by applying a linear
transformation to the assumed baseline class-conditional distributions p(x|A), p(x|B) drawn for a
reference signal quality level.
Since all methods mentioned above create an approximation of the optimal decision boundary
Ψ(x, qm), they may as well create an arbitrarily good approximation of it, contingent on the avail-
ability of data and appropriateness of assumptions made. In this sense there is nothing inherent to
these methods that would render them mathematically inferior to the proposed method of Q−stack.
Having said that, there are following major winning points for the technique proposed in this thesis:
• Q − stack requires a creation of one classifier in a multidimensional space rather than cre-
ating multiple classifiers in one-dimensional space. This accounts to a greater simplicity and
flexibility in classifier choice.
• Q−stack can flexibly adopt multiple quality measures relevant to one observed score. It is not
obvious how existing techniques of model/threshold selection could cope with that because a
linear increase in the number of available quality measures would geometrically enlarge the
amount of necessary thresholds or models.
• Q− stack permits an easy evaluation of the potential performance of a given quality measure
- classifier ensemble. For one single - classifier - single quality measure combination the gains
from classification in the evidence space can be evaluated even without actually building a
classifier: they are readily visible in the scatter plot of the available training evidence (for
examples see Section 3.4).
3.7.2 Multiple classifier and multimodal systems with quality measures
Because of the fact that there is more than one classifier involved, the multi-classifier systems
and multimodal systems traditionally were treated separately from single classifier systems. This
division was inherited by the domain of biometric identity verification and existing literature seems
to be making a clear distinction between them. In particular a term ’fusion’ was coined for classifier
combination. In particular, multimodal fusion has recently attracted a lot of attention in the domain
of multimodal biometrics. Here, we continue the reasoning presented in Section 3.5 and show that
the existing methods of multi-classifier combination with quality measures are special cases of the
framework proposed in this thesis.
As an example let us consider a method of combining multiple classifiers with the use of quality
measures proposed by Fierrez-Aguilar et al. to solve the problem of combining scores from two
different fingerprint matchers [49]. The authors propose to use a combination function:
sQ =
Q
2
sM + (1− Q
2
)sR, (3.19)
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where sM and sR are similarity scores normalized in the sM , sR ∈ (0, 1) range, originating
from two different classifiers employed to compare the same pair of fingerprints. Q is a normalized
quality measure for the given pair of compared fingerprints, Q ∈ (0, 1), and sQ is the new, combined
score. While the authors call the function given by Equation 3.19 an ”adaptive quality-based fusion
strategy”, in fact it is an a-priori, heuristically defined decision surface in an evidence space made
of e = [sM , sR, Q], as seen from the perspective of the framework of Q − stack. This decision
hyperplane is shown in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: A graphical representation of the ”adaptive quality-based fusion strategy” from [49],
which is in fact a heuristically defined decision boundary in the evidence space e = [sM , sR, Q].
Note that despite the fact that the authors do not make any explicit claims as to the statistical
dependencies between Q, sM and sR, the definition of the decision boundary tacitly assumes a linear
correlation between sM and sR as it can be easily derived from Equation 3.19, and is readily visible
in Figure 3.17.
The example is therefore a special case of classification in an evidence space defined by the
dimensions of two classifier scores and a class-independent quality measure, discussed in detail in
Section 3.4.4. Since the method proposed in [49] is heuristic in nature, it defines a priori the shape
of the decision boundary while disregarding the actual shapes of the joint distributions of evidence.
Other heuristically defined decision hyperplanes, like the polynomial fusion functions from [153] or
approaches postulated by Fierrez-Aguilar in [48], can be represented in a similar way.
It therefore becomes clear that different methods of incorporating quality measures in the clas-
sification process, both in a single- or multiple-classifier scenario, are in fact different algorithmic
realizations of the very same mathematical principles, given in Section 3.4.1. The conclusion follows
that the problems of data dimensionality and of choosing a proper set of quality measures further
discussed in this chapter are as valid for the generalized Q− stack method presented in this thesis,
as it is for other mentioned methods in the subject literature.
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3.7.3 Problem of data dimensionality
Adding new score or quality measure features into the evidence vector inadvertently leads to an
increased dimensionality of the classification problem. As a consequence of the so-called dimension-
ality curse [14, 42], in comparison with a certain baseline number of dimensions, increased problem
dimensionality calls for exponentially increased volume of available data samples in order to achieve
the same spatial sampling frequency. Adding new components to the evidence vector by default pre-
serves the amount of data available for training the stacked classifier. As a consequence, increased
problem dimensionality may lead to overtraining (model over-fitting) of the stacked classifier.
A typical solution for avoiding excessive data dimensionality is feature selection and dimen-
sionality reduction. Classical dimensionality reduction techniques based on Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) [42] search for the most compact data representation rather than increased class
separation. Successful application of these techniques in order to reduce the dimensionality of the
evidence vector depends solely on the actual joint distributions of p(e|A) and p(e|B). Similarly, any
of the feature selection techniques based on the Linear Discriminant Analysis may or may not be a
good choice. In general, if classes are linearly separable (like in Figure 3.10) in the evidence space
then dimensionality reduction techniques based on linear projections can be expected to perform
well. If classes cannot be well separated by a linear decision hyperplane in the evidence space (see
example in Figure 3.12) then linear projection-based dimensionality reduction techniques are also
bound to fail.
Dimensionality reduction techniques that operate in the evidence space take into account the
relationships between the components of the evidence vector. However, there exists a family of
feature selection techniques that consider the features individually, in detachment from the others
[152]. These techniques inspect how much of a separation between classes can be achieved by
each feature individually, and are equivalent to making the feature selection based on the marginal
distributions alone. Since the quality measures are by definition class-independent, they will be
swiftly eliminated from the feature pool. Therefore all techniques that perform feature selection
based by looking at them individually are inadequate and inappropriate for the problem that is the
topic of this thesis.
Quality measures are class-independent, but they are by design dependent on the classification
errors of the baseline classifier, which is a consequence of their dependency on the classification
scores x. For this reason in order to inspect how useful certain quality measures are individually,
the way to do it is to inspect the class-conditional distributions of p(qm|C = 1) and p(qm|C = 0)
where C is a binary random variable that takes the value of C = 1 if the baseline classifier made a
correct decision, and the value of C = 0 if the baseline classifier made an incorrect decision. The
estimation of p(qm|C = 1) and p(qm|C = 0) may be biased depending on the bias of the baseline
classifier. Note that in the Q − stack scheme the baseline classifier scores are not binarized by an
application of a baseline threshold ∗. We will return to this topic in greater detail in Chapter 4.
The problem of excessive data dimensionality usually plays a role when the number of dimensions
of the classification problem becomes large and comparable to the number of datapoints available
for classifier training. In biometrics, which is the main focus of this work, one is unlikely to ever
encounter such a vast number of concurrent quality measures and classifiers that feature selection
techniques would have to be applied to the evidence vector. A possible solution to this problem has
been proposed by Poh et al. in [121], where the quality measures are clustered into a form of discrete
∗Although such an eventuality is conceivable, in such a case the binarized scores (decisions) would be combined
with quality measures using a dedicated combining algorithm. Since it is hard to envision the benefits of doing so
and score-based methods of classifier combination routinely perform better than decision based methods [91], we do
not inspect this possibility in greater detail.
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meta-quality states. We do not pursue the topic of feature selection any deeper in this thesis.
3.8 A closer look at noise and quality measures
So far we have been showing examples where quality measures qm were given a priori for every
available score x. This is naturally not the case in real situations, where the quality measure needs
to be estimated based on some kind of noise measurement. The a priori assumption of quality
measures skips altogether two important issues:
1. how does the noise n actually interact with the scores x, and
2. how does an uncertainty in estimating qm impact classification.
Answering these questions is expected to shed light on a problem if using irrelevant or uncertain
quality measures can actually hurt the classification performance. In this section we provide more
insight into these problems. Again, we will use synthetic data examples in order to be able to freely
manipulate the parameters of the underlying data- and noise generating processes. Real data does
not offer such a comfort of experimentation - when using real data it is often not obvious if the
obtained improvement over existing methods is systematic and generalizable. By using synthetic
data we are able to draw theoretically sound generalizations.
In the examples given in Sections 3.4.7 and 3.4.7 we have been defining the covariance matrices
of the joint class-conditional distributions of evidence p(e|A) and p(e|B). In this section we shall
neither define a priori the correlations between the component of the evidence vector, nor generate
the quality measures themselves. Instead, we assume only the parameters of the stochastic processes
A and B that generate noiseless scores given by p(x′|A) and p(x′|B), and the parameters of a noise-
generating process N that generates class-independent noise instances n. The actual observed scores
x are the yield of a function x = Φ(x′, n). In the experiments reported in this section we will use
an additive model of noise, Φ(x′, n) = x′ + n since it is simple enough to analyze algebraically
and is a type of noise frequently observed in practice, for instance in speech recognition [56]. The
choice of the nature of function Φ is immaterial from the viewpoint of presented methodology of
Q − stack and its notion is never used throughout the experiments presented here. Instead, as it
was discussed earlier in this chapter, the relationship between X ′ and N is implicitly learned from
available data. In practice, some knowledge of the nature of function Φ(x′, n) is prerequisite for all
heuristic methods discussed earlier in Section 3.7.
The exact value of n would make a perfect quality measure qm. However, it would be rather ide-
alistic to assume that noise could be measured without any level of uncertainty or error. Therefore
here we will examine how imprecisions in noise estimation impact the classification performance. In
the experiments presented here the observed quality measures qm = n + d are uncertain measure-
ments of the noise instances n, where d is an instance of a random process D. We will assume d to
be normally distributed. The process D therefore represents the uncertainty in estimating qm.
The data flow diagram of the experiments presented in this section is shown in Figure 3.18. The
parameters of processes A, B, N and D as well as the nature of the function Φ(x′, n) are used
exclusively for the purpose of data generation and are never used in order to adjust the parameters
of classifiers applied.
We use four different classifier types as stacked classifiers:
1. Linear Discriminant Analysis - based classifier: LDA
2. Quadratic Discriminant Analysis - based classifier: QDA
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Figure 3.18: Diagram of the data flow of the experiment, Section 3.8.
3. Bayes classifier using Gaussian Mixture Model - based distribution representation: Bayes
4. Support Vector Machines - based classifier using RBF kernel: SVM
The classifiers are trained using 1000 training data points and then deployed to classify another
1000 testing data points. Having the knowledge of the underlying data-generating stochastic pro-
cesses at hand it is easy to compute that the optimal decision function that separates p(e|A) and
p(e|B) is linear. However, we still insist on using not only the LDA classifier, which inherently
generates linear decision boundary. Other classifiers are also employed in accord with the previous
premise that the notion of the nature of p(e|A) and p(e|B) should not be used heuristically in the
classification process. For the same reason, despite the fact that the underlying distributions are
Gaussian we forced a four-component GMMs as distribution models used by the Bayes classifier,
which led to a certain sub-optimality of its performance.
Consider following Gaussian processes:
p(x′|A) = N (µx′,A, σ2x′,A), µx′,A = −1, σ2x′,A = 1,
p(x′|B) = N (µx′,B, σ2x′,B), µx′,B = 1, σ2x′,B = 1
(3.20)
The Bayes error associated with the classification of x′ into classes A and B can be analytically
estimated and is:
E′Bayes =
1
2
τ∫
−∞
p(x′|B)dx′ + 1
2
∞∫
τ
p(x′|A)dx′ ≈ 0.1587, (3.21)
where τ = 0 is the decision threshold in the x′ domain. Let the noise-generating process N
produce noise instances n according to
p(n) = N (µN , σ2N ), µN = 0, σ2N = 1. (3.22)
If no noise would be present, observed scores would be x = x′. Assume that in the presence
of noise N the observed scores x are affected by the noise n according to x = Φ(x′, n) = x′ + n.
consequently the class-conditional distributions of observed scores p(x|A) and p(x|B) are given by
convolution of the probability density functions [63]:
p(x|A) = p(x′ + n|A) = p(x′|A) ∗ p(n|A) = N (µN + µx′,A, σ2N + σx′,A)
p(x|B) = p(x′ + n|B) = p(x′|B) ∗ p(n|B) = N (µN + µx′,B, σ2N + σx′,M )
(3.23)
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The associated Bayes error is then
EBayes =
1
2
τ∫
−∞
p(x|B)dx + 1
2
∞∫
τ
p(x|A)dx ≈ 0.2398, (3.24)
for the decision threshold again equal to τ = 0, since µN = 0 does not shift the means of the
distributions and consequently does not bias the classifier. Bayes error EBayes is the best class
separation theoretically attainable when classifying the observed scores x alone.
Let us now measure the quality measure qm. Ideally, we wish to measure the actual noise n
directly. In this case qm ∝ n. This ideal measurement may in practice be not feasible and the
noise measurement may itself have some uncertainty to it. We model this possible uncertainty by
adding white Gaussian noise of controlled variance σ2d to the measurement of qm. In this scenario,
for σ2d = 0⇒ qm ∝ n, and for σ2d →∞ the quality measure qm becomes independent on the actual
noise n, and thus it ceases to be informative from the viewpoint of classification using Q − stack.
Since all involved processes are Gaussian then the dependency between quality measurements and
scores can be measured by computing the correlation coefficient ρ between qm and x.
In the experiments shown in this section we classify 1000 testing data points, using classifiers
trained on a separately generated set of 1000 training data points. The data are generated by
processes described above. The impact of ρ on the class-conditional distributions evidence, p(e|A),
p(e|B) is shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20.
In Figure 3.19 the quality measures qm are not uncertain and they represent the idealistic case
when the actual noise instances can be measured without error, σ2d = 0. In the experiments shown in
Figure 3.19 this resulted in the correlation coefficient between scores x and quality measures qm of
ρ ≈ 0.58. In order to best visualize the difference between the classification in the evidence space e =
[x, qm] as opposed to e = [x] corresponding decision boundaries are shown. The decision boundary
corresponding to classification in the score domain at the decision threshold τ(x) is equivalent to
the decision boundary x = τ in the evidence space e = [x, qm].
For clarity purposes, the Q− stack decision bounds for four classifiers operating in the evidence
space are presented in two separate subplots. Decision boundaries computed by the LDA and QDA
classifiers are shown in Figure 3.19(a) and those computed by the Bayesian and SVM classifiers are
shown in Figure 3.19(b). Note the data points whose approximate location is marked by dashed line
ellipses - these data points are bound to be misclassified in the score domain by applying threshold τ .
Thanks to the addition of the new dimension of quality measures qm these data points are classified
correctly using the Q− stack approach.
Figure 3.20 demonstrates graphically an example of the impact of the dependency between
scores x and quality measures qm and of the uncertainty in estimating qm, on the classification in
the evidence space e = [x, qm]. In this Figure, the measurement of quality measure is very noisy at
σ2d = 50, resulting in a low correlation coefficient between x and qm of ρ ≈ 0.13. Since e is normally
distributed then low value of the correlation coefficient ρ necessarily entails low dependency between
x and qm. This is reflected in the fact that the decision boundaries Ψ between classes A and B
tend towards x = τ , the decision boundary obtained when considering only x for classification. As
the difference between classification in the evidence spaces of e = [x, qm] and e = [x] wanes with
growing σ2d, so does the benefit of using quality measure as an add-on dimension in the evidence
vector. With neither inherent class-selective information nor dependency on scores x the extra
dimension becomes not useful. At the same time though, addition of an irrelevant quality measure
is not causing a degradation of class separation in the evidence space in comparison with using
scores x alone.
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Figure 3.19: Class-conditional evidence distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B) with Q− stackdecision
boundaries for LDA, QDA, SVM and Bayes classifiers. Quality measures taken at σ2d = 0.
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Figure 3.20: Class-conditional evidence distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B) with Q− stackdecision
boundaries for LDA, QDA, SVM and Bayes classifiers. Quality measures taken at σ2d = 50
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Compare the behavior of the decision boundary ΨSVM in Figures 3.19(b) and 3.20(b). The curve
shown in Figure 3.20(b) shows a clear overfitting to the training data as a result of an increase in
dimensionality of e beyond necessity. This is not the case in figure 3.19(b). Such overfitting may be
avoided by quality measure clustering tricks, as shown in [121], or by simply choosing a classifier of
a smaller parametric complexity.
Figure 3.21 presents the explicit relationship between the correlation coefficient ρ between x and
qm and the classification error rates in the evidence space using decision boundaries τ(x), ΨLDA,
ΨQDA, ΨBayes and ΨSVM . The parameters of A, B and N were kept constant over the entire
experiment. The variance σ2d of the process D that adds uncertainty to the measurement of qm
was changed in the range (0:20). Figure 3.21(a) shows the classification errors in the terms of
mean HTER after 50 independent experimental runs, for the training set, and Figure 3.21(b) shows
the classification errors for the testing set, also in terms of mean HTER. The error bars show the
standard deviation of obtained corresponding error values after 50 experimental runs. The numerical
results of this experiment are gathered in Table 3.3. Note that for compactness we decided to give
the numerical results only for a selected representative subset of σ2d values shown in Figure 3.21. In
Table 3.3 the reader will find included classification results using only quality measures qm. These
results have been included here in order to show that indeed the quality measures qm by themselves
do not allow for class separation - note that the HTER ≈ 0.5 for classification in the e = [qm]
domain regardless of the value of ρ.
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Figure 3.21: Impact of the correlation ρ between the observed scores x and the observed quality
measures qm , for additive noise.
The classification results obtained are bounded by the Bayes errors given by Equations 3.21 and
3.24. The classifier that operates only in the score domain, τ(x), achieves a classification performance
comparable with the theoretically computed value of EBayes given by Equation 3.24. All classifiers
that operate in the evidence space obtained classification results comparable to the theoretically
computed value of E′Bayes given by Equation 3.21 for σ
2
d = 0. In other words, the Q− stack method
allowed for a recovery of the Bayes error E′Bayes associated with the noiseless data although noisy
data was used for both classifier testing and for training. With the growing value of σ2d the quality
measures qm became increasingly less informative to reach obtained classification HTER in the
vicinity of EBayes.
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σ2d 0 0.4 1 2.6 7 15 20
ρ(n, qm) 1 0.845 0.7069 0.5259 0.355 0.2513 0.2184
ρ(x, qm) 0.5785 0.4852 0.4075 0.3012 0.2086 0.1441 0.1272
HTER
µτ(qm) 0.4978 0.4995 0.499 0.5003 0.5002 0.5019 0.5007
στ(qm) 0.0354 0.0334 0.0335 0.0449 0.0326 0.036 0.0383
µτ(x) 0.241 0.2368 0.2387 0.2426 0.2418 0.2423 0.2411
στ(x) 0.0329 0.0299 0.0286 0.0326 0.0336 0.0286 0.0302
µLDA 0.1603 0.1884 0.2074 0.2249 0.2343 0.2386 0.2389
σLDA 0.029 0.0305 0.0291 0.031 0.0294 0.0312 0.0295
µQDA 0.1596 0.1883 0.208 0.2249 0.2349 0.2388 0.2385
σQDA 0.0252 0.0293 0.0301 0.0287 0.0333 0.0333 0.0271
µBayes 0.1618 0.1948 0.2186 0.2338 0.2398 0.2411 0.2406
σBayes 0.0134 0.016 0.0157 0.0185 0.0168 0.0171 0.0169
µSVM 0.1602 0.1896 0.2091 0.2269 0.2378 0.2444 0.2455
σSVM 0.0128 0.0139 0.0156 0.0163 0.0165 0.0165 0.0182
Table 3.3: Selected HTER results from Figure 3.21(b), 1000 data points, mean values and
standard deviations after 50 repetitions for each value of σ2d.
The results shown in Figure 3.21 and in Table 3.3 confirm the theoretical findings given in
this Chapter. In this section we have given an example using an additive noise model in order
to exemplify our theoretical findings. While we have not used the information about the noise
nature in constructing the example presented here, the reader might be curious about how other
noise types could be handled by the presented approach. For this reason we are giving an example
using multiplicative noise model in Appendix B. As the reader will see further in this thesis, both
additive and multiplicative noise models result in class-conditional evidence distributions of synthetic
data that bear resemblance to the distributions observed in real data. Naturally it is not feasible
to present here, neither mathematically nor using graphical representations, all possible types of
distributions of evidence. However, the principles and algorithmic steps that govern classification
using the Q− stack approach can be applied and put to a practical use without the need of explicit
mathematical notion of underlying functions or processes. In order to emphasize this, we devote
Section 3.9 to the practical, algorithmic aspect of the proposed technique of Q− stack.
3.9 Q− stack - a generalized algorithm
The results of experiments with synthetic data presented in Section 3.8 and in Appendix B confirm
the theoretical predictions of Section 3.4.1. The use of quality measures that are statistically de-
pendent on the similarity scores obtained from the baseline classifier allowed for classification in the
evidence space with greater accuracy than in the score space alone. In the example given in Section
3.8 the accuracy gain of the classifier could be computed analytically since the all data-generating
stochastic processes were also defined a priori and known. The dependency of qm on x could be
also easily expressed in terms of correlation coefficient thanks to the fact that the data-generating
processes were Gaussian.
In real-life application such a comfort is not readily available. Typically one has no precise notion
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of neither the actual analytical descriptions of the joint distributions of neither p(e|A), p(e|B) nor
p(n). The uncertainty of estimating the value of noise n manifesting itself in the accuracy of qm is
usually non-zero and the dependency of qm on x may be far more complex than a linear correlation.
Even if that information was available, it is easy to imagine how the complexity of arithmetical
representations could render any analytical derivations impractical.
However, as we have mentioned previously, the strength of the proposed approach is in the fact
that its practical application does not require specific knowledge of the mathematical representa-
tions of statistical processes that govern the generation of the observed data. Instead, necessary
dependencies can be implicitly encoded into the parametrization of the classification problem.
The key point of the proposed scheme of Q−stack is classification of evidence vectors in the evi-
dence space using a stacked classifier. Consider only this classifier. Upon having observed sufficient
amount of training data, the stacked classifier can be constructed using any data-driven, statistical
classification methods known in the domain of pattern classification [42, 111]. The choice of the
classifier and its parameters is an implicit form of expressing all the arbitrarily complex dependen-
cies between evidence space dimensions that prohibit a practical symbolic analysis. Instead, the
classifier is numerically optimized for the available training data.
Algorithm of Q− stack
The pragmatic approach to the use of Q−stack for classification can be broken down into a sequence
of algorithmic steps that allow for a realization of the Q− stack architectures given in Figures 3.13,
3.14 and 3.15 from Section 3.5. The algorithm consists of following steps:
Training
1. Classify available training data using the previously available k baseline classifiers in order to
obtain scores xTR1 , ..., x
TR
k .
2. For available training data, collect l quality measures qmTR1 , ..., qm
TR
l that are relevant (de-
pendent) to the baseline classifiers.
3. Assemble training evidence vectors eTR = [xTR1 , ..., x
TR
k , qm
TR
1 , ..., qm
TR
l ] out of the observed
baseline classifier scores xTR and quality measures qmTR.
4. Using the training evidence eTR, create a classifier that separates eTR|A from eTR|B. The
nature of the stacked classifier must be chosen according to the observed joint class-conditional
evidence distributions p(eTR|A) and p(eTR|B).
5. If available, optimize the parameters of the stacked classifier on a separate development set,
for improved generalization and in order to avoid model over-fitting.
Testing
1. Classify newly observed (tested) data using the same k baseline classifiers in order to obtain
the scores xTS1 , ..., x
TS
k .
2. Collect the relevant quality measures qmTS1 , ..., qm
TS
l .
3. Assemble testing evidence vectors eTS = [xTS1 , ..., x
TS
k , qm
TS
1 , ..., qm
TS
l ] out of the observed
baseline classifier scores xTS and quality measures qmTS .
4. Classify the testing evidence eTS using the stacked classifier.
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3.10 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the theoretical foundations of classification with class-independent
quality information. We have explained the mechanism behind the observed occurrence of misclas-
sifications due to the presence of noise. Departing from here, we have introduced the concept of
statistical dependencies between the noise and the observed classification scores. We have described
the need of collecting quality measures in order to quantify the impact of noise on the observed
signals, and we have shown how the quality measures inherit dependencies on classification scores.
We have introduced the concept of evidence as a vector of all available classification scores and
quality measures pertaining to a given class observation.
Further we have addressed the problem of the impact of feature dependencies on class separa-
tion, with a particular focus on the use of class-independent information as one of the dimensions
of the classification space. We have explained how an addition of class-independent information
can afford improved class separation due to the existence of statistical dependencies between the
quality measures and classifier scores. We discussed how quality measures, which by themselves are
individually irrelevant from the viewpoint of the classification process, become conditionally relevant
in the context of another features contained in the evidence vector. We have presented an analytical
analysis of the impact of correlation between class-selective and class-independent dimensions in the
classification space on class separation, using examples of bivariate normal distributions, and we
have provided an intuition behind the observed results. Then, we have extended the conclusions of
the theoretical findings from bivariate-normal to arbitrary evidence distributions.
Acknowledging the fact that deriving analytical solutions for arbitrary distributions is not always
feasible, we have introduced a data-driven approach to classification with class-independent quality
measures. The proposed approach is based on the concept of classifier stacking and involves a two-
layer classifier ensemble. The first layer contains baseline classifiers and quality estimation modules,
while the second layer consists of an evidence combiner and a stacked classifier. The nature of the
stacked classifier is chosen depending on the class-conditional distributions of available training data.
The proposed architecture, Q − stack, has been presented as a general framework of classification
with quality measures. We have discussed how Q− stack encompasses existing approaches towards
classification with quality measures found in the prior art. We have shown how the same principles
of Q− stack apply to single-, multiple-classifier and multimodal systems alike.
Finally, we have analyzed the impact of uncertain quality measurements on the performance of
the Q − stack algorithm. Using synthetic data, we have simulated a range of uncertainty degrees
in quality assessment and we have shown that as the quality measurements become increasingly
random in respect to the actual noise present, the class separation and corresponding classification
accuracy approach that of the baseline classifiers. Therefore we have shown that the use of uncertain
or irrelevant quality measures does not hurt class separation, given an appropriate choice of the
stacked classifier. At the same time, accurate quality measures have been demonstrated to recover
the class separation of noise-free data without having previously observed it in the training phase.
Credence and
single error
prediction 4
4.1 Introduction
Classifiers and classifier ensembles are constructed with the aim to maximize classification accuracy.
However, certain classification problems are inherently difficult and errors do occur. This is the case,
for instance, in biometric identity verification, where the classification systems often have to contend
with adverse environmental conditions. If errors are inevitable, it is important to ascertain the
chances that any particular classification decision taken is correct. In the area of biometric identity
verification a decision of accepting a particular identity claim may entail severe legal, financial, or
personal consequences. Therefore in this field, the ability to accurately predict single classification
errors is of paramount importance.
In Chapter 2 we have discussed the existing approaches towards error prediction and estimation.
We have shown that only a handful of methods actually focus on estimating the probability of a
single erratic classification decision. Out of the existing methods, few offer a sound probabilistic
interpretation of the derived predictions, and none allows for an inclusion of signal quality informa-
tion in the estimation process. As we have elaborated in Chapter 3, quality measures as estimators
of adverse environmental conditions are closely linked with classifier errors in situations where the
classified observations may be noise-contaminated. As such, it is clear that a reliable method of
error prediction must be able to take into account the quality information.
In Chapter 3 we have developed a framework of classification with class-independent quality
information, where quality measures are seamlessly incorporated in the classification process. The
proposed framework, Q − stack, utilizes a stacked classifier ensemble in which the second-level,
stacked classifier can be of arbitrary nature. If a Bayesian classifier is chosen as the stacked classifier,
then the yield of this classifier is by default probabilistic, and can be interpreted as a degree of belief
or credence in the correctness of choosing one class over another. As we have elicited in Chapter 2,
the sought estimate of probability of single decision correctness is a subjective Bayesian credence.
In this chapter we develop these ideas and we present the link between the credence in choos-
ing one class over another with the credence in decision correctness, which is closely linked with
estimating the probability of a single classification error. We show that indeed a Bayesian classifier
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employed as a stacked classifier in the Q− stack framework produces posterior probabilities which
can be successfully employed as single misclassification predictors. Since the proposed error pre-
diction method is a natural extension of the Q − stack framework, it is able to seamlessly include
signal quality measures. Further, we propose evaluation criteria for the credence estimates and
demonstrate the performance of the proposed method using a synthetic data set.
Finally, we discuss the practical aspects of the application of the proposed method of error
prediction and rejection. We argue that credence-based rejection of decisions labeled as unreliable
and subsequent application of a relevant repair strategy allows for a reduction of system classification
errors to a desired target level. At the same time, such error reduction comes at a cost of running
the repair procedures. We show how the benefits and costs of applying a repair strategy can be
gauged using the proposed credence evaluation tools.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2.1 we discuss the theoretical aspects of
single error prediction and probability of a single classifier decision from the subjective Bayesian
perspective. In Section 4.2.2 we discuss the extension of the Q − stack framework for credence
estimation and error prediction. In Section 4.2.3 we propose a set of evaluation criteria for credence
estimates. In Section 4.3 we provide an example of error prediction using proposed method using
a synthetic data set. Section 4.4 discusses practical relevance of the proposed error-prediction
techniques in autonomous and supervised classification systems. Section 4.5 concludes this chapter
with a summary of the presented findings.
4.2 Predicting single classifier errors
4.2.1 Probability of error
Assume two class-conditional distributions of evidence, p(e|A) and p(e|B), where A and B are
class labels corresponding to arbitrary observation-generating stochastic processes. Examples of
such arbitrary distributions for one-dimensional evidence e are shown in Figure 4.1, but the actual
dimensionality of the classification problem in general case is limited only by the number of compo-
nents of the evidence vector. Consider a classifier that divides the evidence space into two disjoint
subspaces by a decision surface Ψ. The decision surface lives in a space whose dimensionality is
equal to that of the dimensionality of the feature vector. Classification of observation e0 is done
according to:
Ψ(e0) > 0⇒ B(e0)
Ψ(e0) ≤ 0⇒ A(e0)
Let us consider all observed evidence vectors that satisfy Ψ(e0) ≤ 0. For a given observation
whose evidence vector is e0 we wish to know what is the probability that e0 is assigned an erroneous
class label.
Following the subjective Bayesian interpretation of probability, as discussed in Chapter 2, we
define the probability of single error (error credence) R(e0) using Bayes formula [42] as follows:
R(e0) = 1− P (F |e0) = 1− p(e = e0|F ) · P (F )
p(e = e0)
Here, F denotes an event of misclassification. The alternative event, when the classifier takes
a correct decision, is denoted as C∗. Consider the conditional distributions of evidence which has
been correctly or incorrectly classified, p(e|C) and p(e|F ). It is clear that the error-conditional
distributions depend on which side of the decision boundary Ψ lies the observation e0 and that
∗The events C and F can be treated as classes, as in [87].
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Figure 4.1: Class-conditional (upper) and error-conditional (lower) distributions of evidence e.
they are strictly linked with the class-conditional distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B). Example of
error-conditional distributions are shown in Figure 4.1. For Ψ(e0) ≤ 0 we have
Ψ(e) ≤ 0⇒ p(e0|F ) = p(e0|B)Ψ∫
−∞
p(e|B)de
Obviously in the assumed range of e
Ψ∫
−∞
p(e|B)de = 2P (F )
and therefore, again for Ψ(e) ≤ 0 and considering that the prior class probabilities are assumed
equal (Section 2.3.1), P (A) = P (B) = 12
P (F |e0) = p(e0|B) · P (F )
2P (F ) · p(e0) =
1
2p(e0|B)
p(e0)
=
p(e0|B)
p(e0|A) + p(e0|B) = P (B|e0). (4.1)
Note that mathematically speaking the possible bias of the base classifier that produces scores x
is immaterial - the bias becomes corrected by assigning a new decision boundary Ψ in the evidence
space. This effect is a characteristic feature of the stacking architecture [122, 165].
Analogically, for Ψ(e) > 0, P (F |e0) = P (A|e0). Acknowledging that P (A|e0) + P (B|e0) = 1
and P (C|e = e0) + P (F |e = e0) = 1, we compute the credence in a single decision correctness
∀Ψ(e0)≤0 R(e0) = 1− P (F |e = e0) = P (A|e = e0)
∀Ψ(e0)>0 R(e0) = 1− P (F |e = e0) = P (B|e = e0)
(4.2)
If all available evidence pertinent to an individual decision has been aggregated in the evidence
vector e0 then the classification decision is as close to optimality as the chosen classifier and its
parameters allow. In this situation one cannot do better at classifying the given observation unless
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new evidence becomes available, and the credence estimate conveys the information about the degree
of belief in the correctness of the classification decision. Application dependent, one may be reluctant
to take decisions which have low credence R(e0). If restraining oneself from taking an uncertain
classification decision is a viable option in the given application scenario, a straightforward way of
filtering out the uncertain decisions is to discard all decisions whose credence estimate falls below a
preset value of ϑ, which we shall refer to as credence threshold. The procedure is analogous to the
well-known error-reject tradeoff first introduced by Chow in [32], and then followed and expanded
on in [34, 35, 52, 54, 55].
The procedure of discarding uncertain decisions is represented graphically in Figure 4.2. In the
upper graph two class-conditional distributions are exemplified by Gaussians p(e|A) and p(e|B).
The optimal classifier is quadratic with two decision thresholds τ1 < τ2:
Ψ(τ1 < e < τ2) > 0
Ψ({e < τ1} ∪ {τ2 < e}) < 0
(4.3)
The corresponding posteriors P (A|e) and P (B|e) are shown in the lower graph. According to
Equation 4.2, for an arbitrarily chosen credence threshold ϑ the decisions, whose credence R(e) >= ϑ
all lie in the area marked by blue color. Corresponding locus of discarded decisions whose R(e) < ϑ
are marked by red color in the upper graph. Note that the zones of e in which decisions are being
discarded due to their low credence surround the decision thresholds τ1 and τ2, which agrees with
the reasoning given in Section 3.2.
Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of the credence-based error rejection mechanism.
It must be noted here that while the Gaussian models similar to those presented in Figure 4.2
illustrate well how the probability of single classification decision is computed, such models may not
be the best choice in practical applications. Note that unless the variances of p(e|A) and p(e|B) are
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equal, σ2A = σ
2
B, the equation p(e|A) = p(e|B) always has two unequal roots at τ1 and τ2. In this
situation it follows that σ2A ≪ σ2B ⇒ ∀eP (A|e) ≪ 1, . Therefore the maximal attainable credence
in decisions in favor of class A is always much less than that of the alternative class, R(e) ≪ 1
while ∀{e≫τ2}∪{e≪τ1}P (B|e)→ 1, and one can only obtain certain decisions of R ≈ 1 for one of the
classes (here: class B), and not the other one. This is the case in the example shown in Figure 4.2.
If the class-conditional evidence distributions of p(e|A) and p(e|B) indeed are Gaussian with
large variance differences such a result is correct from the viewpoint of Bayesian decision theory
[42]. However, in many cases the observed distributions are only approximately Gaussian and
the fact that p(e|B) > p(e|A) for Ψ(e) < τ1 is a mere modeling artifact not supported by the
observation data. As a good example may serve here the match versus non-match score histograms
and distributions for fingerprint verification from figure 1 of [149]: the estimated curves of class-
conditional score distributions intersect in two distinct locations in spite of the fact that the data
histograms do not appear to support such pdf estimation. Here, an attempt to estimate the decision
credence for the match scores would result in the posterior probability necessarily much smaller
than unity. Unless the observed data or prior domain knowledge suggest otherwise, such situation
should be avoided by choosing an appropriate data model, for instance by using data histograms or
non-parametric distribution estimators [42, 152].
This leads us to another theoretical speculation with important consequences for credence esti-
mation. A pair of Gaussian class-conditional evidence models, as exemplified by the curves in Figure
4.2, are guaranteed to allow for an estimation of decision credence that will obey ∀e 0 < R(e) < 1.
However, arbitrary models of p(e|A) and p(e|B) may take a value of 0 for certain range of evidence
values e. Naturally according to Equations 4.1 and 4.2
∀Ψ(e0)≤0 p(e = e0|B) = 0⇒ R(e0) = 1
∀Ψ(e0)>0 p(e = e0|A) = 0⇒ R(e0) = 1,
(4.4)
which is a desired and intuitively justified result. Now, a problematic situation arises when
p(e0|A) = p(e0|B) = 0. For such observation R(e0) is a mathematical singularity, with undefined
value according to Equation 4.1. Typically, p(e0|A) = p(e0|B) = 0 means that e0 is simply not
accounted for by the models. Dependent on the application considered, one may choose to either
arbitrarily assign:
• R(e0) = 0.5. This formulation assigns the credence equal to the level of chance to R(e0),
which means that there is no reason to favor one decision over its alternative since there is no
evidence for such choice. In classification problems where prior probabilities are unequal, the
decision could be taken based on the priors only. Such formulation agrees with the viewpoint
that degree of support and degree of belief are to be considered as separate concept [72].
Here, R(e0) = 0.5 expresses the degree of belief, since the degree of support is zero. Similar
reasoning about evidential support can be found to be at the roots of the Dempster-Schafer
theory [135].
• R(e0) = 1. Consider the curves shown in Figure 4.1. Let us assume that ∀e0:Ψ<κ<e0p(e =
e0|A) = p(e0|B) = 0. Since for e0 > κ also e > Ψ it might be pragmatically argued that
if any class label is to be assigned then it should be B. Such a classification decision, in
fact not supported by Bayesian reasoning, is an example of non-monotonic default reasoning
[135]. Since from the decision standpoint it is most important on which side of the decision
hyperplane falls e0 then the fact itself constitutes evidence to support the decision. In the
absence of any evidence at all to support alternative decision, R(e0) = 1.
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Note that choosing R(e0) = 0 is not a valid option. Regardless of the actual class label assigned
to e0 (as discussed above), choosing R(e0) = 0 would mean that actually the opposite class should
be chosen. Moreover, it would mean that the opposite decision is absolutely certain - an obvious
fallacy in the light of actual absence of any evidence to support such, or in fact any decision.
4.2.2 Q− stack for credence estimation
Note that in Equation 4.2 the terms P (e0|A) and P (e0|B) describe class-conditional posterior
probabilities for classes A and B, respectively. Since the assigned class label depends on the sign
of Ψ(e0) the term P (C|e0) is always the posterior probability computed for e0 in respect to the
selected class label. Posterior probabilities are a natural output of a naive Bayes classifier [42, 111].
Consider Figures 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15. As mentioned in previous Sections, the stacked classifier
in the Q − stack architecture may be any classifier that is appropriate for the structure of the
evidence data. If the chosen stacked classifier is a Bayes classifier then on the output of Q− stack it
will generate class-conditional posterior probabilities. These probabilities computed for the selected
class are the credence estimates in the correctness of single classification decisions, in accord with
Equation 4.2.
The similarity of the proposed approach to the classical Chow’s error-reject tradeoff, also based
on estimates of posterior probabilities, calls for a few words of comment. The classical Chow’s
approach is relying on an exact estimation of posterior probabilities by the baseline classifier [55].
Due to the classifier bias, these estimates may also be inaccurate [155]. In the proposed scheme
of Q− stack the posterior probabilities are estimated not by the baseline, but by the second-level,
stacked classifier. The benefits of this, in comparison to the classical Chow’s error-reject tradeoff,
are two-fold:
• A properly trained stacked classifier ensemble has the property of reducing the classifier bias,
which translates directly into reduced error in estimation of posterior probabilities.
• The stacked classifier takes into account the information about the quality of classified signals,
which is invisible to the baseline classifier. For this reason, given relevant quality measures, the
stacked classifier will produce more accurate posterior probability estimates than the baseline
classifier.
4.2.3 Evaluation criteria for credence estimates
Evaluating credence estimates is not an obvious task. Since credences as seen from the subjective
Bayesian perspectives are degrees of belief in the occurrence of a given probabilistic event, they
express a priori probability of an event that has not happened yet, and may not actually have
any precedents. For this very reason single event probability is not accounted for by classical or
frequentist interpretation of probability. Therefore the actual evaluation of a single credence estimate
is not actually feasible. However, credence estimates can be evaluated a posteriori, for a given testing
data set. The adequacy of credence estimation can be evaluated using following criteria:
1. Monotonicity: The total accuracy of the classifier decisions labeled as dependable for a
given credence threshold ϑ must follow the tendency of the credence threshold: the higher the
threshold, the lower the classification error ER of the remaining decisions after the credence
thresholding:
∀ϑ1,ϑ2:ϑ1<ϑ2ER (ϑ1) > ER (ϑ2) (4.5)
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2. Accountability: Since the credence of a decision is in fact an estimate of probability of a
single random event, it is not evident how to gauge its accuracy. However, it can be reasonably
expected that if the estimates are accurate over a large enough set of m = 1, 2, ...,M sample
decisions obtained for evidence vectors em, their average credence will account for the actual
observed accuracy over the sample set. The average credence R is computed as follows:
R =
1
M
M∑
m=1
R(em), (4.6)
where M is the number of available testing samples. Formally, the difference between the
average credence R over the testing data set and the actual accuracy over this data set must
be minimized:
δ = R −AC ≈ 0 (4.7)
In Equation 4.7, the classifier accuracy is given by
AC =
1
M
M∑
m=1
¬ ((Dm ∧GTm) ∨ (¬Dm ∧ ¬GTm)), (4.8)
where Dm is a binary decision obtained for em, and GTm is the true binary class alignment of
em.
The proposed evaluation criteria for credence estimation agree with an intuitive understanding
of the concept of credence. Namely, informally stated they demand that decisions deemed more
credible should turn out to be indeed more accurate.
For data sets where one of the classes is represented by significantly more samples than another
estimating the classification performance in terms of total accuracy can be misleading - error for
the over-represented class will dominate the total error estimate. unbalanced data sets are frequent
in biometric identity verification, where the class of imposter scores is typically over-represented.In
this situation frequently HTER rather than AC is used for performance evaluation [120]. The same
problems with unbalanced sets concern the accountability criterion for credence estimates. In order
to compare the mean credences with HTER over an unbalanced data set a modification of Equation
4.7 applies:
δ = Rw − (1−HTER) ≈ 0, (4.9)
where Rw =
1
2 (RA +RB). Here, RA and RB are mean credence estimators for classes A and B,
respectively.
4.3 Examples: synthetic data
4.3.1 Gaussian case - equal distributions
In order to demonstrate the principles of error prediction using credence estimates we use the same
example as given in Section 3.8. The parameters of the data- and noise generating processes are
given by Equations 3.20 and 3.22. Recall that one of the classifiers used in this experiment was
a Bayesian classifier - its decision boundaries are shown in Figures 3.19(b) and 3.20(b). In the
experiment shown in this section we will use the class-conditional posterior probabilities p(A|e)
and p(B|e) as estimated by the Bayes classifier in order to find the credence estimates for each
observation, as given by Equation 4.2.
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In the example given in Section 3.8 we have analyzed the impact of the uncertainty in measuring
the quality measure qm on the classification accuracy in the Q−stack architecture. This uncertainty
was modeled by adding white Gaussian noise of preset variance σ2d to the measured quality measures.
In the experiment reported in this section we demonstrate the impact of this uncertainty on the error
prediction properties of credence estimates. For the purpose of the demonstration we have selected
two extreme cases: σ2d = 0 which represents the situation where quality measures represent the noise
contamination of the data with no uncertainty, and σ2d = 50 represents a very noisy measurement
of the signal quality. The corresponding correlation coefficients ρ between the scores and quality
measures can be found in Table 3.8.
Figure 4.3 gives a graphical representation of the example classification problem, for σ2d = 0 and
Figure 4.4 shows the same for σ2d = 50. Figures 4.3(a) and 4.4(a) show 2D histograms of testing
evidence e|A and e|B for 1000 data points per class. Figures 4.3(b) and 4.4(b) show the credence
estimates for class decisions computed according to Equation 4.2.
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Figure 4.3: Class-conditional evidence distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B) and computed credence
estimates R(e). Quality measures taken at σ2d = 0.
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Figure 4.4: Class-conditional evidence distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B) and computed credence
estimates R(e). Quality measures taken at σ2d = 50.
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It is easy to notice that when σ2d = 0 the escarpments of the surface plot of credence R(e) are
much steeper than it is the case for σ2d = 50. In order to better visualize the distribution of the
credence values in each case we show the corresponding histograms in Figure 4.5. As the reader will
readily notice, the histogram for the uncertain quality measure estimates is visibly more flat. In the
case of σ2d = 0 majority of the decisions are taken at a high level of confidence which is reflected
in credence values clustered in the proximity of R(e) = 1. This is not the case for σ2d = 50: since
the quality measurement is not dependable, large number of classification decisions are taken at low
level of confidence, represented by low credence estimates.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of credence estimates R(e) for quality measures taken at σ2d = 0 and
σ2d = 50.
Figures 4.6(a) and 4.7(a) show the accuracy of classification decisions left after the procedure
of credence thresholding, as a function of the credence threshold, ER(ϑ). The curves obtained for
σ2d = 0 shown in Figure 4.6(a) and for σ
2
d = 50 in Figure 4.7(a) allow for the evaluation of the
credence estimates according to the monotonicity criterion. Evidently, as the credence threshold
increases from ϑ = 0 towards ϑ = 1, the error rates for the decisions remaining after credence
thresholding decrease, thus satisfying the criterion expressed by Equation 4.5
If decisions whose credence estimates falls low and below the credence threshold are to be dis-
carded, then the shape and steepness of the credence histogram predicts how many decisions will
be discarded for the values of ϑ equal to the histogram bin centers. if a histogram is flat that
suggests that comparable volume of decisions will be discarded at every credence threshold ϑ. This
is confirmed by Figures 4.6(b) and 4.7(b). Note that in figure 4.7(b) the curve that represents the
percentage of decisions kept after credence thresholding is approximately linear. Due to the quality
measure uncertainty introduced by non-zero σ2d more decisions had to be discarded than it is the
case of accurate qm measurement.
An evaluation of the presented method of estimating decision credence according to the account-
ability criterion is shown in Table 4.1 for σ2d = 0 and in Table 4.2 for σ
2
d = 50. The experiments
described above were repeated 100 times, and for each experiment run the total accuracy and the
mean credence R computed according to Equation 4.6 was recorded. The mean and standard devia-
tion of the absolute difference |AC−R| is a measure of δ, Equation 4.7. Small value of the asymptotic
p-value pκ computed using the two-sample two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [37] shows that with
very high level of certainty it can be concluded that AC and R are samples drawn from the same
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Figure 4.6: Error rejection curves for quality measures taken at σ2d = 0.
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Figure 4.7: Error rejection curves for quality measures taken at σ2d = 50.
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AC = 1−HTER R δ pκ
mean AC = 84.13% R = 84.18% |AC −R| = 0.74% 5.81 · 10−4
standard deviation σAC = 0.94% σR = 0.33% σ|AC−R|0.56%
Table 4.1: Evaluation of the credence estimates according to the accountability criterion, for
σ2d = 0.
AC = 1−HTER R δ pκ
mean AC = 76.1% R = 76.16% |AC −R| = 0.81% 6.91 · 10−4
standard deviation σAC = 0.9% σR = 0.5% σ|AC−R|0.67%
Table 4.2: Evaluation of the credence estimates according to the accountability criterion, for
σ2d = 50.
population and hence the accountability criterion expressed by Equation 4.7 is met.
4.3.2 Gaussian case - unequal marginal score distributions
In the previous example we have been considering an idealized case where σ2A = σ
2
B . In such case
both class errors ERA(ϑ) and ERB(ϑ) monotonically decline as the credence threshold approaches
ϑ ≈ 1. However, we have also mentioned in Section 4.2.1 that for σ2A 6= σ2B that will not be the case.
Here we return to this topic in order to illustrate with a synthetic data example the performance
of credence estimates as an error predictor when the class variances of normal class-conditional
evidence distributions are unequal. For this, we use the same distribution parameters given by
Equation 3.20 except σ2A = 2 6= σ2B. Following the procedures described in Section 4.2.1 we draw
the error prediction curves for ERA(ϑ), ERB(ϑ) and HTER(ϑ), and the curves giving the relative
number of discarded classification decisions MA(ϑ), MB(ϑ) and M(ϑ). These graphs are shown in
Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Error rejection curves for quality measures taken at σ2d = 0 for unequal variances
σA 6= σB .
The immediately apparent difference between the graphs in Figure 4.6 and in Figure 4.8 is
the shape of ERA(ϑ). Instead of maintaining a monotonically decreasing shape, in Figure 4.8 the
ERA(ϑ) decreases towards a certain value of ϑ, and as the credence threshold continues to grow
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AC = 1−HTER R δ pκ
mean AC = 79.68% R = 79.61% |AC −R| = 0.74% 0.047
standard deviation σAC = 0.86% σR = 0.41% σ|AC−R|0.57%
Table 4.3: Evaluation of the credence estimates according to the accountability criterion, for
σ2A = 2 6= σ2B and σ2d = 0.
towards 1 the ERA(ϑ) grows as well. This effect is a consequence of the fact that maximal credence
estimate that can be reached for class A is smaller than what can be obtained for class B.
The evaluation of the credence estimates according to the accountability criterion is given in
Table 4.3, again for 100 repetitions of the experiment. Despite the fact that the behavior of ERA(ϑ)
is erratic above certain value of ϑ, the value of δ remains small and the accountability criterion is
still met, albeit at a higher value of the asymptotic p-value pκ than it was the case when σ
2
A = σ
2
B
(Tables 4.1 and 4.2). This observation shows that indeed the erratic behavior of ERA(ϑ) is relevant
to only a few decisions.
Let us denote the maximal credence value that can be reached for class A as Rmax. As the
credence threshold ϑ approaches Rmax, most potentially erroneous decisions for class A have been
discarded. This effect is confirmed by the shape of M(ϑ) in figure 4.8 (b) which reaches values close
to 0 for ϑ ≈ Rmax. As the credence thresholding continues for ϑ > Rmax the remaining decisions
assigned to class A are actually misclassifications, and hence the growing shape of ERA(ϑ).
In the case of bivariate Gaussian distributions considered in the examples discussed here it is
easy to analytically find the value of Rmax beyond which the credence thresholding for the particular
class ceases to return lower classification error rates. Rmax can be computed as given by Equation
4.10.
Rmax = R(
σ2AµB − σ2BµA
σ2A − σ2B
) (4.10)
However, in the case of multi-variate normal distributions, their mixtures, and non-Gaussian class
conditional evidence distributions analytical computation of Rmax easily becomes impractical and
often not possible (for instance when the distributions are estimated in a non-parametric fashion).
In this case, the maximal admissible value of credence for each class Rmax can be found from graphs
similar to those shown in Figure 4.8, drawn for the available training data. The sought value of
Rmax is then indicated by the value of ϑ for which the class error curve reaches its minimum.
4.4 Practical relevance
The presented method of classifier error prediction and rectification was developed with the intention
of reducing classification errors by discarding potential misclassifications from the total decision pool.
A decision, whose credence estimate falls below a present threshold ϑ is considered unreliable and a
repair strategy is applied. The essence of a repair strategy is that upon encountering an unreliable
decision the classification system requests a new presentation of data for subsequent classification.
Depending on the application, a repeated presentation of data from the same or from a different
modality can be requested, and the classification procedure starts from the beginning to conclude
with a new decision and its credence estimate. If the new credence estimate is above ϑ the repair
strategy is successful. Again, depending on the application and classifier architecture used, the
system may continue to re-request and re-classify new data presentations until the repair loop
arrives at a dependable decision. An example of a similar sequential repair strategy applied to
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biometric speaker verification is discussed in [129], where a decision deemed unreliable is followed by
a repeated presentation of speech data. As a result of the application of this strategy a significant
gain of classification was reported. We do not pursue the topic of developing more sophisticated
repair strategies any further in this thesis.
Of course each iteration of any repair strategy comes at the cost of extended classification time,
allocation of additional computing power and user inconvenience and the benefit of using a repair
strategy must outweigh this extra costs. It is therefore of critical importance to estimate poten-
tial gains and losses which are expected to result from rejecting unreliable classification decisions.
Obviously the gain is the expected improvement in classification accuracy. Since repairing each
unreliable decision is expensive, the expected cost is the projected volume of decisions that need to
be rejected and consequently repaired. Here we show an example how these can be gauged in the
proposed scheme of credence-based error prediction.
Consider sample curves shown in Figure 4.9. The already familiar graph shown in Figure 4.9(a)
shows the classification error of a system as a function of the credence threshold ϑ, obtained using
a development data set of known groundtruth. The generic term error, ER, in this graph denotes
either class-specific error, total error, HTER, or any other applicable error measure. Figure 4.9(b)
shows the number of decisions remaining after credence thresholding, as described in the examples
from Section 4.3.1.
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Figure 4.9: Improving classification performance using credence-based error prediction and
rejection. (a) Finding credence threshold ϑT corresponding to the desired target error rate ERT ,
and (b) finding the number of decisions 100%−MT to be discarded in order to arrive at the target
error rate ERT .
Let ER0 be the original error of the entire decision pool containing 100% of classification deci-
sions. Assume that the obtained error of ER0 is excessive for the considered application, and it is
necessary to reduce the target error rate to ERT < ER0. From Figure 4.9(a) it is possible to find a
value of credence threshold ϑT , which guarantees that the classification error for decisions remaining
after the credence thresholding procedure will be ERT , as required. At the same time, figure 4.9(a)
reveals the cost associated with reaching the target classification error. The value of ϑT definesMT ,
the percentage of decisions remaining in the decision pool after the unreliable decisions have been
discarded in order to achieve ERT . Thus the cost of achieving the target error reduction can be
gauged by the cost of applying the repair strategy to 100%−MT decisions.
Proposed method of credence estimation is also relevant to supervised biometric authentication.
Most commonly existing, large-scale applications of biometrics are not fully autonomous but require
human supervision. Beside actually improving the classification accuracy, the methods proposed in
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this paper can be applied in such systems as a decision support technology. We refer to this scenario
as to the Identity Verification Assistant (IV A). An argument in favor of the use of the biometric
verification systems in the IV A scenario is that identity verification, depending on the importance of
the application, is bound to have legal implications. As of today, it is hard to envision an automatic
biometric verification system taking fully autonomous decisions in, for instance, immigration control.
There is always a need of a physical person who is responsible for the decisions taken regarding
identity verification, and therefore large-scale biometric systems are likely to be, at least partially,
supervised. A biometric verification system that would output only a binary yes/no decision will be
of little use in the IV A scenario, unless it would be certain to commit no mistakes (which is not the
case). Since errors are inevitable, it is necessary that next to the actual binary decision, the system
produces an estimate of decision credence. The dependability estimates must be expressed in the
terms that are intuitively understood by the supervising persons and the probabilistic formulation
of credence meets this requirement [116].
4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have presented a discussion of the problem of estimating credence, or degree of
belief in the correctness of single classification decisions. Since single event probability is a concept
undefined in many probabilistic systems, including the classical interpretation of probability, we
adapted the subjective Bayesian interpretation in order to derive a predictor of misclassifications.
Consequently we have derived the formulation for computing decision credence based on available
evidence. The proposed method of estimating single decision credence is a functional extension
of the Q − stack scheme of classification with class-independent quality information, presented in
Chapter 3. Consequently, the proposed method of error prediction also makes use of available
quality measures. The credence estimates are found by applying a Bayesian stacked classifier in the
Q− stack framework. The posterior probabilities produced by the Bayes classifier during evidence
classification are the sought credence estimates. These estimates are further applied to detect and
discard unreliable decisions from the total decision pool. We have discussed the relationship between
the proposed method and the classical Chow’s error-rejection tradeoff. We have shown that the
benefits in using the Q− stack approach come from the inclusion of quality measures in the process
of credence estimation, and in the use of the stacking classifier ensemble. A stacked classifier is
known to reduce the baseline classifier bias, and consequently the error in estimation of the decision
credence. More accurate estimation of credence in individual classification decisions translates into
improved error prediction performance of the Q− stack ensemble in comparison with the baseline
classifier.
We have proposed evaluation criteria for the presented credence estimates, which are formaliza-
tions of an intuitive requirement that more credible decisions must turn out to be more accurate. We
have demonstrated the performance of the proposed error prediction method using a synthetic data
set. We have also shown results which stress the role of relevant quality measures in accurate error
prediction. We have discussed how credence estimates can be used to identify potentially erratic
decisions which can be rectified using a repair strategy. We have proposed a procedure which allows
for gauging the benefits and costs of applying a repair strategy in a practical pattern classification
problem.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter is dedicated to demonstrating how quality measures help better classify real multimodal
biometric data. For this purpose, we apply the theoretical framework of Q − stack proposed in
Chapter 3 to the task of biometric identity verification using face and fingerprint data. Experiments
reported here are conducted using data from a real multi-modal database - Biosec [47]. The Biosec
database contains data collected for multiple biometric modalities, including face, fingerprint, iris
and speech. For reasons discussed in Chapter 1, in this chapter we focus our attention on the face
and fingerprint modalities, and on their use in single-, multi-classifier and multimodal scenarios
applied to identity verification.
The main goal of the experiments presented here is to evaluate the proposed method of Q−stack
as a generalized framework of classification with quality measures, applied to single-, multi-classifier,
and multi-modal biometric identity verification. We provide evidence to support following claims:
1. Score-dependent quality measures provide additional dimensions in which a stacked classifier
can separate the classes better than the baseline classifier that uses only the similarity scores.
2. Proposed method of Q − stack affords improved biometric verification than corresponding
baseline systems in single-, multi-classifier, and multi-modal scenarios.
3. In a multi-classifier system, quality measures need to be dependent on at least one classifier
in order to observe the benefits of Q− stack.
4. Application of a Bayesian classifier as the stacked classifier allows for accurate prediction of
correctness of single classification decisions.
In any experimental evaluation it is of prime importance to clearly define the reference that
the presented results are compared against. Since the use of class-independent quality measures in
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classification is the main theme of this dissertation, in the experiments reported in this chapter we
use the results obtained by the baseline classifiers that do not use quality measures as such reference.
Consequently, single baseline classifiers are used as reference to evaluate Q−stack applied to single-
classifier systems, multiple-classifier baseline reference applies to Q − stack used in a multiple-
classifier architecture, and multi-modal Q−stack is evaluated against a multi-modal baseline system.
All baseline systems are classifiers or classifier ensembles that do not use quality measures.
At this point a due explanation is required regarding the choice of the reference systems for a
comparative evaluation of Q− stack. Since in the subject literature there is prior art that describes
methods of using quality measures to improve classification it might seem appropriate to use them as
reference. It is not the case. As we have explained in Chapter 3, proposed framework of Q−stack is
a generalized approach that encompasses previously proposed methods, that were specifically tuned
to a particular application or data set. We have dedicated Section 3.7.2 to a detailed explanation
of the fact that examples of heuristic decision functions that use quality measures are in fact more
or less accurate approximations of the optimal decision hyperplane drawn in the evidence space. As
opposed to the restrictive formulations found in the prior art, proposed method of Q − stack has
a theoretical potential of finding an optimal decision boundary in the evidence space for any data
structure, given that there exists enough training examples and that the stacked classifier and its
parameters are selected optimally. Given that, on a specific data set any of the algorithms previously
proposed in the literature may approach optimality, and hence Q− stack could not do any better
- both approaches would be approximations of the very same optimal decision hyperplane. At the
same time, however, tailor-made heuristic decision boundaries in the evidence space would be likely
to perform poorly on data that they were not designed for. In both cases a comparison between
Q−stack and these methods would not be fair since they are in fact nothing but a special, heuristic
case of Q− stack. Also, for a fair comparison of Q− stack with the alternative methods we would
have to use exactly the same baseline data and quality measures as the authors of these methods
did. This is hardly feasible.
The major difference between the proposed framework of Q− stack and the alternative heuristic
approaches is in the way that the used quality measures are treated, and how are they employed
in the classification process. Specifically, as opposed to alternative prior methods, in the Q− stack
framework the quality measures are nothing but classification features. We wish to reiterate that
the proposed method of Q − stack is a generic framework that employs class-independent quality
information in order to improve the class separation, and consequently enhance the classification
performance. In Q − stack, quality measures receive equal treatment as class-selective features.
In the experiments described here we demonstrate that quality measures used in such way indeed
afford an improved classification of real biometric data.
In Chapter 4 we have presented an extension of the Q−stack framework that allows for accurate
error prediction and rejection using credence estimates. In this chapter we apply the proposed
credence-based error prediction scheme to the practical classification results obtained using the face
and fingerprint data from the Biosec database. An evaluation of the credence estimates is performed
according to the criteria set in Chapter 4.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1.1 describes the used database, experimental
setup, and reporting procedures used in this chapter. We provide details concerning the Biosec
database and the associated experimental protocol used in the experiments described further in this
chapter, with particular attention paid to the face and fingerprint modality. The classifier types
used as the second-level stacked classifier in the Q− stack scheme are described and the structure
of result reporting is presented.
Section 5.2 focuses on the experiments involving face modality. The baseline classifier systems
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are discussed, followed by the description of the proposed face image quality measures used in the
experiments, given in Section 5.2.2. In the same section we elaborate on the link between the
baseline classifiers and the proposed quality measures, which is of paramount importance for the
functionality of the methods proposed in this thesis. The experimental results for classification using
the Q− stack scheme and for error prediction applied to the face modality are presented in Section
5.2.3. In Section 5.3 we present the experimental results for the fingerprint modality. The details of
the used fingerprint matcher and used quality measures are given, and the dependence link between
them is discussed. The experimental results for the fingerprint modality, including classification
in the Q − stack framework and the results of error prediction, are presented in Section 5.3.3. In
Section 5.4 we show the results of applying Q−stack in a multimodal biometric identity verification
architecture involving both face and fingerprint modalities.
Sections 5.5 and 5.6 conclude the chapter with a recapitulation of the outcomes of the experi-
mental work.
5.1.1 The Biosec database and experimental protocol
The part of the Biosec database used in the experiments presented in this chapter consists of face
and fingerprint data collected from 200 users. Data collected from 50 of the users’ pool is dedicated
as development (training) set by the associated experimental protocol [5]. Remaining 150 users’
data is used for evaluation (testing). Since there is no overlap between data or users from the
training and evaluation data sets the experimental protocol can be categorized as open, meaning
that in the intention it should generalize well to unseen data and new users. The full baseline Biosec
database consists of face, fingerprint (3 different sensors), iris and voice data collected for each user
in four sessions, four samples per user in each session. The examples of data from the database are
presented in Figure 5.1. For further details regarding the BioSec database the reader is referred to
[5, 47]∗.
The choice of the Biosec database over other existing biometric databases is dictated by the
fact that it is to the best of our knowledge the only publicly available multimodal, non-chimerical
biometric database that contains a relatively large data volume of fingerprint and face images of
varying quality. Alternative, publicly available databases provide sufficient volumes of data for only
face or fingerprint modalities alone. Building a chimerical database out of data originating from
inconsistent individual donors is possible, but the use of chimerical databases has been criticized in
the biometric literature [118].
All users in the database have assigned numbers. The entire data set is divided into two dis-
joint sets, an evaluation set consisting of 150 (user numbers 26-175) users, and a development set
consisting of the remaining 50 (user numbers 1-25 and 176-200) users. No users appear in both
development and evaluation sets. As permitted by the experimental protocol [5] we subdivide the
development set into a model training subset, denoted as D1, and a parameter development set,
D2. The subset D1 consists of data collected from users numbered 1-12 and 176-188 and is used
exclusively for training of classifier models, and for training of quality estimator model parameters.
The subset D2 consists of data collected from users numbered 13-25 and 189-200 and is used for
tuning the decision thresholds used later in the evaluation. In the experiments reported here, the
classification results reported on development data set always refer to the results obtained using
the D2 subset. Classifiers and thresholds trained on the development dataset are then applied to
classify the evaluation dataset.
∗We wish to thank Prof. Javier Garcia-Ortega and Dr. Julian Fierrez-Aguillar (Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid)
for making the face part of the Biosec database available for our experiments.
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Figure 5.1: Sample records from the Biosec baseline corpus. Image from [47].
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number of data points
Development Evaluation
total D1 D2
class A: imposter access 1225 703 522 11135
class B: genuine access 800 400 400 2400
class A+B: all data 2025 1103 922 13535
Table 5.1: Volume of data per class available in the development and testing sets, per modality,
Biosec database.
The experimental protocol defined around the Biosec database declares that all experiments are
to be conducted in the one-to-one sample matching scenario. This means that for each individual
identity check, one and only one sample is considered a training (gallery) sample and is matched
against only one testing sample at a time. The classification task involves distinguishing between
the matching scores representing two classes:
• Class A: imposter claim - the training sample originates from a different individual than
the testing sample, according to the following scheme: for each user the first sample in the
first session is matched against the first sample of the same session for every remaining user.
Symmetric matches are avoided, i.e. if training sample from user k is matched against a
test sample from user l then the same data for user l is not re-used as training sample when
matching against the testing sample of user k. The total number of imposter matching scores
for class A is:
Development: 50 subjects × 1 samples × 49 subjects / 2 = 1125 matching scores
Evaluation: 150 subjects × 1 samples × 149 subjects / 2 = 11175 matching scores.
• Class B: genuine identity claim - the training sample originates from the same individual
as does the testing sample, according to following scheme [5]: The 4 samples in the first
experimental session are matched against the 4 samples in the second session. Resulting total
number of genuine matchings generated for each modality:
Development: 50 subjects × 4 samples × 4 samples = 800 matching scores
Evaluation: 150 subjects × 4 samples × 4 samples = 2400 matching scores.
Considering the subdivision of the development set into subsets D1 and D2, total data volumes
for specific data subsets with respect to the classes are given in Table 5.1.
We report the classification performance in terms relative to the data volumes given in Table 5.1.
Since the available data set is unbalanced, i.e. classes have uneven sample sizes, in order to be able
to properly interpret the percentages it is important to bear in mind what change of classification
accuracy results from a change of assigned class label to one single sample. These resulting change
in error rates, shown in Table 5.2, give the resolution of the reported classification results.
The multimodal protocol defined for the Biosec database strictly follows the unimodal protocol
and respects the actual data collection order: the user, session and sample numbers are the same
for each modality.
In the experiments reported in this chapter fingerprint and face modalities are used to demon-
strate the use of the proposed framework of classification with quality measures, Q − stack, in
single-classifier, multi-classifier and multimodal settings. For the face modality two separate face
matching algorithms are used that operate on the same sample face images. Combination of the
two matchers is used as an example of Q − stack applied to a multi-classifier system, as shown in
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percentage change
Development Evaluation
total D1 D2
class A: imposter access 0.08% 0.14% 0.19% 0.01%
class B: genuine access 0.13% 0.25% 0.25% 0.04%
class A + B: all data 0.05% 0.09% 0.11% 0.01%
Table 5.2: Change in percentage results per one decision, Biosec database.
Figure 3.14. For the fingerprint modality, data samples originating from two separate fingerprint
scanners are classified using the same matcher. Since for each finger the samples are collected using
two different acquisition channels, they can be considered separate, mutually dependent modalities.
Therefore the fingerprint example is used as an instance of Q − stack applied to multimodal clas-
sification, according to Figure 3.15∗. Finally, fusion of face and fusion modalities with the use of
corresponding quality measures is considered. All available class sample sets, two for face and two
for fingerprint, are used to evaluate the use of Q−stack in a single base classifier scenario, according
to the scheme shown in Figure 3.13. The details of the baseline classifiers, quality measures used in
the experiments reported here are described in the respective Sections.
5.1.2 Q− stack classifiers
As we have elicited in Chapter 3, the benefits of using class-independent quality measures in the
classification process lies with the dependencies between the random variables that generate the
components of the evidence vector. Therefore, a classifier that operates in the evidence space must
aptly capture the nature of these dependencies. For instance, should a dependence relation between
two evidence components be linear, a linear classifier that operates in the evidence space will be
able to capture this dependence and consequently yield better classification results than a baseline
classifier. On the other hand, non-linear inter-variate dependencies must be accounted for by a
classifier capable of generating an non-linear decision hyper-surface in the evidence space.
In order to account for various possible relations between the evidence components, in the ex-
periments reported here we utilize three different stacked classifiers, which we apply to classification
in the evidence space according to the framework of Q− stack. These classifiers are:
Support Vector Machines with linear kernel (SVM-lin) The SVM − lin classifier is a
linear classifier that maximizes the classification margin between the classes in the same clas-
sification space where the evidence vectors live. Unlike the Linear Discriminants [42], the
SVM − lin does not make assumptions regarding the Gaussianity of the class-conditional
joint distributions. Since it is a linear classifier in the evidence space, the SVM − lin classifier
is able to capture linear dependencies between the components of the evidence vector e.
Support Vector Machines with radial basis functions kernel (SVM-rbf) The SVM −
rbf classifier utilizes the kernel trick and attempts to find a linear separating hyperplane
in a transformed, arbitrarily high-dimensional space [152]. Projected back onto the original
evidence space, the decision boundary generated by the SVM−rbf classifier may be therefore
nonlinear and of arbitrary complexity. The SVM-rbf classifier is capable of capturing non-linear
dependencies between the evidence components.
∗In the biometric literature, a fusion of classifiers operating on the same biometric modality (here: fingerprint) is
often referred to as intramodal fusion [36].
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Bayesian classifier using a GMM pdf estimator (Bayes) The complexity of the decision
boundary of the Bayesian classifier is defined by the used approximations of the joint class-
conditional distributions. In the experiments reported here we used Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) [111] to approximate these distributions. The parameters of the GMM are estimated
using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm, with the number of mixture components
optimized on the development data set, with full covariance matrices.
The choice of these classifiers in the Q − stack scenario was dictated by several rationales.
First, the use of each of the classifiers puts different presumptions as to the inherent structure of the
classified data. Namely, the use of the SVM−lin classifier carries a tacit assumption that the classes
can be linearly separated, the Bayes classifier (or rather its implementation used here) assumes that
the processes that generated the data can be accurately approximated by linear combination of a
preset and finite number of Gaussian distributions, and the SVM − rbf classifier being the least
restrictive in its assumptions. Second, they represent families of commonly used discriminative and
generative classifiers [42, 111, 152], as we have discussed in Chapter 2.
5.1.3 Structure of the experiments and experimental reporting
The aim of the experiments reported in this chapter is to show that classification in the evidence
space whose dimensions are defined by the components of evidence e, as introduced in Chapter
3, yields lower classification errors if e contains classification scores and class-independent, score-
dependent quality measures. At the same time, we show that addition of a class-independent quality
feature that is independent on the remaining components of the evidence vector does not impact
negatively the class separation. In turn, the improved class separation grants improved classification
performance, provided that the chosen stacked classifier in the Q− stack scheme is capable of aptly
capturing the dependencies between the evidence components.
In the experiments reported here, we use two modalities, face and fingerprint.
Face In the case of the face modality, the very same face images are used for classification using
two different base classifiers. We use two face quality measures that are characterized by
different degrees of dependence on the scores originating from both baseline classifiers. We
report results for Q− stack for each of the face base classifiers separately, and for their fusion,
with the use of proposed quality measures.
Fingerprint In the case of fingerprint modality, we use the same base classifier to classify two
independently collected fingerprint impressions, originating from the same fingers but acquired
using two different sensors. For the fingerprint experiments, we use two different fingerprint
quality assessment algorithms, applied in an identical fashion to the fingerprint impressions
coming from both acquisition channels. Consequently, we report results for Q− stack for each
of the acquisition channels separately, and for their multimodal fusion, using the available
quality measures.
Face+Fingerprint fusion Finally, we report the results of Q− stack applied to the fusion of face
and fingerprint modalities. As baseline fusion results, we use all combinations of two baseline
unimodal scores , where one of the scores originates from face, and the other from fingerprint
modality. Then, we present results for a fusion of all four available unimodal baseline scores :
two for face and two for fingerprint. The score-level fusion results are used as baseline for the
Q− stack experiments where the evidence vector is augmented by quality measures. Since in
the fusion experiments we have all scores and all quality measures, and three stacked classifiers
at our disposal, the number of possible Q − stack experiments is very large. Reporting all
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of the results for all combinations is beyond the frames of this thesis. We therefore limit the
report to a selected choice of illustrative examples.
The experiments are conducted and reported in following order:
Marginal evidence distributions
For each of the baseline classifiers, we present the class-conditional score distributions, which gives
the reader an understanding of the baseline class separation which the proposed method of Q−stack
is intended to improve using class-independent quality information. In order to show that the
quality measures indeed do not convey usable class-selective information, we present the class-
conditional distributions of all quality measures used in the experiments. To reinforce the graphical
representation of the fact that for a given quality measure qm: p(qm|A) ≈ p(qm|B), we also present
data classification results using only quality measures. The classification results close to chance-
level of 0.5 confirm that the quality measures are largely class-independent. They therefore are
individually irrelevant classification features and cannot be used for classification on their own.
This determines that any improvement in classification due to the use of quality measures in the
Q− stack framework is due to the dependencies between the evidence components, and not to the
class selectiveness of added quality measures.
Estimation of dependencies between evidence components
Since the quality measures are not class-selective, and therefore individually irrelevant to the clas-
sification task, we seek to explore their dependencies on the classification scores in order to afford
improved class separation, and consequently more accurate classification. Since these dependencies
are of crucial importance for the method proposed in this thesis, it is imperative to quantify the
dependencies between the individual components of the evidence vectors, which later will be used
in the classification process. These dependencies can be quantified in terms of mutual information
between particular components of the evidence vector. Under a Gaussian assumption, it is easier
to represent and intuitively interpret the inter-variate dependencies in terms of Pearson’s correla-
tion coefficients. However, the Gaussian assumption introduces estimation errors since most of the
marginal class-conditional evidence distributions can only be crudely approximated by a Gaussian
process, which the reader can appreciate from the graphical representations of these distributions
for individual modalities. Therefore here we present the inter-variate dependency estimates for the
components of the evidence vector in terms of both linear correlation coefficients and in terms of
mutual information. In order to best understand the data structure we quote the inter-variate de-
pendence estimates for each of the classes A and B individually, and for the entire development-
and training data sets.
Given two random variables X and Y with given M instances, x and y, which are components
of the evidence vector, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρX,Y between X and Y is given by [75]
ρX,Y =
ΣMi=1(x− µx)(y − µy)
(M − 1)σxσy , (5.1)
where M is the sample size, µx and µy are means of x and y, and σx and σy are corresponding
standard deviations of x and y. The mutual information IX,Y between X and Y is expressed by [22]
IX,Y = ΣXΣY p(x, y)log(
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
). (5.2)
In the experiments reported here we compute the estimates of correlation coefficient and of mu-
tual information for the entire data set and for each class separately. We also provide a mean of
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the dependence estimates computed individually for each class. The reason to do so is that the
dependence estimates derived for each of the classes considered individually do not allow us to
derive an estimate for the entire data set. As we have explained in Chapter 3, knowing the depen-
dencies between the evidence components alone is not sufficient to predict the benefits coming from
classification in the evidence space augmented by quality measures. However, together with a graph-
ical representation of the joint class-conditional evidence distributions, the numerical dependence
estimates allow for a better understanding of the results presented in this chapter.
Note that analyzing the differences in the corresponding inter-variate dependencies between the
development and evaluation data sets help gauge how representative of the actual population both
development and evaluation sample sets are. If these differ radically it can be concluded that
either the evaluation and development sets are not drawn from the same population, or that at
least one of them is not a representative sample. In either case, if the development sample is not
representative of the population from which the evaluation sample is drawn, basic assumption of
statistical pattern recognition is violated and obtained results have to be treated with caution. In
the example considered here there exists a large discrepancy between the amounts of available data
for each class, and much less data is available for development than for evaluation. Consequently,
differences in corresponding inter-variate dependence estimates do exist. These differences and their
consequences shall be discussed individually later in this chapter.
Classification in the evidence space
For each modality and their combination, available baseline scores and quality measures are com-
bined into evidence vectors. Chosen combinations of evidence containing one or more baseline scores
are classified according to the Q − stack principles outlined in Chapter 3. In order to verify the
claims worded in Section 5.1 set as objectives of this experimental work, baseline evidence combi-
nations that do not include quality measures are compared to the corresponding combinations that
include quality measures. In the experiments reported here we provide classification results on both
development and evaluation data sets. The results obtained on the development data set are not a
measure of how well does the proposed method perform - in principle as long as the set of evidence
vectors belonging to class A is disjoint from the one belonging to class B, perfect class separation of
the development can always be achieved. However, that would usually come at a cost of classifier
overtraining. Therefore the actual performance of the Q − stack technique is estimated based on
the classification results obtained on the evaluation data set. The classification performance and
class separation observed on the development set serve as an indicator of how well does the com-
plexity of the decision boundary capture the dependencies between the evidence components. The
interactions between the data- and classifier complexity can be best understood from their visual
representations. For the cases where the Q− stack classification is performed in a two-dimensional
evidence space we provide a graphical representations of the joint class-conditional distributions and
corresponding Q− stack decision boundary in the evidence space.
As we have shown in Chapter 3, it is convenient to analyze the dependencies between particular
components of the evidence vector in a pair-wise manner, graphically. As we have elicited previously,
a departure of the optimal decision surface in the evidence space from that defined by the decision
threshold obtained using the classification scores alone gives an idea of the magnitude of dependence
between the scores and the considered quality measure. As a consequence of this dependence,
the scale of the classification performance improvement due to the application of Q − stack can
be anticipated. Naturally, for higher-dimensional evidence spaces such representations are hardly
feasible.
Results for all experiments are presented in terms of total classification accuracy AC, Half-
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Total Error Rate HTER, where HTER = 12 (ERA + ERB) [120], class errors: ERA denoting the
classification error per class A, and ERB denoting the classification error per class B. Considering
the fact that both the development and the evaluation data sets are unbalanced, i.e. there are far
more data points in one class than in another, care must be taken when interpreting the presented
results. In particular, one must bear in mind that the error resolution (the percentage change of
error due to a change of class label assigned to one observation) is unequal for each class, yet when
computing the total accuracy data points for both classes have the same impact. For this reason
when analyzing both the total accuracy and the HTER, the latter one remains a more reliable
performance estimator.
Comparative characteristics of performance for selected individual considered evidence combina-
tions are also presented graphically in the form of DET curves in Appendix C.
Error prediction and rejection
In Chapter 4 we have described how the similarity score produced by a Bayesian classifier employed
as a stacked classifier in the Q− stack scenario can be considered as credences, or degrees of belief
in the correctness of the classification decision. We have discussed how credence estimates can help
predict and possibly reject misclassifications, thus boosting the factual accuracy of the classification
system.
In this chapter we provide a practical embodiment of such credence estimators applied to the face
and fingerprint modalities of the Biosec database. Since for both modalities, one of the considered
stacked classifiers is a Bayes classifier, the matching scores it produces are credence estimates, as
discussed in Chapter 4. Consequently, we use these credence estimates in order to predict misclassi-
fications in both face and fingerprint modality. We compare the results of error prediction obtained
using the classification scores alone with the error prediction results obtained using the scores and
quality measures. We aim to demonstrate that the presented method of error prediction, as an
functional extension of Q − stack, allows for accurate rejection of unreliable single classification
decisions both in the case when the quality measures are available, and when they are not.
In the following sections we demonstrate the performance of the proposed error prediction and
rejection techniques, applied to the classification decisions originating from single-classifier face and
fingerprint matching, multi-classifier face matching, and to multimodal fingerprint matching. All
error prediction experiments are conducted according to the procedure described in Chapter 4. First,
baseline scores for one or both modalities are assembled together with considered quality measures
into evidence vectors. Then, using the development set evidence vectors as classification features,
a Bayesian stacked classifier is trained. So trained Q − stack ensemble is then applied to classify
the evaluation evidence vectors. The decision credence estimates produced by the stacked Bayesian
classifier are then subjected to credence thresholding.
The credence estimates are evaluated in terms of the monotonicity and accountability criteria
worded in Chapter 4. In order to verify if the monotonicity criterion is met we analyze the pre-
diction performance of the credence estimates in terms of error reduction resulting from credence
thresholding, and in terms of relative number of classification decision remaining after unreliable
decisions have been discarded. In order to evaluate the error prediction performance in terms of the
accountability criterion we report the difference between the mean credence estimates and the mean
of the actual observed classification accuracy after 100 experimental runs. The necessity of using
multiple experimental runs on the same data set is a consequence of the fact that used method of
evidence modeling (EM) returns probability density models that depend heavily on the initialization
parameters [15].
We provide experimental results of credence-based error rejection applied to multi-classifier sys-
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tem of face verification and to multimodal fingerprint verification, but we do not extend the study
to fusion of face and fingerprint. This restriction is dictated by two rationales. First, for the multi-
modal fusion the adopted parametric GMM-based distribution modeling approach turned out to be
inadequate due to the insufficient amount of available data in respect to the high dimensionality of
the multimodal evidence containing multiple quality measures. The credence estimates would then
inherit the errors due to improper distribution modeling, which could result in meaningless error
prediction results. Second, the fusion of face and fingerprint modalities resulted in extremely low
error rates, which in turn means that there are very few errors to predict indeed. In such situation
a proper evaluation of the accuracy of credence estimates was not feasible.
5.2 Face Modality
5.2.1 Baseline classifiers
The face images from the Biosec database contain the face itself surrounded by a substantial amount
of non-uniform background. Therefore each face image is localized and normalized geometrically
and photometrically prior to feature extraction and matching. In practical applications the task
of face detection and localization in the original image is delegated to a dedicated classifier (face
detector)[99]. As such, face detectors are known to make mistakes, in particular in images of low
image quality. The mistakes of automatic face detector are bound to have a negative impact not
only on the face matching performance afterwards [106, 137], but also on the values of extracted
quality measures, since the quality measures are taken from an already localized and normalized
image [73]. Therefore in the experiments reported in this thesis we decided to rule out the impact
of potentially inaccurate face detection algorithms and consequently to work with faces manually
located in the original images. All images were normalized geometrically by aligning the positions of
the eye centers. The images were normalized photometrically using the anisotropic diffusion-based
method proposed in [64].
The specific experimental protocol defined for the Biosec database results in certain important
limitations regarding the construction of the baseline classifier. Namely, since only one training
sample per client for each successive comparison is at hand, it is not possible to derive an estimate
of the client-specific genuine access score distribution. Furthermore, classical subspace projection-
based discriminative methods are not applicable [13], since no clients whose images appear in the
evaluation set are represented also in the development set. For this reason we have decided to
use two classifiers, a Bayesian classifier using a model adaptation scheme [126], and a PCA-based
approach [145, 157]. The details of the used face classifiers are as follows:
1. DCT - local DCTmod2 features and a Bayes classifier based on the feature distributions
approximated by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)[137]. The classifier uses two concurrent
GMM models, one for class A (imposter attempt) and another for class B (genuine access).
While the principles of the classifier training and model construction follow [137], the fact that
the experimental protocol assumes one-to-one matching, the implementation of the classifier
is unusual and deserves a more detailed explanation. During the classifier training phase, a
generic GMM face model is built using the DCTmod2 features extracted from all face images
from the training data set. The model is referred to as the world model. In the testing phase,
one single training image is not enough to train a full client model and therefore a Maximum-
A-Posteriori (MAP) adaptation [126] of the world model is applied in order to construct a
client model for a particular matching. During the testing phase, posterior probability of
the genuine access class A given the DCTmod2 features extracted from a testing image is
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computed. The value of this probability is compared to a baseline decision threshold τf1
estimated on the development set. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on face
matching with MAP-adapted models, where only one single sample is used for client-specific
model adaptation.
2. PCA - Mahalanobis distance between global PCA feature vectors [157]. The PCA projection
space was found using all images from the development data set. During the testing phase
both matched images are projected onto the subspace defined by eigenvectors associated with
a set of 40 largest eigenvalues. The similarity score was found by computing the Mahalanobis
distance between both projections. The covariance matrix that describes the dependencies and
scaling of individual projected dimensions was found by analyzing projections of all images
from the development set onto the new space of reduced dimensionality. In order to arrive at
a classification decision a score threshold τf2 is applied. The value of τf2 is estimated on the
development data set, part D2.
The two face matchers were chosen for the reported experiments since they both operate on very
different features. The local DCTmod2 features encode mostly high spacial frequencies, while the
projection of the face images on the PCA subspace emphasizes lower spacial frequencies. The scores
produced by the DCT matcher are denoted as xf1 and the scores produced by the PCA matcher are
denoted as xf2. We stress here that since the main topic of this thesis is improving classification with
quality measures, we do not claim to have constructed optimal, best possible classifier for the Biosec
database. Although we have given every effort to ensure that the parameters of the constructed
baseline classifiers are tuned to maximize classification performance, we assume that another feature
extraction or classification algorithm may be able to deliver lower baseline classification errors. This,
however, does not impair the soundness of the findings presented.
5.2.2 Quality measures
According to the theoretical developments presented in Chapter 3, the quality measures must be
dependent on the similarity scores of the classifier they operate with in order to help separate between
classes. A properly designed quality measure must therefore be able to capture those characteristic
features of classified signals that are also of importance from the viewpoint of the classification
process. In the case of face recognition, the choice of proper quality measures is not an obvious
task since it is by itself not obvious which face features decide about a successful facial recognition
[6, 59].
Rather than trying to solve this problem, we approach the issue of constructing a relevant
quality measure by looking at the actual features that the designed baseline classifiers are using.
We discuss here two face image quality measures - a normalized two-dimensional cross-correlation
coefficient with an average face template, and a probabilistic quality measure based on the DCT
classification features. The same quality measures, which we first introduced in [87, 88], are used in
the experiments reported in this section. The first of these quality measures is by design related to
the DCT classifier, while the latter is related to the PCA classifier. Below follow the details of the
used quality measures.
Sum of likelihoods
In this section we provide an example of quantifying the quality of face image based on the classi-
fication features. The presented quality measure is designed to work with the DCT face classifier.
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The DCT classifier is essentially a Bayes classifier that takes the classification decision for observed
classification features f based on log-likelihood ratio:
∀f : log(p(f |A))− log(p(f |B)) ≥ 0⇒ decide : A
∀f : log(p(f |A))− log(p(f |B)) < 0⇒ decide : B,
(5.3)
which is a numerically efficient variant of the likelihood ratio-based decision rule, assuming equal
prior probabilities P (A) and P (B). The likelihood ratio-based decision rule, as a direct consequence
of the Neyman-Person’s theorem [42], has been shown to be optimal [12] for fixed-length vectors f .
Obviously, in order to guarantee best classifier performance on clean, high-quality data we wish
to create models that best account for this data, automatically leaving out lower-quality samples.
Otherwise, accounting for low quality data in the models is bound to compromise the classification
performance on high-quality data [85, 86]. Therefore in order to be able to treat the low-quality
samples appropriately without sacrificing good performance on high-quality samples, it is necessary
to somehow quantify the sample quality. Since by definition the models account for good quality
data, the samples that the models do not well account for can be considered of degraded quality.
Note, however, that the magnitude of the likelihood ratio does not at all deliver any information as
to how well do the models account for the observed features extracted from the given sample.
The likelihood ratio merely tells how many times is the value of the class-conditional distribution
p(f |B) smaller or greater than p(f |A) at given observed f . It is enough to make the optimal decision
given observed f , but in fact both p(f |B) and p(f |A) can be arbitrarily small for any computed value
of the likelihood ratio. If both p(f |B) and p(f |A) are small, that hints that the observed feature
vector f is well accounted for by neither p(f |B) nor p(f |A), and consequently can be considered to be
of low quality, where quality is regarded in comparative terms. This reasoning is further reinforced
by the actual interpretation of the models p(f |B) and p(f |A). Namely, routinely in biometric
identity verification one of them is called world model and the other client model. The world model
is supposed to be encoding the average traits of the population, while the client model emphasizes
particular characteristic traits of an individual that makes him stand out of the population. For a
genuine client access, therefore (class B in our experiments), it is expected that the client model
will ”explain” the observed features better than the world model. For an imposter attach, the world
model should ”explain” the observed features better since it is more likely that the imposter’s data
will share similar features with the entire population, rather than with the particular person he is
trying to impersonate. In other words, for the samples of nominal quality, either of the models
should account well for the observed data. Therefore, if none of them actually does, the sample can
be considered as low quality.
This reasoning can be formalized as follows. The value of p(f |A) and p(f |B) at the newly
observed feature vector f0 determine how well does each of the models account for the observed f0.
We demand that f0 is well-accounted for by either of them, therefore
qm = p(f0|A) + p(f0|B). (5.4)
note that the quality measure expressed by Equation 5.4 is defined in feature rather than in
signal domain. It therefore takes into account strictly the same information as is used during for
classification. For this reason a close coupling and dependence between the quality measure and the
classification scores can be expected.
During the matching process two images are compared and as a result a single scalar, the
matching similarity score, is returned. At the same time, the correlation with the quality measure
is computed for each of the matched images individually. It is therefore necessary to arrive at one
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quality measure that represents the quality of the matched sample pair. If qm0 and qm1 are the
quality measures computed for each of the matched face images then the resulting combined quality
measure qm0,1 used as evidence is computed, following [48], as
qm0,1 =
√
qm0qm1. (5.5)
In the experiments reported here this quality measure is referred to as qmf1
2D cross-correlation coefficient with an average face template
In order to properly explain how to construct the quality measure that will work with the PCA
classifier we first provide a recap on the features that the PCA classifier uses. The PCA classifier is
based on the idea that face images can be represented as points in m-dimensional space, where m =
lx×ly, and lx and ly are the dimensions of the face image measured in pixels. Each of the coordinates
of this point corresponds to one particular pixel location in the face image and takes the value of
its pixel intensity. Since the number of dimensions, depending on the size of the used face images,
can become very large, classification may consequently become difficult due to the dimensionality
curse. The main idea behind the PCA feature extraction is to reduce the dimensionality of the
classification problem by projecting the points that live in the m-dimensional space onto a lower-
dimensional subspace. the projection is chosen in such a way that it preserves the most significant
variability of the data, which can be considered a form of image compression. In the experiments
reported here we adopted a method proposed by Sirovich and Kirby in [145] and popularized by the
influential paper by Turk and Pentland [157], where the projection is found by performing Principal
Component Analysis on a grayscale pixel value covariance matrix of development images, reshaped
into vectors.
Let Γ1,Γ2, ...,ΓM be vectors created by reshapingM development images, and let Ψ =
1
M
∑M
i=1 Γi
and Φi = Γi −Ψ. The optimal projection of the original images onto a new space is found by com-
puting M eigenvectors ui and associated eigenvalues λi of a covariance matrix C:
C =
1
M
M∑
j=1
ΦjΦ
T
j = AA
T , (5.6)
where matrix A = [Φ1 Φ2 ... ΦM ]. Only k first eigenvectors corresponding to k largest eigenvalues
are in fact useful in representing faces, and a low dimensional representation ωi of a given face Γi is
found from
ωi = u
T
k (Γi −Ψ). (5.7)
In our experiments we used k = 40 eigenvectors, following [157, 158]. The classification similarity
score between two face images Γa and Γb is found by computing Mahalanobis distance between their
projections, ωa and ωb:
xf2(Γa,Γb) =
√
(ωa − ωb)Σx(ωa − ωb), (5.8)
where the k × k-element covariance matrix Σx is estimated using the development set.
We construct an average face template as follows. Given the set of development images Γ1,
Γ2, ..., ΓM we compute their low-dimensional projection onto the space defined by chosen k eigen-
vectors according to Equation 5.7, obtaining ω1, ω2, ..., ωM . An average face representation in the
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transformed space is given by:
ω¯ =
1
M
M∑
j=1
ωj . (5.9)
And the inverse transformation that brings the average face back into an average face template
Γ¯ the original face space is given by
Γ¯ = ω¯uTk +Ψ. (5.10)
The obtained average face template Γ¯, after reordering the pixel values back onto a rectangular
matrix of original size of lx × ly, is an average face reconstruction from only selected eigenvalues
ω1,2,...,k and therefore contains only the strongest and most prominent averaged features of the faces
from the development set. The PCA transformation serves this purpose well since is produces a
projection into a subspace where the original signals are best represented. The average face template
used in the experiments reported in this chapter is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Average face template Γ¯ used in face image quality estimation.
It is apparent that high-resolution details are lost during the reconstruction process, while low-
frequency features, such as head pose and illumination, are preserved. The reader can agree that
the face image shown in 5.2 indeed encodes the major facial features and their spatial interrelations,
while it hardly captures any individual traits. Therefore comparing an actual face image Γ0 to
the average face template gives a measure of how much does Γ0 resemble the quality of the set of
development face images, again in terms of head pose, illumination, and geometrical alignment and
all features that can be visually appreciated when inspecting Γ¯. The measure of similarity between
Γ0 and Γ¯ is computed as follows:
qm0 =
Σ
lxly−1
i=1 (pΓ0 − µΓ0)(pΓ¯ − µΓ¯)
(lxly − 1)σΓ0σΓ¯
, (5.11)
where µΓ0 and σΓ0 are mean and variance of all pixels in Γ0, and µΓ¯ and σΓ¯ are mean and
variance of all pixels in Γ¯. The quality measure qm0 is Pearson’s correlation coefficient between Γ0
and Γ¯.
As it was the case with the quality measure discussed in Section 5.2.2, for a compared pair of face
images we arrive at two quality measures, each computed according to Equation 5.11. A composite
quality measure for the comparison is then computed using Equation 5.5. In the experiments
reported here this quality measure is referred to as qmf2. The proposed quality measure qmf2 is
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closely linked with the nature of the PCA classifier since the average face template is built using
face image projections onto the very same space in which the classification features live. Therefore
these aspects of human face appearance that are captured by the eigenvectors uk are also captured
by the average face template.
5.2.3 Q− stack in face verification
In order to verify the claim that an inclusion of quality measures in the evidence vector allows for
more accurate classification in the Q−stack framework than using baseline classifiers, we conducted
a series of experiments with various configurations of available evidence. In particular, the exper-
iments aimed at showing that those configurations of evidence which include quality measures as
classification features to the stacked classifier give better classification results than baseline systems
that use no quality measures.
The experimental results for face modality are reported according to the order spelled out in
Section 5.1.3. The available evidence components for the face modality include:
DCT baseline classifier: Similarity scores xf1, Quality measures qmf1
PCA baseline classifier: Similarity scores xf2, Quality measures qmf2
In the following section we provide a comparison of baseline classification results obtained for the
face modality, with the results obtained with the use of quality measures according to the proposed
method of Q− stack. The baseline results are obtained for:
Single-classifier system Two single-classifier systems are considered that use matching scores xf1
and xf2, respectively.
Multiple-classifier system A multiple-classifier system is considered that uses the scores from
both baseline classifiers, e = [xf1, xf2].
Analysis of dependencies between evidence components
Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of all evidence components available for the face modality:
• Classification similarity scores for the DCT classifier, xf1
• Classification similarity scores for the PCA classifier, xf2
• Sum of likelihoods, a quality measure designed for the DCT classifier, qmf1
• Correlation coefficient with the average face template, a quality measure designed for the PCA
classifier, qmf2
In order to show that the quality measures indeed do not allow for a meaningful classification
of the signals without the use of the classification scores, Table 5.3 presents the corresponding
classification results on both development and evaluation data sets. As it is evident from Figures 5.3
(c),(d) and from Table 5.3, quality measures alone are individually irrelevant features and therefore
of little use for classification by themselves.
We therefore make use of quality measures in ensemble with the classification scores, in whose
context the quality information becomes conditionally relevant to the classification task. As the-
oretically shown in chapter 3, in order to improve class separation in the evidence space, where
the evidence consists of class-dependent and class-independent components, pair-wise relations of
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Figure 5.3: Class-conditional evidence distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B).
AC HTER ERA ERB
development
e = [qmf1] 0.561 0.438 0.435 0.441
e = [qmf2] 0.541 0.443 0.388 0.499
evaluation
e = [qmf1] 0.566 0.464 0.510 0.418
e = [qmf2] 0.536 0.446 0.418 0.474
Table 5.3: Classification using only quality measures, face, Biosec database.
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development evaluation
A
xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2 xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2
xf1 1.00 0.35 0.26 0.26 xf1 1.00 0.23 -0.15 0.03
xf2 0.35 1.00 -0.10 0.62 xf2 0.23 1.00 -0.60 0.63
qmf1 0.26 -0.10 1.00 -0.23 qmf1 -0.15 -0.60 1.00 -0.69
qmf2 0.26 0.62 -0.23 1.00 qmf2 0.03 0.63 -0.69 1.00
B
xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2 xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2
xf1 1.00 0.14 0.37 -0.26 xf1 1.00 0.15 0.31 -0.40
xf2 0.14 1.00 -0.38 0.54 xf2 0.15 1.00 -0.44 0.53
qmf1 0.37 -0.38 1.00 -0.71 qmf1 0.31 -0.44 1.00 -0.71
qmf2 -0.26 0.54 -0.71 1.00 qmf2 -0.40 0.53 -0.71 1.00
A+B
xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2 xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2
xf1 1.00 0.55 0.29 -0.01 xf1 1.00 0.36 0.18 -0.11
xf2 0.55 1.00 -0.12 0.47 xf2 0.36 1.00 -0.39 0.50
qmf1 0.29 -0.12 1.00 -0.47 qmf1 0.18 -0.39 1.00 -0.60
qmf2 -0.01 0.47 -0.47 1.00 qmf2 -0.11 0.50 -0.60 1.00
(A,B)
xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2 xf1 xf2 qmf1 qmf2
xf1 1.00 0.25 0.32 0.00 xf1 1.00 0.19 0.08 -0.19
xf2 0.25 1.00 -0.24 0.58 xf2 0.19 1.00 -0.52 0.58
qmf1 0.32 -0.24 1.00 -0.47 qmf1 0.08 -0.52 1.00 -0.70
qmf2 0.00 0.58 -0.47 1.00 qmf2 -0.19 0.58 -0.70 1.00
Table 5.4: Pearson’s pair-wise correlation coefficients ρ between components of the evidence
vector, face modality, Biosec database.
dependence must exist between the evidence components. In Tables 5.4 and 5.5 we present the
estimates of these pair-wise dependencies between scores xf1, xf2 and quality measures qmf1 and
qmf2, in terms of Person’s correlation coefficient ρ (Equation 5.1) and in terms of mutual informa-
tion I (Equation 5.2). The results are reported for each class individually (A,B), for the entire data
set (A+B), and as an average of the dependence estimates for each class, (A,B).
As the reader can gather from Tables 5.4 and 5.5, the general tendencies in these estimates
appear fairly consistent, and show a strong dependence between the scores xf1 and xf2, which was
to be expected since both classifiers operate on the same modality. Further, the dependence between
xf2 and qmf2 is well-pronounced, and a somewhat weaker but still clear dependence between xf1
and qmf1 is evident. Therefore the dependencies between the quality measures and the classification
scores are expected to deliver improved separation between classes A and B in the evidence space
in respect to the class separation using marginal score distributions alone.
Classification in the evidence space
In this section we show how the decision boundaries set by all three considered stacked classifiers
listed in section 5.1.2 differ from the baseline classification thresholds x = τf1 and x = τf2. For clarity
reasons here we limit the visualization of the Q− stack classification boundaries to the cases where
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development evaluation
A
xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2 xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2
xf1 - 0.11 0.08 0.10 xf1 - 0.09 0.11 0.06
xf3 0.11 - 0.04 0.35 xf3 0.09 - 0.30 0.27
qm1 0.08 0.04 - 0.10 qm1 0.11 0.30 - 0.39
qm2 0.10 0.35 0.10 - qm2 0.06 0.27 0.39 -
B
xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2 xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2
xf1 - 0.08 0.28 0.19 xf1 - 0.15 0.26 0.22
xf3 0.08 - 0.20 0.29 xf3 0.15 - 0.36 0.33
qm1 0.28 0.20 - 0.46 qm1 0.26 0.36 - 0.61
qm2 0.19 0.29 0.46 - qm2 0.22 0.33 0.61 -
A+B
xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2 xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2
xf1 - 0.30 0.20 0.17 xf1 - 0.15 0.10 0.04
xf3 0.30 - 0.09 0.29 xf3 0.15 - 0.12 0.21
qm1 0.20 0.09 - 0.24 qm1 0.10 0.12 - 0.25
qm2 0.17 0.29 0.24 - qm2 0.04 0.21 0.25 -
(A,B)
xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2 xf1 xf3 qm1 qm2
xf1 - 0.09 0.18 0.15 xf1 - 0.12 0.18 0.14
xf3 0.09 - 0.12 0.32 xf3 0.12 - 0.33 0.30
qm1 0.18 0.12 - 0.28 qm1 0.18 0.33 - 0.50
qm2 0.15 0.32 0.28 - qm2 0.14 0.30 0.50 -
Table 5.5: Mutual information estimates between components of the evidence vector, face
modality, Biosec database.
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the evidence vector contains only two components. In all Figures the decision boundaries obtained
by particular stacked classifiers are consistently shown in different colors, namely: SVM − lin -
black; SVM − rbf - magenta; Bayes - blue. In each of the presented figures corresponding baseline
score thresholds are marked by dashed lines.
Figures 5.18, 5.16 and 5.17 show classification in the evidence space e = [xf1, xf2], which is
equivalent to trained multiclassifier fusion of scores xf1 and xf2. In these figures both baseline
thresholds are shown simultaneously. The results of classification in the evidence space defined by
e = [xf1, xf2] is considered baseline for the Q− stack systems applied to multi-classifier fusion with
quality measures.
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Figure 5.4: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, qmf1].
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Figure 5.5: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, qmf1].
Table 5.6 gives the classification results for the face modality in terms of total accuracy AC,
HTER, and error rates per class ERA and ERB, for the development data set. Table 5.7 gives the
classification results in terms of total accuracy, HTER, and error rates per class ERA and ERB,
for the evaluation data set. In both Tables 5.6 and 5.7 the classification results for all three stacked
classifiers, SVM − lin, SVM − rbf and Bayes, are listed.
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Figure 5.6: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, face modality,
joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, qmf1].
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Figure 5.7: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, qmf2].
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Figure 5.8: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, qmf2].
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Figure 5.9: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, face modality,
joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, qmf2].
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Figure 5.10: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf2, qmf1].
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Figure 5.11: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf2, qmf1].
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Figure 5.12: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf2, qmf1].
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Figure 5.13: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf2, qmf2].
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Figure 5.14: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf2, qmf2].
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Figure 5.15: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf2, qmf2].
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Figure 5.16: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, xf2].
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Figure 5.17: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, xf2].
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Figure 5.18: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, face
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xf1, xf2].
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AC HTER ERA ERB
baseline
e = xf1 0.859 0.142 0.143 0.141
e = xf2 0.764 0.239 0.250 0.228
SVM − lin
e = [xf1, qmf1] 0.857 0.140 0.130 0.151
e = [xf1, qmf2] 0.870 0.136 0.160 0.112
e = [xf1, qmf1, qmf2] 0.871 0.130 0.133 0.127
e = [xf2, qmf1] 0.785 0.218 0.228 0.208
e = [xf2, qmf2] 0.809 0.193 0.198 0.188
e = [xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.805 0.192 0.183 0.202
e = [xf1, xf2] 0.887 0.113 0.110 0.115
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1] 0.889 0.114 0.123 0.105
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf2] 0.903 0.100 0.110 0.090
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.898 0.098 0.083 0.114
Bayes
e = [xf1, qmf1] 0.861 0.140 0.145 0.135
e = [xf1, qmf2] 0.862 0.141 0.153 0.129
e = [xf1, qmf1, qmf2] 0.860 0.141 0.145 0.137
e = [xf2, qmf1] 0.794 0.204 0.198 0.211
e = [xf2, qmf2] 0.811 0.188 0.185 0.191
e = [xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.807 0.194 0.195 0.192
e = [xf1, xf2] 0.886 0.112 0.105 0.120
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1] 0.898 0.103 0.105 0.101
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf2] 0.899 0.101 0.100 0.101
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.890 0.110 0.110 0.110
SVM − rbf
e = [xf1, qmf1] 0.879 0.122 0.125 0.118
e = [xf1, qmf2] 0.869 0.130 0.130 0.131
e = [xf1, qmf1, qmf2] 0.893 0.108 0.110 0.105
e = [xf2, qmf1] 0.804 0.195 0.190 0.199
e = [xf2, qmf2] 0.807 0.192 0.190 0.195
e = [xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.846 0.154 0.153 0.155
e = [xf1, xf2] 0.889 0.111 0.110 0.112
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1] 0.911 0.089 0.090 0.088
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf2] 0.907 0.094 0.095 0.093
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.932 0.067 0.065 0.070
Table 5.6: Q− stack results for face modality, development data set. The results obtained for the
baseline systems are marked in italic font.
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AC HTER ERA ERB
baseline
e = xf1 0.862 0.144 0.152 0.135
e = xf2 0.690 0.270 0.209 0.331
SVM − lin
e = [xf1, qmf1] 0.872 0.136 0.149 0.123
e = [xf1, qmf2] 0.854 0.145 0.143 0.147
e = [xf1, qmf1, qmf2] 0.860 0.135 0.127 0.143
e = [xf2, qmf1] 0.749 0.244 0.233 0.255
e = [xf2, qmf2] 0.799 0.214 0.233 0.195
e = [xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.768 0.217 0.195 0.240
e = [xf1, xf2] 0.859 0.131 0.115 0.147
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1] 0.880 0.126 0.137 0.116
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf2] 0.870 0.122 0.108 0.135
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.890 0.115 0.122 0.107
Bayes
e = [xf1, qmf1] 0.877 0.140 0.166 0.114
e = [xf1, qmf2] 0.858 0.141 0.138 0.143
e = [xf1, qmf1, qmf2] 0.884 0.132 0.155 0.108
e = [xf2, qmf1] 0.670 0.265 0.165 0.365
e = [xf2, qmf2] 0.768 0.212 0.180 0.243
e = [xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.753 0.219 0.177 0.262
e = [xf1, xf2] 0.867 0.128 0.120 0.136
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1] 0.875 0.129 0.136 0.122
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf2] 0.875 0.117 0.105 0.129
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.884 0.117 0.118 0.116
SVM − rbf
e = [xf1, qmf1] 0.844 0.155 0.153 0.157
e = [xf1, qmf2] 0.857 0.144 0.145 0.143
e = [xf1, qmf1, qmf2] 0.847 0.151 0.148 0.154
e = [xf2, qmf1] 0.748 0.254 0.257 0.251
e = [xf2, qmf2] 0.785 0.217 0.221 0.214
e = [xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.771 0.230 0.231 0.229
e = [xf1, xf2] 0.865 0.134 0.131 0.136
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1] 0.851 0.148 0.147 0.150
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf2] 0.878 0.123 0.123 0.122
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.870 0.132 0.135 0.129
Table 5.7: Q− stack results for face modality, evaluation data set. The results obtained for the
baseline systems are marked in italic font. The results for classification with quality measures in
the proposed Q− stack scheme which are superior to those obtained using baseline systems are
marked in bold font.
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Discussion of the results
The baseline classifiers for the face modality had a difficult task - one-to-one face image matching
based only on one single training image is a challenging enterprise [106]. Most known experimental
protocols designed for the face verification task assume having multiple images for the user model
training [10, 13]. This is of particular importance for the subspace projection methods, including
the PCA classifier used in the experiments reported here, which are known to be sensitive to geo-
metrical and photometrical variations in classified face images [106, 168]. Hence the clearly weaker
performance of the baseline PCA baseline system in comparison with the baseline DCT system. It
must be stressed here that the error rates obtained using a difficult experimental protocol defined
on a database containing low-quality face images are realistic, in the sense that they are compa-
rable to the error rates reported from studies in real, out-of-the-lab environments [114]. However,
we reiterate here that rather than optimizing the performance of the base classifiers the main goal
of the work was to show the improvements in classification due to the use of quality-independent
information in the Q− stack framework.
An analysis of the dependence estimates between scores and quality measures for the DCT
classifier reveals that the relationships between xf1 and qmf1 are more consistent across classes than
those between xf1 and qmf2. Namely, the correlation coefficient between xf1 and qmf2 changes sign
between classes A and B. Naturally this fact is not reflected in the mutual information estimates.
The difference between the correlation coefficients between xf1 and qmf1 for the development and
evaluation data sets is also significant, which suggests that the data samples were not sufficiently
representative of the population. Consequently, the dependence between xf1 and qmf1 appears
more pronounced than that between xf1 and qmf2, although the average estimates for both classes
do not promise particularly high gains in classification accuracy. Out of the two, qmf1 which sports
more consistent dependence on xf1 than qmf2 does, appears to be a better choice for Q − stack.
These observations are is indeed confirmed by the experimental results listed in Table 5.7.
For the PCA classifier the strong and consistent dependence between xf2 and qmf2 suggests
tangible improvements in classification performance for Q− stack in comparison with the baseline.
This strong dependence is also clearly visible in figures 5.15, 5.13 and 5.14. The corresponding error
rates listed in Table 5.7 are significantly lower for Q− stack than for the baseline classifier.
At the same time, however, both qmf1 and qmf2 show strong and consistent dependence on one
another, reflected in high-valued and consistent mutual information and correlation estimates, which
hints on potential benefits out of using them both with either xf1 or xf2, or both. This is confirmed
by the experimental results, where Q − stack applied to single- as well as multiple-classifier face
matching delivered better performance than the baseline systems.
The presented figures and classification results shown in Table 5.7 clearly suggest that the choice
of an appropriate stacked classifier is of the essence for harvesting maximal benefits from the par-
ticular configuration of evidence in Q− stack. The overall best performance was obtained using the
linear SVM − lin classifier, which is most restrictive terms of complexity of its decision hyperplane.
This can be attributed to the fact that the database offered rather limited size of the development
set which made estimation of free parameters for the remaining two stacked classifiers less reliable.
It is particularly visible for instance in figures 5.8 and 5.11, where the decision boundary is clearly
overtrained. On the other hand the complexity of the decision boundary created by the Bayes
stacked classifier shown in Figure 5.15 is well suited for the structure of the classification problem,
and the resulting classification accuracy is higher than that for the other used stacked classifiers.
The graphical representations of the class-conditional distributions of evidence shown in Figures
5.6 through 5.14 help to intuitively understand how the dependence between the scores and quality
measures, quantified in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, impacts the class separation and consequently obtained
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classification results for the face modality. Let us consider Figure 5.13, where classification in the
evidence space defined by e = [xf2, qmf2] is shown. As the result of the strong positive correlation
between xf2 and qmf2 the class-conditional joint distributions of e|A and e|B are visibly slanting
to the right for higher values of qmf2. As a result, the optimal class decision boundary differs
significantly from that defined by the baseline score threshold, τf2, and the classes are being sepa-
rated better by the stacked classifier than it is the case of the baseline classifier. Consequently, the
classification error rates, shown in Table 5.7, are clearly much lower for e = [xf2, qmf2] than for
the baseline of e = [xf2]. The reader is encouraged to follow the same analysis for other graphical
representations of classification in the evidence space shown in respective figures in this chapter.
The experiments for the face modality show that for all considered baseline systems adding
quality measures as additional components of the evidence vector in the proposed method ofQ−stack
proved to be beneficial from the viewpoint of classification performance, in single- and multi classifier
scenarios.
5.2.4 Error prediction and rejection
In this section we present the results of error prediction technique discussed in Chapter 4, applied to
face verification. We consider these two single-classifier scenarios where one of the PCA and DCT
classifiers are used, and the multiple-classifier scenario where both classifiers are used together. Using
procedures described in Chapter 4 credence estimates are computed for each evidence combination,
and then applied to rejecting potentially unreliable classification decisions whose credence falls below
a set credence threshold. The error prediction performance is evaluated using the monotonicity and
accountability criteria discussed in detail in Section 4.2.3.
For the face modality, following evidence combinations were used in the error prediction experi-
ments:
• Single classifier, DCT : e = [xf1], e = [xf1, qmf1].
• Single classifier, PCA: e = [xf2], e = [xf2, qmf2].
• Multiclassifier fusion, DCT + PCA: e = [xf1, xf2], e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2].
For single-classifier architectures, Figures 5.19, 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 show the accuracy gains from
credence thresholding, subplots (a), and relative number of classification decision remaining after
credence thresholding, subplots (b). Results obtained with the use of relevant quality measures are
shown in Figures 5.20 and 5.22, and those obtained using scores alone are presented in Figures 5.19
and 5.21. The shape of the curves in subplots (a) allows the reader to evaluate the credence estimates
in terms of the monotonicity criterion. A good credence estimator should result in a monotonically
growing total accuracy, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.
The results of error prediction are represented in a similar fashion for multi-classifier face match-
ing in figures 5.23 (without the use of quality measures, e = [xf1, xf2]) and 5.24 (with the use of
quality measures, e = [xf1, xf2, xqm1, xqm2]).
Numerical results gathered in Table 5.8 allow for an evaluation of the credence estimates accord-
ing to the accountability criterion. For each considered configuration of evidence, the mean observed
classification accuracy AC, HTER, and per-class errors ERA and ERB are reported together with
their standard deviations after 100 experimental runs. Corresponding mean credence estimators
with their standard deviations are given. The differences between the mean observed values and
the mean credence predictors are reported (Mean difference δ). According to the accountability
criterion, the smaller the value of δ the more accurate the error prediction, and consequently the
better the credence estimator.
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Figure 5.19: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, face modality, DCT
classifier, evidence configuration e = [xf1].
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Figure 5.20: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, face modality, DCT
classifier, evidence configuration e = [xf1, qmf1].
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Figure 5.21: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, face modality, PCA
classifier, evidence configuration e = [xf2].
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Figure 5.22: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, face modality, PCA
classifier, evidence configuration e = [xf2, qmf2].
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Figure 5.23: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, face modality,
multi-classifier fusion of DCT + PCA classifiers, evidence configuration e = [xf1, xf2].
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Figure 5.24: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, face modality,
multi-classifier fusion of DCT + PCA classifiers, evidence configuration e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2].
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AC, R HTER, Rw ERA, 1−RB ERB , 1− RˆB
e = [xf1]
Actual accuracy 0.857 0.146 0.149 0.142
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Credence estimate 0.822 0.153 0.192 0.113
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Mean difference δ 0.035 -0.007 -0.043 0.029
e = [xf1, qmf1]
Actual accuracy 0.879 0.132 0.149 0.115
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.002 0.001 0.003 0.003
Credence estimate 0.860 0.130 0.145 0.116
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.001
Mean difference δ 0.018 0.002 0.005 -0.001
e = [xf2]
Actual accuracy 0.688 0.272 0.209 0.334
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.010 0.003 0.008 0.014
Credence estimate 0.724 0.253 0.288 0.217
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001
Mean difference δ -0.037 0.019 -0.079 0.117
e = [xf2, qmf2]
Actual accuracy 0.752 0.220 0.176 0.264
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.004 0.002 0.002 0.005
Credence estimate 0.811 0.184 0.192 0.176
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.002 0.005 0.001 0.009
Mean difference δ -0.059 0.036 -0.016 0.088
e = [xf1, xf2]
Actual accuracy 0.873 0.127 0.127 0.127
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Credence estimate 0.859 0.124 0.150 0.097
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Mean difference δ 0.014 0.003 -0.024 0.031
e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2]
Actual accuracy 0.884 0.117 0.118 0.116
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001
Credence estimate 0.885 0.107 0.119 0.094
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.001
Mean difference δ -0.001 0.010 -0.001 0.022
Table 5.8: Evaluation of credence estimates using the accountability criterion. The mean
difference between actual observed error and the mean credence estimates after 100 experimental
iterations is given by δ
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Discussion of the results
Figures 5.19, 5.21, 5.20, 5.22, 5.23 and 5.24 show that classification error expressed in terms of
HTER, ERA and ERB decreases with the growing value of the credence threshold ϑ. This behavior
is in accord with the theoretical expectations discussed in Section 4.2.1, and it agrees with the
intuitive notion of the concept of decision credence: discarding classification decisions deemed not
reliable in terms of its credence estimate indeed resulted in reduced observed error over the remaining
decisions. This effect proves that the relative number of erroneous decisions in the discarded pool
of decisions was higher than that in the decisions considered credible according to the credence
estimates. In all presented graphs HTER decreases monotonically as ϑ grows, which satisfies the
monotonicity criterion for evaluation of the credence estimates.
Note that in Figure 5.21 the curve representing the change of ERA as a function of ϑ is not
monotonic, and neither is the shape of ERB in Figure 5.20, although here the effect is far less
pronounced. In both of these cases the class error rates for one class decrease with growing credence
threshold until they reach certain value of ϑ from which on they begin to grow. This effect is
due to the imperfectness of distribution modeling and has been discussed in section 4.2.1. Namely,
if the maximal credence estimates for one of the classes is Rmax < 1 then most of the potentially
erroneous decisions will have been discarded before the actual credence threshold reaches ϑ = Rmax.
Due to the fact that Rmax ≪ 1 most decisions for this class that are still remaining with credence
R > Rmax are actual misclassifications, hence growing class error as ϑ grows from ϑ = Rmax to
ϑ = 1. However, this effect concerns only a relatively small number of misclassified decisions, as it
is visible from the curves showing the percentage of remaining decisions after credence thresholding.
Therefore the monotonic declining tendency of HTER(ϑ) remains unaltered.
The second criterion in evaluation of the credence estimates is the accountability criterion, ac-
cording to which the difference between the weighted sum of all credence estimates and the observed
class-accuracy and HTER must be minimized. These differences are listed in Table 5.8. The δ val-
ues reach maximal value of −5.9% for the evidence configuration of e = [xf2, qmf2], and the minimal
value of −0.1% for the evidence combination of e = [xf1, xf2, qmf1, qmf2]. Note that the high value
of δ in the first case is due to a large discrepancy between the observed error and the mean credence
estimates for class B, and that this effect coincides with the non-monotonic behavior of ERB(ϑ) in
Figure 5.21 discussed before. The explanation of this coincidence is that both effects result from the
fact that for the particular models obtained for this evidence combination the credence estimates
fail to reach a value close to 1.
In Chapter 4 we have applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS) to show that the means of
credence estimates and the observed classification accuracies are samples of the same distribution,
for the synthetic data example. In the practical example considered in this chapter using the KS
test is not meaningful, for, as the Figure 5.3 shows, the actual observed evidence distributions of the
development and evaluation data sets differ visibly. Therefore we consider the actual value of δ as a
measure of error in credence estimation. Since in all considered cases the value of δ is much smaller
than the actual error rates, we conclude that the proposed credence estimation method returned
satisfyingly accurate results.
The presented results show that the presented method of credence estimation allows for accurate
error prediction and rejection in face verification in the single- and multiple-classifier scenarios, in
both cases with- and without an involvement of quality measures.
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5.3 Fingerprint Modality
For the fingerprint modality, two separate acquisition channels were used: an optical sensor and a
thermal sensor. For data acquisition via each of the channels following devices were used.
• Thermal scanner: Atmel AT77C104B fingerprint sensor dedicated to PDA, cellular and smart-
phone applications. Based on FingerChip R© thermal technology, the AT77C104B is a linear
sensor that captures fingerprint images by sweeping the finger over the sensing area [1].
• Optical scanner: Biometrika FX 2000, stand-alone optical fingerprint scanner [3].
Examples of fingerprints collected using each of these devices are shown in Figure 5.1. In the
experiments reported in this chapter the matching scores obtained for images collected using the
optical sensor scanner are denoted as xp1 and the matching scores obtained for images collected
using the thermal sensor scanner are denoted as xp2
∗.
5.3.1 Baseline classifier
Fingerprint images acquired using both sensors have been matched using the publicly available
automated fingerprint matching package NFIS2 [162]. Currently, the NFIS2 package is a standard
benchmarking fingerprint matching software, used for instance in the evaluations of the U.S. Visit
program [65, 163]. In the NFIS2 software package, fingerprint matching is based on the minutiae
information. The minutiae extraction and consequent matching is performed by two dedicated
components of the package, MINDTCT and BOZORTH3.
Minutiae extraction
Minutiae extraction (localization) in an input fingerprint is realized by the MINDTCT function.
The function follows a sequence of routines, listed below [162]:
1. Input Fingerprint File: the function accepts ANSI/NIST, WSQ, JPEGB, JPEGL, and IHEAD
file formats.
2. Generate Image Maps: determines the directional flow of ridges in the image and detects image
regions of low contrast, low ridge flow, and high ridge curvature. Minutiae may be extracted
unreliably from these regions.
3. Binarize Image: The image is binarized based on the ridge flow direction in the immediate
neighborhood of the pixel. If in the presence of weak ridge flow in given pixel’s neighborhood
the pixel’s binarized value is 1, otherwise it is set to 0.
4. Detect Minutiae: minutiae are detected in the binary image by comparing local subimages to
predefined binary patterns, different for the ridge endings and for the ridge bifurcations.
5. Remove False Minutiae: performs heuristic removal of spurs, hooks, lakes, holes and other
artifacts mistaken for minutiae by the detection routine.
6. Count Neighbor Ridges: counts the number of ridges intervening between the considered
minutiae and its immediate neighbors (up to five neighbors).
∗in the experiments reported here, fingerprint scores and quality measures are courtesy of Prof. Javier Garcia-
Ortega and Dr. Julian Fierrez-Aguilar, Universidad Autonoma Madrid.
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7. Assess Minutiae Quality: provides an individual estimate of quality of each detected minutiae
based on its location in the original image and on the first and second order statistics of the
pixels in the original image, in an 11-pixel-radius neighborhood.
8. Output Minutiae: the information concerning the extracted minutiae is saved to a file which
can be further used by the BOZORTH3 fingerprint matcher.
The MINDTCT procedures have been designed and optimized to work best with 500dpi reso-
lution, 8-bit grayscale fingerprint images, which makes them compatible with the images from the
Biosec database.
Fingerprint matching
Prior to matching, the minutiae information about both matched fingerprints is extracted and saved
in corresponding files by the MINDTCT routine. Thus created files are input to the BOZORTH3
matching routine which compares the minutiae information about both compared fingerprints con-
tained in the input files, and returns a matching similarity score. The minutiae information used
by the matcher is limited to location (x, y) and orientation t, represented as x, y, t. The algorithm
is designed to be rotation and translation invariant.
The algorithm is comprised of three major steps:
1. Construct Intra-Fingerprint Minutia Comparison Tables: two tables containing all minutiae
information for both matched fingerprints are created, as well as a minutiae compatibility
table.
2. Construct an Inter-Fingerprint Compatibility Table: compare both fingerprint’s minutia com-
parison tables and construct a compatibility table containing the minutiae pairs that are
common for both compared fingerprints.
3. Traverse the Inter-Fingerprint Compatibility Table: compatible minutiae pairs are linked to
form a graph. The longest path to traverse the graph is the theoretically simplest way of
computing the matching score between two fingerprints, once the graph is constructed. In
practice, several factors decided that a multiple-start routine for traversing the graph is used
instead of a full graph search.
Detailed description of the NFIS2 system is beyond the scope and frame of this work. For
exhaustive algorithm and implementation details the reader is referred to [162]. In the experiments
reported in this thesis we used the NFIS2 for matching of images originating from both optical and
thermal sensor. The matching scores obtained for the images originating from the optical scanner
are denoted as xp1 and those originating from the thermal senor as xp2.
5.3.2 Quality measures
In the experiments reported here we use two fingerprint quality measures: the NFIQ quality measures
which is an integral part of the NFIS2 fingerprint matching software package [162], and a quality
measure based on the spectral analysis of the fingerprint image, proposed in [29]. Both quality
measures have been introduced in Chapter 2, Section 2.6.2, without quoting the algorithm details.
Since understanding of the workings of the quality measurement is essential for the appreciation of
the link between the quality estimates and the matching similarity scores, here we provide necessary
details of both algorithms used in the experiments reported in this thesis.
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Quality index in the frequency domain
The choice of this quality measure for our experiments was dictated by the fact that the authors of
the proposed algorithm have shown that the resulting quality estimates predict well the success in
detecting minutiae [29], and the fingerprint matcher used in our experiments is based on minutiae
information. Therefore we anticipated that the used quality measure shall sport a dependence on
the matching scores.
The fingerprint quality index computed in the frequency domain, proposed in [29], requires that
the power spectrum P of a fingerprint image f of size M ×N pixels is approximated:
P (k, l) ≡ |F (k, l)|2 = | 1
NM
N∑
a=1
M∑
b=1
f(a, b)e−i2pi(
ka
N
+ lb
M
)|2, (5.12)
where i =
√−1, and f(a, b) refers to the gray level pixel intensity at position (a, b) in the image
f . Then, a set of bandpass filters, equally spaced in the frequency domain, is built:
Rt(k, l) = H(k, l|mt + 1, n)−H(k, l|mt, n), (5.13)
where mt = 0.06 + t
0.5−0.06
T
, t = 1, 2, ..., 15, and
H(k, l|m,n) = 1
1 + 1
m2n
((k−k0
M
)2 + ( l−l0
N
)2)n
(5.14)
is a Butterworth function which defines a low-pass filter with the cutoff frequency defined by
m and filter order given by n. The values for parameters mt and t are selected according to the
observed spatial frequency structure of high quality fingerprints. In Equation 5.14 (k0, l0) is the
location of the center of the power spectrum corresponding to spatial frequency (0, 0). From here,
the energy concentrated in the t-th power spectrum band is computed by
Et =
N−1∑
k=0
M−1∑
l=0
Rt(k, l)P (k, l). (5.15)
A high quality fingerprint is expected to have the energy concentrated in a narrow energy band,
and therefore the corresponding distribution of Et should have a well-pronounced peak. Consequent-
ly, the quality measure is computed as a difference between the maximal entropy Eˆ of a uniform
discrete distribution with t bins and the actual entropy E of the distribution of energy over T
frequency bands:
qm = Eˆ − E = Eˆ +
T∑
t=1
Ptlog(Pt). (5.16)
Here, Pt =
Et∑
T Et
is normalized energy in frequency band t. Examples of fingerprints of high,
medium, and low quality with their corresponding spatial power spectra and distributions of the
bandpass Butterworth filter responses are shown in figure 5.25∗.
When comparing two fingerprint images, their combined quality index is calculated as the ge-
ometrical means of quality measures computed for both images, as given by Equation 5.5. In the
experimental results reported in this thesis, thus calculated fingerprint quality measures are denoted
as qmp11 (computed for images obtained from the optical sensor) and qmp12 (computed for images
obtained from the thermal sensor).
∗Images are courtesy of Yi Chen, Michigan State University.
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Figure 5.25: Measuring fingerprint quality in the spatial frequency domain: (a,b,c) - high-,
medium-, and low-quality fingerprint examples, (d,e,f) - corresponding spatial power spectra,
(g,h,i) - corresponding histograms of Butterworth filter responses. Images taken from [29].
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NFIQ - Classification-based quality estimate
Adoption of the NFIQ quality measure, which is a part of the NFIS2 package, is a consequence
of the choice to use the NFIS2 fingerprint matching software in our experiments. The NFIQ
quality measure is especially designed to predict the variation in the obtained classification scores
due to the fingerprint image quality. The NFIQ quality measure, which we discussed in Chapter 2,
Section 2.6.2, produces a discrete fingerprint quality estimate, with five possible discrete levels. The
assignment of a quality label to a considered fingerprint sample is done via a classification step, in
which image quality features are processed by a pre-trained neural network classifier. Quality of level
1 corresponds to best, and level 5 to the worst fingerprint quality with respect to the development
set used in the training of the neural network quality classifier. The details of implementation of
the quality measurement algorithm are beyond the frames of this thesis, but can be readily accessed
from [150, 162].
Similarly as with the other quality measures, the combined quality index for a pair of compared
fingerprints is calculated as the geometrical mean of quality measures computed for both samples
(Equation 5.5). As a consequence of this, the resulting combined quality measure has 10 discrete
levels. In this chapter, the combined NFIQ quality measures are denoted as qmp21 for images
obtained from the optical sensor and qmp22 for images obtained from the thermal sensor.
5.3.3 Q− stack in fingerprint verification
The experimental results for fingerprint modality are reported according to the order spelled out in
Section 5.1.3. The available evidence components for the fingerprint modality include:
Optical sensor Similarity scores xp1, quality measures qmp11 and qmp12.
Thermal sensor Similarity scores xp2, quality measures qmp21 and qmp22.
In the following section we provide a comparison of baseline classification results obtained for
the fingerprint modality with the results obtained by using the proposed method of Q− stack. The
baseline results are obtained for:
Single classifier systems Two single-classifier systems are considered that use matching scores
xp1 and xp2, respectively.
Multimodal system A multimodal system is considered that uses the scores originating from both
fingerprint modalities, xf1 and xf2.
We present the experimental results following the steps listed in Section 5.1.3.
Analysis of dependencies between evidence components
The marginal class-conditional distributions for all available evidence component are shown in Figure
5.26. As a consequence of the fact that qmp12 and qmp22 take discrete values, their resulting class-
conditional marginal distributions are not smooth like those of qmp11 and qmp21. The shape of the
obtained class-conditional score distributions follow closely the distributions resulting from applying
the same NFIS2 fingerprint matcher to other databases, as reported in [149, 150], which hints on
the fact that the results reported here are probably also valid for other publicly available fingerprint
databases.
The complicated shape of the marginal distributions of quality measures makes it difficult to
visually evaluate to what extent are the quality measures indeed class-independent. For this reason
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Figure 5.26: Class-conditional evidence distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B), fingerprint modality.
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in Table 5.9 we provide the classification results for the evaluation data set obtained using exclusively
the quality measures, from where it is evident that indeed the quality measures alone are individually
irrelevant classification features and allow only for classification at an error rate close to the chance
level of HTER = 0.5.
AC HTER ERA ERB
development
e = [qmp11] 0.527 0.473 0.475 0.471
e = [qmp12] 0.564 0.439 0.456 0.422
e = [qmp21] 0.549 0.453 0.461 0.444
e = [qmp22] 0.402 0.578 0.486 0.670
evaluation
e = [qmp11] 0.616 0.502 0.685 0.319
e = [qmp12] 0.513 0.476 0.459 0.493
e = [qmp21] 0.456 0.516 0.472 0.559
e = [qmp22] 0.470 0.534 0.540 0.528
Table 5.9: Classification of the samples from the evaluation data set with quality measures alone,
fingerprint modality.
In order to gain a good comprehension of the dependence relationships between all the evidence
components, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (Equation 5.1) and mutual information (Equation
5.2) estimates computed pair-wise for all scores and quality measure of the fingerprint modality
are given in Tables 5.10, 5.12 (development set), and 5.11, 5.13 (evaluation set). The results are
reported for each class individually (A,B), for the entire data set, (A+B), and as an average of the
dependence estimates for each class (A,B).
As the results in Tables 5.10, 5.12, 5.11 and 5.13 show, for the entire data set (A + B) the
estimator based on mutual information hints on stronger dependencies in the data than it is the
case of the correlation-based estimator. Since the evidence distributions, particularly those of the
quality measures as shown in Figure 5.26, are strongly non-gaussian, it can be assumed that the
mutual information estimates reflect the actual data dependencies better than the linear correlation
coefficients. Further, considering that a pronounced dependence exists between the matching scores
and quality measures, gains in classification performance can be expected from augmenting the
evidence space with the quality measure dimensions. Here, the frequency domain quality measure
(Section 5.3.2) appears to offer a better potential of improving class separation based on its relatively
high dependence estimates on both matching scores xp1 and xp2.
Classification in the evidence space
In this section we present the classification results produced by three considered stacked classifiers in
the proposed Q−stack method, and compare them with the results obtained for the baseline systems
with decision thresholds τp1 and τp2 for the optical and thermal modalities, respectively. Again, for
the purpose of clarity the visualization of the Q− stack classification boundaries is presented only
where the evidence vector contained two components. In all figures the decision boundaries obtained
by each particular stacked classifier are consistently shown in different colors, namely: SVM − lin -
black; SVM − rbf - magenta; Bayes: blue. In each of the presented Figures corresponding baseline
thresholds x = τp1 and x = τp2 are marked by dashed lines.
Figures 5.39, 5.40 and 5.41 show classification in the evidence space e = [xp1, xp2], which is
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A
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.12 0.05 0.13 0.13 -0.01
qmp11 0.12 1.00 -0.52 -0.02 0.29 -0.54
qmp12 0.05 -0.52 1.00 0.15 -0.16 0.45
xp2 0.13 -0.02 0.15 1.00 0.17 -0.06
qmp21 0.13 0.29 -0.16 0.17 1.00 -0.59
qmp22 -0.01 -0.54 0.45 -0.06 -0.59 1.00
B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.66 -0.31 0.38 0.37 -0.44
qmp11 0.66 1.00 -0.60 0.29 0.45 -0.59
qmp12 -0.31 -0.60 1.00 -0.11 -0.22 0.61
xp2 0.38 0.29 -0.11 1.00 0.63 -0.36
qmp21 0.37 0.45 -0.22 0.63 1.00 -0.56
qmp22 -0.44 -0.59 0.61 -0.36 -0.56 1.00
A+B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.26 -0.05 0.81 0.20 -0.15
qmp11 0.26 1.00 -0.55 0.13 0.37 -0.56
qmp12 -0.05 -0.55 1.00 0.02 -0.18 0.54
xp2 0.81 0.13 0.02 1.00 0.32 -0.13
qmp21 0.20 0.37 -0.18 0.32 1.00 -0.57
qmp22 -0.15 -0.56 0.54 -0.13 -0.57 1.00
(A,B)
x1 qmp11 qmp12 x2 qmp21 qmp22
x1 1.00 0.39 -0.13 0.25 0.25 -0.23
qmp11 0.39 1.00 -0.56 0.14 0.37 -0.56
qmp12 -0.13 -0.56 1.00 0.02 -0.19 0.53
x2 0.25 0.14 0.02 1.00 0.40 -0.21
qmp21 0.25 0.37 -0.19 0.40 1.00 -0.58
qmp22 -0.23 -0.56 0.53 -0.21 -0.58 1.00
Table 5.10: Correlation coefficients between the components of the evidence vector, fingerprint,
development set.
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A
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.68 -0.36 0.38 0.35 -0.29
qmp11 0.68 1.00 -0.46 0.34 0.41 -0.40
qmp12 -0.36 -0.46 1.00 -0.19 -0.30 0.50
xp2 0.38 0.34 -0.19 1.00 0.58 -0.34
qmp21 0.35 0.41 -0.30 0.58 1.00 -0.44
qmp22 -0.29 -0.40 0.50 -0.34 -0.44 1.00
B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.50 -0.20 0.26 0.21 -0.16
qmp11 0.50 1.00 -0.38 0.17 0.25 -0.13
qmp12 -0.20 -0.38 1.00 -0.18 -0.19 0.19
xp2 0.26 0.17 -0.18 1.00 0.58 -0.32
qmp21 0.21 0.25 -0.19 0.58 1.00 -0.39
qmp22 -0.16 -0.13 0.19 -0.32 -0.39 1.00
A+B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.13 -0.08 0.84 0.03 -0.03
qmp11 0.13 1.00 -0.32 0.07 0.23 -0.22
qmp12 -0.08 -0.32 1.00 -0.06 -0.22 0.34
xp2 0.84 0.07 -0.06 1.00 0.11 -0.06
qmp21 0.03 0.23 -0.22 0.11 1.00 -0.32
qmp22 -0.03 -0.22 0.34 -0.06 -0.32 1.00
(A,B)
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 1.00 0.59 -0.28 0.32 0.28 -0.22
qmp11 0.59 1.00 -0.42 0.26 0.33 -0.26
qmp12 -0.28 -0.42 1.00 -0.18 -0.24 0.35
xp2 0.32 0.26 -0.18 1.00 0.58 -0.33
qmp21 0.28 0.33 -0.24 0.58 1.00 -0.41
qmp22 -0.22 -0.26 0.35 -0.33 -0.41 1.00
Table 5.11: Correlation coefficients between components of the evidence vector, fingerprint,
evaluation set.
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A
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01
qmp11 0.00 - 0.09 0.00 0.10 0.11
qmp12 0.01 0.09 - 0.01 0.10 0.06
xp2 0.01 0.00 0.01 - 0.01 0.02
qmp21 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.01 - 0.37
qmp22 0.01 0.11 0.06 0.02 0.37 -
B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.50 0.14 0.28 0.33 0.23
qmp11 0.50 - 0.19 0.27 0.31 0.29
qmp12 0.14 0.19 - 0.15 0.27 0.23
xp2 0.28 0.27 0.15 - 0.42 0.23
qmp21 0.33 0.31 0.27 0.42 - 0.38
qmp22 0.23 0.29 0.23 0.23 0.38 -
A+B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.19 0.06 0.93 0.13 0.12
qmp11 0.19 - 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.14
qmp12 0.06 0.09 - 0.06 0.14 0.10
xp2 0.93 0.09 0.06 - 0.16 0.11
qmp21 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.16 - 0.31
qmp22 0.12 0.14 0.10 0.11 0.31 -
(A,B)
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp12
xp1 - 0.25 0.08 0.14 0.17 0.12
qmp11 0.25 - 0.14 0.14 0.20 0.20
qmp12 0.08 0.14 - 0.08 0.19 0.15
xp2 0.14 0.14 0.08 - 0.21 0.12
qmp21 0.17 0.20 0.19 0.21 - 0.38
qmp22 0.12 0.20 0.15 0.12 0.38 -
Table 5.12: Mutual information estimates between components of the evidence vector,
fingerprint, development set.
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A
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.20 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.06
qmp11 0.20 - 0.09 0.05 0.03 0.04
qmp12 0.06 0.09 - 0.08 0.07 0.15
xp2 0.12 0.05 0.08 - 0.37 0.09
qmp21 0.06 0.03 0.07 0.37 - 0.11
qmp22 0.06 0.04 0.15 0.09 0.11 -
B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.39 0.09 0.32 0.27 0.22
qmp11 0.39 - 0.15 0.24 0.28 0.19
qmp12 0.09 0.15 - 0.13 0.15 0.10
xp2 0.32 0.24 0.13 - 0.41 0.23
qmp21 0.27 0.28 0.15 0.41 - 0.37
qmp22 0.22 0.19 0.10 0.23 0.37 -
A+B
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.06 0.02 0.60 0.02 0.02
qmp11 0.06 - 0.08 0.02 0.04 0.04
qmp12 0.02 0.08 - 0.02 0.04 0.07
xp2 0.60 0.02 0.02 - 0.04 0.02
qmp21 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 - 0.07
qmp22 0.02 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.07 -
(A,B)
xp1 qmp11 qmp12 xp2 qmp21 qmp22
xp1 - 0.29 0.08 0.22 0.16 0.14
qmp11 0.29 - 0.12 0.15 0.16 0.11
qmp12 0.08 0.12 - 0.10 0.11 0.12
xp2 0.22 0.15 0.10 - 0.39 0.16
qmp21 0.16 0.16 0.11 0.39 - 0.24
qmp22 0.14 0.11 0.12 0.16 0.24 -
Table 5.13: Mutual information estimates between components of the evidence vector,
fingerprint, evaluation set.
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equivalent to trained multimodal fusion of scores xp1 and xp2 [16, 83]. In these figures both baseline
thresholds are drawn, defining the loci of observations where classification accuracy clearly benefits
from the presence of additional evidence dimension. The results of classification in the evidence space
defined by e = [xp1, xp2] is considered baseline for the Q − stack systems applied to multimodal
classifier fusion with quality measures for the two dependent fingerprint modalities (optical and
thermal sensor).
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Figure 5.27: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, qmp11].
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Figure 5.28: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, qmp11].
Table 5.14 gives the classification results for the fingerprint modality in terms of total accuracy
AC, HTER, and error rates per class ERA and ERB , for the development data set. Table 5.15
gives the classification results in the same terms for the evaluation data set. In both Tables 5.14 and
5.15 the classification results for all three considered stacked classifiers, SVM − lin, SVM − rbf
and Bayes, are listed.
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Figure 5.29: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, fingerprint
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, qmp11].
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Figure 5.30: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, qmp12].
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Figure 5.31: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, qmp12].
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Figure 5.32: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, fingerprint
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, qmp12].
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Figure 5.33: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp2, qmp21].
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Figure 5.34: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp2, qmp21].
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Figure 5.35: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, fingerprint
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp2, qmp21].
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Figure 5.36: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp2, qmp22].
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Figure 5.37: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp2, qmp22].
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Figure 5.38: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, fingerprint
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp2, qmp22].
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Figure 5.39: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, xp2].
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Figure 5.40: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − rbf stacked classifier,
fingerprint modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, xp2].
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AC HTER ERA ERB
baseline
e = [xp1] 0.9827 0.0167 0.0138 0.0196
e = [xp2] 0.9709 0.0286 0.0263 0.0310
SVM − lin
e = [xp1, qmp11] 0.9975 0.0031 0.0062 0.0000
e = [xp1, qmp12] 0.9965 0.0039 0.0062 0.0016
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9970 0.0033 0.0050 0.0016
e = [xp2, qmp21] 0.9807 0.0177 0.0100 0.0253
e = [xp2, qmp22] 0.9807 0.0209 0.0288 0.0131
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9793 0.0189 0.0100 0.0278
e = [xp1, xp2] 0.9980 0.0025 0.0050 0.0000
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21] 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9995 0.0004 0.0000 0.0008
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21, qmp12, qmp22] 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
SVM − rbf
e = [xp1, qmp11] 0.9985 0.0014 0.0012 0.0016
e = [xp1, qmp12] 0.9985 0.0014 0.0012 0.0016
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9985 0.0014 0.0012 0.0016
e = [xp2, qmp21] 0.9872 0.0126 0.0112 0.0139
e = [xp2, qmp22] 0.9768 0.0231 0.0225 0.0237
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9891 0.0107 0.0100 0.0114
e = [xp1, xp2] 0.9970 0.0029 0.0025 0.0033
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21] 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp12, qmp22] 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21, qmp12, qmp22] 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Bayes
e = [xp1, qmp11] 0.9960 0.0039 0.0038 0.0041
e = [xp1, qmp12] 0.9960 0.0037 0.0025 0.0049
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9985 0.0014 0.0012 0.0016
e = [xp2, qmp21] 0.9867 0.0134 0.0138 0.0131
e = [xp2, qmp22] 0.9728 0.0270 0.0262 0.0278
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9812 0.0190 0.0200 0.0180
e = [xp1, xp2] 0.9975 0.0025 0.0025 0.0024
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21] 0.9995 0.0004 0.0000 0.0008
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9970 0.0024 0.0000 0.0049
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9985 0.0012 0.0000 0.0024
Table 5.14: Q− stack results for fingerprint modality, development data set. The results
obtained for the baseline systems are marked in italic font.
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AC HTER ERA ERB
baseline
e = [xp1] 0.99042 0.008598 0.007083 0.010112
e = [xp2] 0.9849 0.021769 0.032083 0.011454
SVM − lin
e = [xp1, qmp11] 0.9903 0.007 0.0029 0.0111
e = [xp1, qmp12] 0.9963 0.0047 0.0062 0.0031
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9962 0.0039 0.0042 0.0037
e = [xp2, qmp21] 0.969 0.0221 0.0083 0.0359
e = [xp2, qmp22] 0.9878 0.0174 0.0254 0.0093
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9677 0.0229 0.0083 0.0374
e = [xp1, xp2] 0.994 0.0059 0.0058 0.006
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21] 0.9976 0.0026 0.0029 0.0023
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9989 0.0025 0.0046 0.0004
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9993 0.0019 0.0038 0
SVM − rbf
e = [xp1, qmp11] 0.9926 0.0071 0.0067 0.0075
e = [xp1, qmp12] 0.9945 0.0051 0.0046 0.0056
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9931 0.0066 0.0062 0.007
e = [xp2, qmp21] 0.9783 0.0212 0.0204 0.022
e = [xp2, qmp22] 0.9843 0.0187 0.0233 0.014
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.978 0.0229 0.0242 0.0216
e = [xp1, xp2] 0.9952 0.0052 0.0058 0.0046
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21] 0.9931 0.0068 0.0067 0.0069
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9961 0.0043 0.005 0.0037
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9884 0.0118 0.0121 0.0115
Bayes
e = [xp1, qmp11] 0.9947 0.0052 0.005 0.0054
e = [xp1, qmp12] 0.9976 0.0039 0.0062 0.0015
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9978 0.003 0.0042 0.0018
e = [xp2, qmp21] 0.9904 0.0168 0.0279 0.0056
e = [xp2, qmp22] 0.9899 0.0191 0.0329 0.0052
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9881 0.0157 0.0217 0.0098
e = [xp1, xp2] 0.9975 0.0046 0.0079 0.0013
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21] 0.9993 0.0019 0.0038 0.0001
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9976 0.0034 0.005 0.0019
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp21, qmp12, qmp22] 0.9981 0.0026 0.0038 0.0015
Table 5.15: Q− stack results for fingerprint modality, evaluation data set. The results obtained
for the baseline systems are marked in italic font. The results for classification with quality
measures in the proposed Q− stack scheme are in bold font.
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Figure 5.41: Classification in the evidence space using the Bayes stacked classifier, fingerprint
modality, joint evidence distributions e = [xp1, xp2].
Discussion of the results
The fingerprint modality belongs to the most accurate and reliable in biometric identity verification,
and this fact finds its reflection in particularly low error rates for the fingerprint modality obtained
by the baseline systems used in the experiments reported in this Section. The already very good
baseline classifier performance makes the task of improving classification and lowering error rates
particularly hard. Yet the proposed method of Q− stack lived up to our expectations and offered
classification performance superior to the baseline systems.
The within-class estimates of dependence between scores and quality measures are well pro-
nounced, in particular between xp1 and qmp11, as well as between xp2 and qmp21. In general, both
dependence estimates hint on the fact that the quality measures qmp11 and qmp21 sport signifi-
cantly stronger dependencies on the similarity scores than it is the case of qmp12 and qmp22. This
is noteworthy since qmp12 and qmp22, the NFIQ quality measures native to the NFIS2 software
package used as matcher here, were designed and conceived with the purpose of predicting the clas-
sifier scores. However, unlike the frequency-domain quality measure qmp11 and qmp21 the NFIQ
quality measures qmp12 and qmp22 are discrete, which is bound to cause the correlation coefficient
and mutual information estimates to be lower than they would be in the continuous case. Despite
the relatively low dependence estimates between the NFIQ quality measures and the classification
scores, the application of Q− stack to classification of evidence that contains qmp12 and qmp22 was
successful in terms of achieving accuracy gains over baseline classifiers.
The existence of dependencies between the scores and quality measures can be detected visually
from the graphs shown in figures from 5.29 to 5.37. If the within-class dependencies between the
scores and quality measures exist, the joint class-conditional evidence distributions are not positioned
along either of the main axes of the coordinate system. Instead, these distributions are slanted with
respect to the axes. A very good example of such distribution slant due to the evidence dependencies
is shown in Figure 5.27, where the distribution of e|B is clearly and visibly ’slanted’, while e|A is
distributed mostly along the vertical axis of quality measure values. The reader shall discover similar
spatial configurations of class-conditional evidence distributions in other figures in this section and in
this chapter. These configurations, which reveal the presence of dependencies between the evidence
components, lead to improved class separation, which a properly chosen Q − stack classifier can
exploit. This effect finds its reflection in the classification results shown in Table 5.15.
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Classification results gathered in Table 5.15 show that both the SVM − lin and the Bayes
classifiers were capable of taking advantage of quality measures included in the evidence, for the
overwhelming majority of considered configurations of the evidence vector. Similarly as in the case
of the face modality, the SVM−rbf classifier proved to overfit the decision boundary to the training
data as a result of the insufficient development data sample size to represent the population properly.
Simplifying assumptions and complexity limitations put on the SVM− lin and the Bayes classifiers
helped overcome this problem and delivered classification accuracy superior of that of the baseline
systems, for both single-classifier and multimodal scenarios.
5.3.4 Error prediction and rejection
In this section we demonstrate the credence-based error prediction and rejection technique presented
in Chapter 4, applied to fingerprint modality. We consider here data originating from both available
fingerprint modalities, acquired using the optical and thermal scanners, and their multimodal fusion.
For every modality and for their multimodal combination, we present results for credence-based error
prediction and rejection obtained with and without the use of relevant quality measures. The aim
of the experiment is to demonstrate that for the fingerprint modality an accurate error prediction
can be performed based on credence estimate method presented in chapter 4, and that the method
can be applied when quality measure are available as well as when they are not.
For the fingerprint modality, following evidence combinations were used in the error prediction
experiments:
• Single classifier, optical scanner:e = [xp1], e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12]. The classification error
as a function of the credence threshold is shown in Figures 5.42(a) and 5.43(a), respectively.
The percentage of decisions remaining after credence thresholding as a function of the credence
threshold is given in Figures 5.42(b) and 5.43(b), respectively.
• Single classifier, thermal scanner: e = [xp2], e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22]. The classification
error as a function of the credence threshold is shown in Figures 5.44(a) and 5.45(a), respec-
tively. The percentage of decisions remaining after credence thresholding as a function of the
credence threshold is given in Figures 5.44(b) and 5.45(b), respectively.
• Multi-modal fusion, optical + thermal scanners: e = [xp1, xp2],
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp12, qmp21, qmp22]. The classification error as a function of the credence
threshold is shown in Figures 5.46(a) and 5.47(a), respectively. The percentage of decisions
remaining after credence thresholding as a function of the credence threshold is given in Figures
5.46(b) and 5.47(b), respectively.
Numerical results gathered in Table 5.16 allow for an the evaluation of the credence estima-
tors according to the accountability criterion. For each considered configuration of evidence, the
mean observed total classification accuracy AC, Half-Total Error Rate HTER and per-class er-
rors ERA and ERB are reported together with their standard deviations after 100 experimental
runs. Corresponding mean values of credence estimators with their standard deviations are given.
The differences between the mean observed values and the mean credence predictors are reported
(Mean difference δ). According to the accountability criterion, the smaller these differences the
more accurate the error prediction, and consequently the better the credence estimator.
Discussion of the results
Figures 5.42, 5.43, 5.44, 5.45, 5.46 and 5.47 show that classification error expressed in terms of
HTER, ERA and ERB decreases with the growing value of the credence threshold ϑ for all consid-
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Figure 5.42: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, fingerprint, optical sensor,
evidence configuration e = [xp1].
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Figure 5.43: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, fingerprint, optical sensor,
evidence configuration e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12].
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Figure 5.44: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, fingerprint, thermal sensor,
evidence configuration e = [xp2].
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Figure 5.45: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, fingerprint, thermal sensor,
evidence configuration e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22].
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Figure 5.46: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, multimodal fingerprint
fusion, optical + thermal sensors, evidence configuration e = [xp1, xp2].
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Figure 5.47: Error prediction and rejection using credence estimates, multimodal fingerprint
fusion, optical + thermal sensors, evidence configuration e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp12, qmp21, qmp22].
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AC HTER ERA ERB
e = [xp1]
Actual accuracy 0.9908 0.0090 0.0088 0.0093
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Credence estimate 0.9913 0.0061 0.0101 0.0021
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.0005 0.0006 0.0005 0.0006
Mean difference δ -0.0005 0.0029 -0.0013 0.0072
e = [xp1, qmp11, qmp12]
Actual accuracy 0.9946 0.0052 0.0048 0.0055
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001
Credence estimate 0.9961 0.0029 0.0045 0.0014
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Mean difference δ -0.0014 0.0022 0.0003 0.0040
e = [xp2]
Actual accuracy 0.9863 0.0222 0.0354 0.0090
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Credence estimate 0.9780 0.0184 0.0240 0.0127
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011
Mean difference 0.0083 0.0038 0.0114 -0.0037
e = [xp2, qmp21, qmp22]
Actual accuracy 0.9904 0.0168 0.0279 0.0056
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Credence estimate 0.9889 0.0099 0.0118 0.0079
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Mean difference δ 0.0015 0.0069 0.0161 -0.0023
e = [xp1, xp2]
Actual accuracy 0.9975 0.0046 0.0079 0.0013
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000
Credence estimate 0.9988 0.0010 0.0013 0.0006
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001
Mean difference δ -0.0013 0.0036 0.0066 0.0007
e = [xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmp12, qmp21, qmp22]
Actual accuracy 0.9993 0.0019 0.0038 0.0001
St. dev. of actual accuracy 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Credence estimate 0.9990 0.0010 0.0010 0.0009
St. dev. of credence estimate 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Mean difference δ 0.0003 0.0009 0.0028 -0.0008
Table 5.16: Evaluation of credence estimates using the accountability criterion, fingerprint
modality, after 100 experimental iterations
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ered evidence configurations. This behavior is in accord with the theoretical expectations discussed
in Section 4.2.1, and it agrees with the intuitive notion of the concept of decision credence: dis-
carding classification decisions deemed not reliable in terms of its credence estimate indeed resulted
in reduced observed error over the remaining decisions. This effect shows that the relative num-
ber of erroneous decisions in the discarded pool of decisions was higher than that in the decisions
considered credible according to the credence estimates. In all presented graphs HTER decreases
monotonically as ϑ grows, which satisfies the monotonicity criterion for evaluation of the credence
estimates.
The accuracy of the credence estimates for the fingerprint experiments in terms of the account-
ability criterion can be gauged by the values of δ given by Table 5.16. The accuracy of obtained
mean credence estimates is high in comparison with the classification accuracies, which allows for
a conclusion that the accountability criterion is met. Note that the observed very low error rates
obtained on a evaluation data set of a limited size cause that a change of class label of a single clas-
sified sample entails proportionally large change in the observed error rate (Table 5.2). The same
holds for the mean credence estimates and therefore it is not meaningful to attempt a statistical
significance analysis of the presented results.
The presented results show that the presented method of credence estimation allows for accurate
error prediction for single-modality fingerprint verification as well as in the multimodal fingerprint
verification, in both cases with- and without an involvement of quality measures.
It is particularly worth mentioning that the observed accuracy gain for, already very accurate,
fingerprint verification was possible by discarding only a very small number of unreliable decisions,
whose credence estimates fell below the credence threshold. Note that for all subfigures (b) the
percentage of remaining decisions remains close to 100% until the credence threshold reaches values
very close to ϑ = 1. Despite this, the resulting error rates after credence thresholding are reduced
for much lower values of ϑ ≪ 1. This results shows that the proposed method can be of practical
use in applications where high level of confidence in classification decisions is required. In such
applications, rejected decision can, for instance, entail a request for a repeated signal acquisition, as
proposed in [129].
5.4 Multimodal fusion: face + fingerprint
In Section 5.3 we have presented results for fusion scores for dependent fingerprint modalities, namely
for images acquired using the optical and thermal scanners. Since in both acquisition channels data
of very similar character was collected, this represents indeed a special case of multimodal fusion.
Although this fact does not undermine the validity of presented results concerning the benefits
of applying the proposed scheme of Q − stack, one may argue that a fusion of highly dependent
modalities is not the most common type of fusion seen in the domain of biometric identity verification
[134]. For this reason, below we present results of a multimodal biometric fusion in a traditional
sense, namely a fusion of the face and fingerprint modalities.
In the multimodal fusion experiments reported here we use both available face modality scores
- xf1,xf2, and both available fingerprint modality scores - xp1,xp2, and their associated quality
measures. Since each of the scores and quality measures could be placed in the evidence vector,
the total number of possible evidence combinations for Q− stack in multimodal fusion is vast, and
the number of possible experiments to report is tripled due to the fact that we have three different
stacked classifiers at our disposal. Such a number of experiments would neither fit the frames of this
thesis nor would it help shed more light on the main topic of this work. Therefore the experiments
reported below are a selection of fusion experiments involving two score components in the evidence
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development evaluation
A
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 1.00 0.35 0.03 -0.05 xf1 1.00 0.23 -0.10 -0.08
xf2 0.35 1.00 -0.01 0.01 xf2 0.23 1.00 -0.11 -0.10
xp1 0.03 -0.01 1.00 0.03 xp1 -0.10 -0.11 1.00 0.18
xp2 -0.05 0.01 0.03 1.00 xp2 -0.08 -0.10 0.18 1.00
B
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 1.00 0.14 0.08 0.04 xf1 1.00 0.15 -0.10 0.11
xf2 0.14 1.00 0.24 0.06 xf2 0.15 1.00 -0.06 0.13
xp1 0.08 0.24 1.00 0.36 xp1 -0.10 -0.06 1.00 0.36
xp2 0.04 0.06 0.36 1.00 xp2 0.11 0.13 0.36 1.00
A+B
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 1.00 0.55 0.68 0.63 xf1 1.00 0.36 0.60 0.58
xf2 0.55 1.00 0.54 0.48 xf2 0.36 1.00 0.36 0.35
xp1 0.68 0.54 1.00 0.84 xp1 0.60 0.36 1.00 0.84
xp2 0.63 0.48 0.84 1.00 xp2 0.58 0.35 0.84 1.00
(A,B)
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 1.00 0.25 0.05 0.00 xf1 1.00 0.19 -0.10 0.01
xf2 0.25 1.00 0.11 0.03 xf2 0.19 1.00 -0.09 0.02
xp1 0.05 0.11 1.00 0.19 xp1 -0.10 -0.09 1.00 0.27
xp2 0.00 0.03 0.19 1.00 xp2 0.01 0.02 0.27 1.00
Table 5.17: Pair-wise computed Pearson’s correlation coefficients between similarity scores from
the face and fingerprint modalities.
vector (one score component from each involved modality), and of experiments involving all available
scores from both modalities. We also limit the experiments reported here to SVM − lin classifier,
the best-performing stacked classifier in the face- and fingerprint experiments.
Analysis of dependencies between evidence components
In Sections 5.2 and 5.3 we have presented the estimates of dependencies that exist between the
components of the evidence vector within the face and the fingerprint modalities. Naturally the
same dependencies do transfer to the multimodal experiments described in the current Section.
However, previously posted dependence estimates do not quantify the relationships between scores
originating from the face modality and those originating from the fingerprint modality. These
dependence estimates, important in understanding the structure of the classification problem in the
multimodal fusion scenario, are shown in Tables 5.17 (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Equation
5.1) and (mutual information, Equation 5.2).
The relations between different classification scores can be used as a measure of base classifier
diversity, which has been shown to be of importance for a successful classifier combination [96].
Classifier diversity together with its accuracy are indicators of the gain that one can expect from
utilizing them together in a multi-classifier ensemble: the more accurate and the more diversified
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development evaluation
A
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 - 0.11 0.01 0.01 xf1 - 0.09 0.06 0.08
xf2 0.11 - 0.01 0.00 xf2 0.09 - 0.08 0.07
xp1 0.01 0.01 - 0.01 xp1 0.06 0.08 - 0.12
xp2 0.01 0.00 0.01 - xp2 0.08 0.07 0.12 -
B
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 - 0.08 0.11 0.10 xf1 - 0.15 0.12 0.14
xf2 0.08 - 0.13 0.13 xf2 0.15 - 0.17 0.14
xp1 0.11 0.13 - 0.28 xp1 0.12 0.17 - 0.32
xp2 0.10 0.13 0.28 - xp2 0.14 0.14 0.32 -
A+B
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 - 0.30 0.55 0.50 xf1 - 0.15 0.33 0.30
xf2 0.30 - 0.31 0.29 xf2 0.15 - 0.14 0.13
xp1 0.55 0.31 - 0.93 xp1 0.33 0.14 - 0.60
xp2 0.50 0.29 0.93 - xp2 0.30 0.13 0.60 -
(A,B)
xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2 xf1 xf2 xp1 xp2
xf1 - 0.09 0.06 0.05 xf1 - 0.12 0.09 0.11
xf2 0.09 - 0.07 0.07 xf2 0.12 - 0.13 0.11
xp1 0.06 0.07 - 0.14 xp1 0.09 0.13 - 0.22
xp2 0.05 0.07 0.14 - xp2 0.11 0.11 0.22 -
Table 5.18: Pair-wise mutual information estimates for similarity scores obtained for the face and
fingerprint modalities.
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the base classifiers are, the more gain out of combining them can be anticipated [108]. However, care
must be taken when interpreting the dependencies between the base classifiers as sole straightforward
predictors or causes of improved class separation over individual classifiers. As the reader must bear
in mind, none of the scores can be considered as a quality measure since all scores par excellence are
class-dependent and therefore the effects of dependencies on class separation mentioned in Appendix
A apply. Nevertheless, the proposed data-driven approach to gauging the benefits from classification
in the evidence space still remains valid.
However, we leave this topic on a sidetrack since analyzing the feature dependencies in generic
classifier combination is not necessary for an understanding of the role of class-independent quality
measures in classification. Instead, in the following section we will show how introducing these
class-independent quality measures into the classifier ensemble helps reduce classification errors,
according to the theoretical findings which we spelled out in Section 3.4.4.
Classification in the evidence space
Following figures show the decision boundaries created by the baseline fusion classifiers applied to
multimodal fusion of scores obtained for the face and fingerprint classifiers. All pair-wise multimodal
combinations of face and fingerprint are considered. In the experiments below we also consider a
fusion of all available scores, but due to its dimensionality this classification problem could not be
presented graphically. As the baseline fusion classifiers the same three stacked classifiers are used
as in the previous Sections: SVM − lin, SVM − rbf and Bayes. Figures 5.48 to 5.51 prove that
the multimodal classifier fusion is indeed a special case of Q− stack.
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Figure 5.48: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin, SVM − rbf and Bayes
stacked classifiers, fusion of face and fingerprint modalities, joint evidence distributions
e = [xf1, xp1].
The classification results for baseline multimodal fusion without quality measures are listed in
Table 5.19. As we mentioned before, in the multimodal Q − stack experiments we are using only
the most competent SVM − lin classifier. This is due to the disproportion between the problem
dimensionality and the size of available training data, which led to frequent classifier overtraining in
the case of the SVM − rbf and Bayes stacked classifiers in the reported face and fingerprint exper-
iments. Having said that, this gives us no reason to limit the choice of best-performing multimodal
fusion baseline to only the SVM − lin classifier. Instead, the best performing fusion classifier is
chosen as baseline for comparison with Q−stack results for multimodal fusion. The best-performing
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Figure 5.49: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin, SVM − rbf and Bayes
stacked classifiers, fusion of face and fingerprint modalities, joint evidence distributions
e = [xf1, xp2].
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Figure 5.50: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin, SVM − rbf and Bayes
stacked classifiers, fusion of face and fingerprint modalities, joint evidence distributions
e = [xf2, xp1].
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Figure 5.51: Classification in the evidence space using the SVM − lin, SVM − rbf and Bayes
stacked classifiers, fusion of face and fingerprint modalities, joint evidence distributions
e = [xf2, xp2].
development evaluation
face: 1, fingerprint: 1, e = [xf1, xp1]
SV M − lin 0.9991 0.0012 0.0025 0 SV M − lin 0.9969 0.0038 0.005 0.0027
SV M − rbf 0.9973 0.0027 0.0025 0.0028 SV M − rbf 0.9957 0.0043 0.0042 0.0044
Bayes 0.9973 0.0027 0.0025 0.0028 Bayes 0.9954 0.0045 0.0042 0.0047
face: 1, fingerprint: 2, e = [xf1, xp2]
SV M − lin 0.9918 0.0069 0.0025 0.0114 SV M − lin 0.991 0.0086 0.0079 0.0092
SV M − rbf 0.9918 0.008 0.0075 0.0085 SV M − rbf 0.9901 0.0098 0.0096 0.01
Bayes 0.9927 0.0073 0.0075 0.0071 Bayes 0.9920 0.0095 0.0117 0.0072
face: 2, fingerprint: 1, e = [xf2, xp1]
SV M − lin 0.9991 0.0012 0.0025 0 SV M − lin 0.9897 0.0076 0.0033 0.0118
SV M − rbf 1 0 0 0 SV M − rbf 0.9949 0.0049 0.0046 0.0052
Bayes 0.9982 0.002 0.0025 0.0014 Bayes 0.9972 0.0056 0.01 0.0013
face: 2, fingerprint: 2, e = [xf2, xp2]
SV M − lin 0.9837 0.0166 0.0175 0.0156 SV M − lin 0.9906 0.0232 0.0446 0.0018
SV M − rbf 0.9837 0.0166 0.0175 0.0156 SV M − rbf 0.9812 0.0193 0.02 0.0185
Bayes 0.9828 0.0173 0.0175 0.0171 Bayes 0.9817 0.0189 0.02 0.0179
face: 1+2, fingerprint: 1+2, e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2]
SV M − lin 1 0 0 0 SV M − lin 0.9992 0.0016 0.0029 0.0004
SV M − rbf 1 0 0 0 SV M − rbf 0.9943 0.0058 0.0058 0.0057
Bayes 1 0 0 0 Bayes 0.998 0.0024 0.0029 0.0018
Table 5.19: Baseline multimodal fusion results, face + fingerprint, for three fusion classifiers.
The best results for each combination of modalities are marked in bold font.
classifiers for each modality combination, chosen based on its HTER obtained on the evaluation
set, are marked in bold font in Table 5.19. Note that the SVM − lin classifier again turned out to
be on average the most competent of the three considered stacked classifiers.
Tables 5.20 and 5.21 present the results of Q−stack using the SVM−lin as the stacked classifier,
for the multimodal fusion experiment. In this experiment, the baseline evidence combinations of face
and fingerprint scores have been augmented with different configurations of quality measures, coming
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face: 1, fingerprint: 1
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1] 0.9991 0.0012 0.0025 0
e = [xf1, xp1, qmp11] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf1, xp1, qmp12] 0.9991 0.0012 0.0025 0
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1, qmp11] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1, qmp12] 0.9991 0.0012 0.0025 0
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1, qmp11, qmp12] 1 0 0 0
face: 1, fingerprint: 2
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1] 0.9955 0.0057 0.01 0.0014
e = [xf1, xp2, qmp21] 0.9973 0.0027 0.0025 0.0028
e = [xf1, xp2, qmp22] 0.9982 0.002 0.0025 0.0014
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1, qmp21] 0.9982 0.002 0.0025 0.0014
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1, qmp22] 0.9964 0.0034 0.0025 0.0043
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9973 0.0027 0.0025 0.0028
face: 2, fingerprint: 1
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2] 0.9991 0.0007 0 0.0014
e = [xf2, xp1, qmp11] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf2, xp1, qmp12] 0.9991 0.0007 0 0.0014
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2, qmp11] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2, qmp12] 0.9991 0.0007 0 0.0014
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2, qmp11, qmp12] 1 0 0 0
face: 2, fingerprint: 2
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2] 0.9819 0.0169 0.0125 0.0213
e = [xf2, xp2, qmp21] 0.9891 0.0107 0.01 0.0114
e = [xf2, xp2, qmp22] 0.9891 0.0102 0.0075 0.0128
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2, qmp21] 0.9891 0.0107 0.01 0.0114
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2, qmp22] 0.9891 0.0118 0.015 0.0085
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.99 0.0116 0.0175 0.0057
face: 1+2, fingerprint: 1+2
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, qmf2] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmf21] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmp21, qmf22] 1 0 0 0
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, 1 0 0 0
, qmf2, qmp11, qmf12]
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, 1 0 0 0
, qmf2, qmp11, qmf12, qmp21, qmp22]
Table 5.20: Multimodal fusion results for face and fingerprint modalities, development set.
from either face or fingerprint domain, or from both. Listed in Table 5.21, those combinations whose
classification results are superior to the baseline presented in Table 5.19, are marked in bold font.
Discussion of the results
The purpose of the fusion experiments was to provide evidential support for the claim that pair-wise
dependencies between the components of the evidence vector suffice to observe the benefits of the
proposed method ofQ−stack, and the results presented above confirmed the theoretical expectations
worded in Chapter 3. The results clearly show that, as theory anticipates, the use of quality measures
in the Q− stack scenario allows for improved classification in respect to the baseline classification
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face: 1, fingerprint: 1
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1] 0.9924 0.0054 0.0021 0.0088
e = [xf1, xp1, qmp11] 0.999 0.0026 0.005 0.0002
e = [xf1, xp1, qmp12] 0.9952 0.0037 0.0021 0.0054
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1, qmp11] 0.9946 0.0039 0.0017 0.0062
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1, qmp12] 0.9943 0.0043 0.0021 0.0064
e = [xf1, xp1, qmf1, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9989 0.0023 0.0042 0.0004
face: 1, fingerprint: 2
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1] 0.9917 0.0081 0.0079 0.0083
e = [xf1, xp2, qmp21] 0.9931 0.0073 0.0079 0.0067
e = [xf1, xp2, qmp22] 0.9869 0.0096 0.0042 0.015
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1, qmp21] 0.9964 0.0069 0.0121 0.0018
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1, qmp22] 0.9866 0.0093 0.0029 0.0157
e = [xf1, xp2, qmf1, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9974 0.0057 0.0104 0.0009
face: 2, fingerprint: 1
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2] 0.9967 0.0046 0.0067 0.0026
e = [xf2, xp1, qmp11] 0.9982 0.0022 0.0029 0.0015
e = [xf2, xp1, qmp12] 0.9922 0.0059 0.0029 0.0089
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2, qmp11] 0.9983 0.0023 0.0033 0.0013
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2, qmp12] 0.997 0.0031 0.0033 0.003
e = [xf2, xp1, qmf2, qmp11, qmp12] 0.9976 0.0026 0.0029 0.0022
face: 2, fingerprint: 2
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2] 0.97 0.023 0.0121 0.0338
e = [xf2, xp2, qmp21] 0.9934 0.0125 0.0217 0.0034
e = [xf2, xp2, qmp22] 0.9923 0.0182 0.0346 0.0019
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2, qmp21] 0.994 0.012 0.0212 0.0028
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2, qmp22] 0.9887 0.0126 0.0146 0.0106
e = [xf2, xp2, qmf2, qmp21, qmp22] 0.9947 0.0104 0.0183 0.0025
face: 1+2, fingerprint: 1+2
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, qmf2] 0.9971 0.0019 0.0004 0.0034
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmp11, qmf21] 0.9982 0.0012 0.0004 0.0021
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmp21, qmf22] 0.9987 0.0011 0.0008 0.0014
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, ] 0.9995 0.0008 0.0012 0.0004
, qmf2, qmp11, qmf12]
e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, ] 0.9988 0.001 0.0008 0.0013
, qmf2, qmp11, qmf12, qmp21, qmp22]
Table 5.21: Multimodal fusion results for face and fingerprint modalities, evaluation set. The
results of classification with quality measures in the proposed Q− stack scheme, superior to the
corresponding baseline results, are marked in bold font.
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results even when the quality measures are relevant to just one of the scores in the evidence vector.
In the results from Table 5.21 this situation is exemplified by all evidence combinations where two
scores were used, one coming from the face, and the other from the fingerprint modality.
The results of the fusion experiments also show that even very long evidence vectors still permit
achieving very good classification results in the Q − stack scenario. Note that in the experiments
reported here we have used evidence vectors counting 8 and 10 elements, and the resulting error rates
were better than those of the baseline fusion systems of much smaller dimensionality. It is also worth
stressing that in the fusion experiments most of the considered evidence combinations contained the
same or larger number of the class-independent quality measures than base classifier scores. For
instance, in the evidence vector of e = [xf1, xf2, xp1, xp2, qmf1, qmf2, qmp11, qmf12, qmp21, qmp22]
out of the 10 components only 4 are class-selective. This fact is a direct practical embodiment of the
theoretical reasoning about extension ofQ−stack to multiple dimensions, given in Chapter 3, Section
3.6. Most notably, the longest evidence vectors containing the most quality measure information
resulted in best classification performance, better than the baseline errors listed in Table 5.19.
The results of the multimodal experiments show that Q − stack can systematically improve
classification accuracy, even when the used baseline classifier ensembles are already very accurate.
5.5 Conclusions
The experiments reported in this chapter provide a practical example and a pragmatic evaluation
of the proposed method of employing class-independent quality information in the classification
process, Q − stack. We have applied Q − stack to biometric identity verification using single-,
multiple-classifier and multimodal systems, involving face image and fingerprint data. In the exper-
iments reported here, classification results using matching similarity scores alone were considered
baseline, and were compared to those obtained using the Q − stack framework. We have used a
large variety of evidence configurations, and for each of them a properly chosen stacked classifier
afforded classification superior to that obtained by the corresponding baseline system. Obtained
results show that indeed Q − stack is a powerful and universal method of combining scores and
quality measures for improved classification. The improvement in the classification performance in
the scheme of Q− stack was obtained exclusively due to the application of quality measures. The
quality measures are by themselves are class-independent, individually irrelevant features, and do
not offer useful class separation by themselves. In spite of that, in the proposed scheme of Q−stack
they are used in much the same way like the class-selective baseline classifications scores. In the
context of the baseline classifier scores, quality measures become conditionally relevant class pre-
dictors. As such, they are treated like regular classification features for the stacked classifier, with
excellent results.
The observed improvements of classification due to the use of quality information are the conse-
quence of the existence of dependencies between the classification scores and quality measures. In
the experiments presented in this chapter we have used two estimates of this dependence: Pearson’s
linear correlation coefficient and pair-wise mutual information. However, it must be noted that nei-
ther of these estimates is sufficient to represent the structure of the joint distributions of evidence.
While the correlation coefficient conveyed well the characteristic sloping of distributions, its linearity
assumption is a limitation for piece-wise correlated data. On the other hand, the mutual information
estimate of dependence is oblivious to the type of the dependence present in each individual class.
Using any of these estimates alone for prediction of Q− stack performance could lead to mistakes
and instead a data-driven approach is postulated. As the presented results show, indeed observed
class separation proved to be a good predictor of classification performance on the evaluation data
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in the Q− stack scenario.
The experiments also showed that appropriate choice of the stacked classifier in the Q − stack
method is crucial for the success of the proposed method. This result is nothing but a consequence
of the no free lunch theorem [42] which states that the classifier must be chosen according to the
classification problem, and no classifier is a priori better than another. In our experiences presented
here it was of particular importance that the amount of training data must be sufficient to train all
free parameters that define the decision hyper-surface in the evidence space. If the amount of avail-
able data is not sufficient, a choice of a stacked classifier of restrictive complexity is more appropriate
than running a risk of classifier overtraining. This risk of overtraining increases with the growing
number of components in the evidence vector, which automatically increase the dimensionality of
the classification space. The effect is well-known in the pattern recognition literature as the dimen-
sionality curse [42]. Another conclusion from the practical implementation of Q− stack presented
here is that in order to properly train the stacked classifier the structure of the development set
should be as close as possible to the structure of the evaluation set, otherwise modeling artifacts
may impact negatively the generalization properties of the classifier. Again, this is old news from
the viewpoint of pattern classification.
We wish to note here that the purpose of the experiments reported here was to show a system-
atic improvement in classification thanks to the application of the proposed method of Q − stack.
Because of the amount and unbalanced nature of available data it is not possible to make claims
as to statistical significance of reported differences in classification performance between compared
systems. This is for two reasons. First, calculating statistical significance intervals for experiments
in biometric identity verification is not an obvious task. Although the available data volume in
the evaluation set is fairly large, one must keep in mind that all the samples are not independently
drawn from some unknown population. On the contrary, all the available samples come from a much
smaller pool of biometric data donors (users). For instance, in the case of the evaluation part of the
Biosec database used in our experiments the total number of score samples is 13575 but all these
samples originate from only 150 different subjects. Therefore it is not evident how to represent this
complicated structure in the statistical significance analysis. Second reason is that for very accu-
rate classifiers and their combinations the resulting errors are due to too small a number of erratic
decisions to allow a sound statistical significance analysis. Note that in the experiments involving
the fingerprint modality already the baseline classifiers are very accurate. This corresponds to a
very limited number of baseline errors. Although applying Q − stack in our experiments led to
a systematic and obvious reduction of the number of misclassified samples, their objectively small
volume cannot be used as a statistically valid sample for analysis. For instance, the smallest baseline
fusion HTER for all baseline scores is 0.16% (Table 5.19). This corresponds to circa 22 erroneous
classifier decision in the pool of 13575 classified samples. Using quality measures in the Q− stack
scheme halved the number of misclassifications to reach HTER = 0.08%, yet objectively that sums
up to a difference of just 11 correct classification decisions more in a pool of data three orders
of magnitude larger. It is hardly enough to convince a statistician, yet the reported results show
systematic classification improvements on the same database and using the same protocol. This
fact shows that Q − stack is indeed a theoretically sound and practically applicable framework of
classification with quality measures.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter we have presented an experimental evaluation of the framework of Q− stack applied
to the task of biometric identity verification. In our experiments we have used face and fingerprint
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data from the Biosec database. For the face modality, we have used two baseline classifiers and we
have proposed two algorithms for face image quality estimation. Each of these quality measures
was designed to deliver quality estimates that are dependent on the classification scores coming
from either of the considered baseline classifiers. For the fingerprint modality, we have applied
the publicly available NFIS2 software package to perform minutiae-based matching of fingerprints
originating from two different acquisition devices: an optical and a thermal sensor. We have used
two fingerprint quality estimation algorithm, one based on spectral analysis of the fingerprint image,
and another one based on a classification step. The latter quality measure algorithm, NFIQ, is part
of the NFIS2 package.
In our experiments we have considered single-classifier, multiple-classifier, and multimodal com-
binations of classifiers. The goal of the experiments was to compare the classification results obtained
using the baseline systems without the use of quality measures with the results obtained using the
Q−stack framework. We have used three different stacked classifiers in the Q−stack architecture, a
generative Bayesian classifier, a linear discriminative classifier, and a non-linear discriminative clas-
sifier. For each combination of evidence corresponding to the considered single-, multiple-classifier
and multimodal architectures the proposed framework of Q−stack allowed for classification at lower
error rates than it was the case for the baseline classifiers or their combinations.
We have demonstrated the application of the credence-based method of error prediction, pre-
sented in Chapter 4, to the task of face and fingerprint matching. We have shown that credence
estimates produced by a stacked Bayesian classifier employed in the Q − stack framework allowed
for accurate identification and rejection of potential misclassifications. We have shown that the con-
sidered credence estimates are satisfying the evaluation criteria of monotonicity and accountability,
presented in Chapter 4. The proposed method of credence-based error prediction was shown to
perform well in the presence as well as in the absence of quality measures.
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Conclusions 6
In this thesis we have considered the use of quality information for improved classification per-
formance, with application to biometric identity verification. We have noticed the impact of the
statistical dependencies between classification features on class separation. We have shown that
augmenting the dimensionality of a classification problem with class-independent quality informa-
tion can be beneficial to class separation, provided that the class-independent quality features sport
statistical dependencies on the class-selective features. As a consequence of the existence of these
dependencies the quality measures, by themselves irrelevant to the classification process, become
conditionally relevant class predictors. We have developed Q − stack, a stacking-based approach
towards classification with class-independent quality measures, which provides a general unifying
framework for quality-based classification in single-, multi-classifier, and multimodal classification
systems. We have discussed how alternative approaches towards classification with quality measures
can be seen as special cases of Q− stack.
We have discussed the topic of estimating probability of error in single classification decisions and
we proposed an approach to error prediction based on credence estimation, nested in the subjective
Bayesian interpretation of probability. We have shown how a special case of Q− stack that employs
a Bayesian stacked classifier can be used to generate credence estimates in single- and multiple
classifier architectures, both when quality measures are present and when they are absent. We have
explained why the proposed scheme can predict misclassifications more accurately than traditional
approach, where only the baseline classifier is used. Finally, we have proposed objective evaluation
criteria for credence estimates and we have discussed how the use of credence estimates for rejection
of misclassifications together with an appropriate repair strategy can help further reduce error rates
to a preset target level.
We have demonstrated the benefits resulting from the application of the proposed framework of
Q − stack and of the related error prediction techniques in biometric identity verification system
based on the face and fingerprint modalities. Results obtained using real biometric data confirm
our theoretical predictions and show that the proposed framework of classification with quality
measures systematically outperforms the corresponding baseline systems. We have also shown that
the proposed credence-based method of error prediction and rejection allows for accurate prediction
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of errors of the considered biometric verification systems and for rejecting unreliable decisions,
resulting in systematic gains in classification accuracy.
6.1 Q−stack: stacking-based classification with class-independent
information
Quality measures quantify the impact of extraneous conditions present during signal acquisition
that change the qualitative properties of observed data. As such, by default they do not convey
class-related information. In the case of biometric signals, the very same person can be a genuine
claimant or an imposter, depending on the identity claims he makes. Yet the identity claims he
makes cannot change the quality of the biometric signals collected, and relevant quality measure is
therefore class-independent.
The use of class-independent information in pattern classification is not intuitive. Routinely, in
pattern classification systems features that grant best possible class separation are preferred and
sought. By definition, class-independent quality measures alone provide no class separation and
they might seem of limited use for classification - they are individually irrelevant features. In this
thesis we notice that for any given set of marginal class-conditional distributions of multiple observed
features, the corresponding multivariate class-conditional joint feature distributions depend on the
statistical dependencies between the individual features. Consequently, the separation between
classes in the multivariate feature space also varies with these dependencies, while the marginal
feature distributions remain unchanged. The same phenomenon applies if one or more of the features
are class-independent.In this thesis we have shown that the dependency between class-dependent and
class-independent classification features offers better class separation than it is the case when these
features are statistically independent, given that the dependency is the same for both considered
classes. In this sense, the individually irrelevant quality measures become conditionally relevant to
the classification process. Further we have discussed the theoretical limitations of the approach, and
extended these findings to cases where the dependence is not equal for all classes.
In Chapter 3 we have proposed to combine the classifier similarity scores and the quality measures
into evidence vectors, which are then used as feature vectors by a higher-level stacked classifier.
The proposed method is inspired by the classifier stacking approach, hence the name Q − stack.
Given that the dependence between the components of the feature vector is not class-dependent, it
guarantees a better class separation than using the baseline classifier scores alone. This improved
class separation, given a proper choice of the stacked classifier, translates into higher classification
accuracy of the Q − stack ensemble in comparison with the baseline classifier, which does not
use quality information. The choice of the stacked classifier is not restricted by any theoretical
considerations - it must be chosen according to the observed evidence vectors with respect of the
best practices in pattern classification.
We have shown analytically that the presented effect indeed increases the separation between
multivariate normal distributions. However, given the high complexity of real non-Gaussian mul-
tivariate data, analytical computation of the relations between the feature dependencies and class
separation may not be practical, if at all possible. In such applications, we propose a data-driven
approach, where the improvements in classification due to the use of the Q− stack scheme in com-
parison with the baseline classifiers are gauged by actually classifying available development data in
the evidence space of similarity scores and quality measures. We have demonstrated the advantages
of Q− stack using synthetic and real data sets.
We have demonstrated that the proposed method of Q− stack is a generalization of previously
described methods of using quality measures in classification. Existing prior art makes a clear dis-
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tinction between the use of quality-measures in single- and multiple-classifier systems. In both cases,
quality information was used as a meta-information, distinctly different from the actual classifica-
tion features. In the prior single-classifier approaches, quality information was used to select from
a set of discrete classifiers, models, or decision thresholds used for classification. In the previously
proposed multi-classifier scenarios, the use of quality measures was governed by an intuitive notion
that out of the given pool of classifiers or modalities, only some are going to be negatively affected
by a particular quality degradation. Consequently, quality measures were used to choose (or assign
a higher weight to) the classifier or modality that is least likely to be affected. In this work we show
that all these methods in fact attempt to create an approximation of the optimal Q− stack decision
boundary in the evidence space, using the intuitive notion of quality as data-specific heuristics.
As opposed to the prior alternative approaches, whose heuristic part renders them not general-
izable to unseen data or classifier configurations, the proposed method of Q − stack strips quality
measures of its meta-informative meaning. Instead, we treat quality measures as regular classifica-
tion features to the stacked classifier, together with the baseline classifier scores. We demonstrate
that the framework of Q − stack can be directly applied to single-, multiple-classifier, and mul-
timodal classification architectures alike. The advantage of the proposed method in comparison
to alternative approaches is that the observed gains in classification accuracy have a consistent
mathematical explanation, independent on the type and number of baseline classifiers or nature of
classified signals used. The theoretical foundations are also not dependent on the context of bio-
metric applications and can therefore be freely applied to any classification task where quality of
the signals is of importance.
The main advantages of the proposed framework of classification with quality measures include:
• Proposed method allows for consistent reduction of classification errors thanks to the use of
quality measures in single-, multiple-classifier, and multimodal classifier systems.
• The method allows for seamless incorporation of multiple quality measures originating from
different modalities into the classification process.
• It is a general classification framework. In the presence of quality measures it encompasses
existing approaches to classification with quality information found in the literature. In the
absence of quality measures the method turns into a classical stacked generalizer.
• The method can be applied regardless of the nature or modality of the observed signals and
independent of the used baseline classifiers.
• The use of quality measures that do not sport a dependency on classification scores does not
reduce the class separation. For this reason irrelevant quality measures cannot impair the
classification performance, given that an appropriate stacked classifier is applied.
The limitations of the proposed framework include:
• Addition of quality measures to the evidence vector increases the dimensionality of the classifi-
cation problem faced by the stacked classifier. In such situations the performance of Q−stack
is sensitive to a proper choice of the stacked classifier and may be prone to overfitting.
• In theory, if the dependence between quality measures and class-selective features are different
for each class, certain configurations of evidence may actually reduce class separation. Such
scenarios can be avoided by applying the data-driven approach proposed in this thesis.
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Further, the proposed classification framework can take advantage of existing methods of signal-,
or feature normalization and conditioning prior to the classification process. As a general rule, any
improvement in the performance of the baseline classifier is expected to result in improved perfor-
mance of the Q − stack ensemble since it improves the class separation of the baseline classifier
scores. However, we did not pursue that topic in this thesis. Appropriate normalization and condi-
tioning techniques can also be applied to the actual evidence, depending on the type of the stacked
classifier employed. In this thesis we have used simple score and quality measure normalization
techniques which aimed at conditioning the features for the use with an SVM classifier. However,
more elaborate normalization techniques can be well employed, as discussed in Section 2.
Throughout the thesis we have used a consistent assumption of equal class priors and equal
error costs associated with both classes. This simplifying assumption served well in order to keep
presented results intuitively accessible, and does not at all interfere with any of the aspects of the
proposed classification framework. In terms of classifier design, incorporating uneven class priors
and error costs would simply shift the Q−stack decision boundary in the evidence space, identically
as it would happen for any classifier that operates in a multivariate feature space.
6.2 Development and proper choice of quality measures
As we have elicited, the advantage of using class-independent quality information in biometric classi-
fication emerges from the existence of statistical dependencies between the class-selective similarity
scores coming from the baseline classifier or classifiers, and the quality measures. Therefore it is
important to bear in mind that rather than developing stand-alone quality measures that measure
some objective properties of the observed signals, attention must be paid to the classifier-quality
measure ensembles. Only a quality measure that aptly captures the qualitative aspects of the sig-
nal, subsequently used by the classifier for class separation, can prove to be of use in reducing
classification errors.
In this thesis we have illustrated the process of creating a classifier-quality measure ensemble
using the example of face image quality measures. We have also shown how to select an appropriate
quality measure when the classification features and baseline classifiers are chosen a priori, using an
example of fingerprint-based biometric identity verification.
6.3 Credence-based error prediction and rejection
In many applications of pattern classification the ultimate measure of classification performance
is the average error rate. In the process of computing an error rate the total number of wrongly
classified decisions is important, but which particular decisions sum up to this number is of little
importance. In biometric identity verification it is of paramount significance which of the decisions
are correct and which are incorrect since each of the decisions is linked to a particular individual
whose identity is in question. It is therefore necessary to not only predict the error rates of a
biometric identity verification system but also to predict which individual decisions are likely to be
correct: it is necessary to find an estimate of the probability of correctness of a single decision.
A single classification decision is a single probabilistic event, and most probabilistic systems
do not include the concept of single event probability. In Chapter 2 we provide a review of most
common interpretations of probability, and we show that the interpretation most relevant to this
work is Bayesian subjectivism. In the light of the subjective Bayesian interpretation, probability of
a single event is a degree of belief, or credence in the occurrence of this event. We therefore propose
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to consider single classification decisions as probabilistic events and to use the credence values as
the error predictors for single classification decisions.
In Chapter 4 we have presented a credence-based single error prediction scheme which is a nat-
ural extension of the Q− stack framework. In the Q− stack architecture, a Bayes stacked classifier
produces posterior probabilities of an event that the observed evidence vector comes from a chosen
class, given the evidence. This posterior probability is regarded as credence in the correctness of the
decision, and can be used to predict and reject decisions that fall below a certain credence threshold.
We have shown that such error prediction strategy allows for accurate rejection of potentially erro-
neous classification decisions from the total decision pool, thus increasing the classification accuracy.
The proposed architecture bases on the posterior class probabilities estimated by the stacked classi-
fier, as opposed to the estimates produced by the baseline classifier, which is the case in traditional
approaches. The stacked classifier offers better accuracy in assigning credences to decisions than the
baseline classifier due to its property of reducing the baseline classifier bias, and due to the inclusion
of quality information in the classification process.
Further, we have proposed two criteria to evaluate the obtained credence estimates, a mono-
tonicity criterion and an accountability criterion. The monotonicity criterion demands that the
classification error decreases as the credence threshold increases. This criterion corresponds to an
intuitive notion that the more credible the classification decisions are required, the higher their clas-
sification accuracy must be. The accountability criterion states that the mean credence estimate in
the given pool of data must account for the actual accuracy over the considered data set, observed
a posteriori. The accountability criterion is a formalization of an intuition that a classifier must
produce decisions whose credence estimates will on average reflect and correspond to the observed
classification accuracy.
We have shown how the credence-based method of error prediction can be practically deployed
to reduce classification error to a target level by applying a suitable repair strategy to all rejected,
unreliable decisions. We have discussed the fact that thus obtained benefit of error reduction comes
at a cost of repeated data acquisition and classification, and that this cost can be measured by the
percentage of decisions that must be discarded from the total decision pool in order to reach the
target accuracy. We have shown that both the benefits of attaining a higher classification accuracy
and the cost of discarding a necessary volume of unreliable decisions can be estimated using the
proposed tools for credence evaluation.
Since the credence-based error prediction is a functional extension of the Q − stack scheme
where a Bayesian classifier is applied as a stacked classifier, the method inherits the advantages and
limitations of the Q− stack framework. The advantages of the proposed method include:
• Credence estimates can be computed for single-, multiple-classifier, and multimodal classifier
systems alike.
• The method can gracefully incorporate (possibly multiple) quality measures.
• The method is capable of producing credence estimates for arbitrary type of baseline classifiers
as long as the baseline classifiers return similarity scores.
• The application of the credence-based error prediction scheme is possible regardless of the
classified data type or nature.
• Credence estimates can be used for identifying and discarding unreliable decisions prior to
applying a repair strategy. In this scenario the classification accuracy can be increased to a
desired target level.
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The limitations of the proposed method of error prediction include:
• The method requires the use of the estimates of class-dependent joint distributions of evidence.
These estimates must be obtained from the available data samples. Although estimation of
statistical data distributions from samples is a well-known research area, the choice of the
right distribution estimation techniques may be challenging, in particular for evidence vectors
containing a large number of components.
As we have shown in this thesis, proposed method of single error prediction allows for detection
of potentially unreliable and uncertain classification decisions. Eliminating these decisions from the
decision pool allows for increasing the accuracy of classification. In the case of decision rejection an
appropriate repair strategy can be applied. For instance, a repeated presentation can be requested,
or the system may switch to alternative modalities or classifiers used. Another repair strategy
may involve an intervention of a human supervisor. In such case, a probabilistic and intuitively
understood by humans credence estimate can be used to help the human supervisor in taking the
decision.
6.4 Practical evaluation using a multimodal biometric database
In Chapter 5 we have presented an experimental evaluation of the proposed framework of Q− stack
using face and fingerprint data from the Biosec database. Using single-, multiple-classifier and
multimodal configurations of two baseline face matchers and two baseline fingerprint matchers we
have created a set of baseline systems as a reference point for a comparison with the Q − stack
scheme. For the face modality, we have proposed a set of face image quality measures which we
have designed to sport dependencies on the chosen baseline face matchers. For the fingerprint
modality, we have used a publicly available fingerprint matcher from the NFIS2 software package
and we have selected two relevant quality measures, proposed in the prior art. We have elicited
the mechanisms of creating a classifier-quality measure ensemble, which we have successfully used
in the Q− stack framework. As we have shown in Chapter 5, for all single-, multiple-classifier and
multimodal configurations the proposed framework of Q − stack outperformed the corresponding
baseline systems in terms of total accuracy and HTER. The best performing system overall was
a system that involved all available face and fingerprint classifiers with relevant quality measures,
which outperformed the corresponding baseline system by an order of error magnitude.
As we have shown in this thesis, practical application of Q− stack is straightforward and follows
the very same principles regardless of the number of baseline modalities and classifiers involved.
However, care must be taken as the dimensionality of the evidence vectors grows. In this work we
have shown Q− stack applied to evidence vectors containing high number of components, most of
which were class-independent quality measures. In this situations, some of the stacked classifiers
considered in our experiments suffered from overtraining. It can be well anticipated that for an even
greater number of involved evidence components a proper estimation of classifier parameters may
become hard due to the problem of dimensionality curse. In such cases it may be appropriate to
reduce the dimensionality of the feature vector or to provide additional observations to augment
the training data pool. The reduction in dimensionality of evidence vector may concern only the
quality measures, and in such cases compression- or discretization-based approaches can be employed
[65, 121].
Finally, we have illustrated the proposed credence-based error prediction method using real bio-
metric face and fingerprint data. We have demonstrated the performance of the presented method,
applied to unimodal, multiple-classifier, and multimodal biometric verification architectures. For
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each of the architectures, we have used evidence vectors with and without quality measures. In each
considered system configuration the obtained credence estimates have been successfully evaluated
using the proposed evaluation criteria.
6.5 Future work
In this thesis we have centered our interest around the development of classification methods with
quality measures for a dichotomization problem. This focus was motivated by the target application
considered in this work, biometric identity verification. Extending the framework of Q − stack to
multiple-class problems is a natural continuation of the efforts presented in this dissertation. While
certain aspects of presented methodology, for instance the construction of a stacking-based classifier
ensemble, are expected to transfer smoothly to multiple-class problems, others may require a more
considerable theoretical work, for instance the problem of credence estimation.
In Chapter 3 we have focused on the use of class-independent features on classification, however
we have also mentioned that the presented results are relevant to the problem of analyzing the impact
of dependencies between class-selective features on class separability. We have also touched on this
topic in Appendix A. Although this issue was considered a satellite topic in this thesis, it remains
an important and largely unresolved theoretical research subject. It will attract our attention and
efforts in the future.
In this thesis we have focused on using the dependencies between signal quality measures and
the baseline classification scores for improved classification. While we believe that this is the most
straightforward way of mitigating the negative impact of signal noise on classification performance,
we envisage that this impact can be addressed also on the level of baseline classification features.
Namely, we speculate that quality measures, which would quantify the quality of baseline classifier
features, could be directly included in the baseline classification process. Thus constructed baseline
classifier could exploit the dependencies between the features and feature-level quality measures in
a similar fashion as the Q− stack method proposed in this thesis does at the score level.
Another problem that deserves continued attention is construction of classifier-quality measure
ensembles for different signal types, in particular to other biometric modalities. While many fin-
gerprint quality measures exist, the problem of estimating quality of face images in the context
of a particular applied classifier is largely unsolved. We hope that the attempts to improve face
verification with quality measures we have demonstrated in this dissertation will help to deepen the
understanding of what aspects of a face image facilitates its recognition. In this thesis we focused on
the tasks of face and fingerprint matching, but we intend to extend the application of the findings
of this thesis to other signals, patterns and modalities.
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Appendix A
Analysis of KL distance between two bivariate normal distri-
butions
A bivariate conditional distributions of e = [x, qm]|A and e = [x, qm]|B whose marginal distributions
are normal is given by [82]:
p(e = [x, qm]|A) = 1
2πσx,Aσqm,A
√
1− ρ2 e
(
− 1
2−2ρ2
(
x2
σ2
x,A
+ qm
2
σ2
qm,A
− 2x·qm
σx,Aσqm,A
))
p(e = [x, qm]|B) = 1
2πσx,Bσqm,B
√
1− ρ2 e
(
− 1
2−2ρ2
(
(x−µx,B)
2
σ2
x,B
+
(qm−µqm,B )
2
σ2
qm,B
−
2(x−µx,B )(qm−µqm,B )
σx,Bσqm,B
))
.
(A.1)
In Equation A.1 the correlation coefficient ρ is constrained to satisfy −1 < ρ < 1 in order to
avoid degenerate cases when ρ = 1⇔ x = qm [42]. Assume µx,A = µqm,A = 0 which without a loss
of generality places p(e|A) at the origin of the coordinate system. For simplicity we further assume
σx,A = σx,B = σx and σqm,A = σqm,B = σqm.
Consider the Kullback-Leibler distance between two distributions, u(x) and v(x)[42]:
DKL(u(x), v(x)) =
∞∫
−∞
v(x) ln
v(x)
u(x)
dx (A.2)
For multivariate Gaussian distributions Equation A.2 becomes [84]:
DKL(p(e|A), p(e|B)) = ln |ΣA||ΣB| + tr
(
Σ−1A ΣB
)
+ (µA − µB)T Σ−1B (µA − µB) , (A.3)
where ΣA and ΣB are covariance matrices ofA andB and µA = [mux,Amuqm,A]
T , µB = [mux,Bmuqm,B]
T .
In general case the Kullback-Leibler distance is asymmetric, DKL(A,B) 6= DKL(B,A). In our case
ΣA = ΣB = Σ. In this situation Equation A.4 becomes:
DKL(p(e|A), p(e|B)) = DKL(p(e|B), p(e|A)) = (µB)T Σ−1 (µA) + β, (A.4)
where
β = ln
|Σ|
|Σ| + tr
(
Σ−1Σ
)
= 0 + 2 = 2 = const.
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The metric therefore becomes symmetric and proportional to divergence between e|A and e|B.
We proceed to show that it has one and only one minimum for −1 < rho < 1. First let us transform
A.4 into an explicit function of ρ:
DKL(ρ) = (µB)
T
Σ−1 (µB) =
1
1− ρ2
(
µ2x
σ2x
+
µ2qm
σ2qm
− 2ρµxµqm
σxσqm
)
In order to find characteristic points of DKL(ρ) compute 1st and 2nd derivative of DKL(ρ):
d
dρ
DKL(ρ) =
ρ
(1− ρ2)2
(
2µ2x
σ2x
+
2µ2qm
σ2qm
− 4ρµxµqm
σxσqm
)
− 2µxµqm
σxσqm (1− ρ2) (A.5)
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σxσqm (1− ρ2) (A.6)
In order to find the extrema of DKL(ρ) we need to find ρ for which the first derivative of DKL(ρ)
given by A.5 is equal zero.
d
dρ
DKL(ρ) = 0⇒ 1
(1− ρ2)
(
ρ
(1− ρ2)
(
2µ2x
σ2x
+
2µ2qm
σ2qm
− 4ρµxµqm
σxσqm
)
− 2µxµqm
σxσqm
)
= 0⇒
⇒ ρ
(1− ρ2)
(
µ2x
σ2x
+
µ2qm
σ2qm
− 2ρµxµqm
σxσqm
)
− µxµqm
σxσqm
= 0⇒
⇒ (µxσqm − ρµqmσx) (µqmσx − ρµxσqm) = 0
Solution of the above equation yields:
ρ1 =
µqmσx
µxσqm
, ρ2 =
µxσqm
µqmσx
(A.7)
Note that by definition
|ρ1| < 1⇔ |ρ1| > 1
Therefore Equation A.4 has only one stationary point in the range of −1 > ρ > 1. Let us assume
that |ρ1| < 1. At this point Equation A.6 evaluates to:
D′′KL(ρ1) =
2σ2qmµ
4
x
(σ2qmµ
2
x − σ2xµ2qm)σ2x
Since −1 > ρ1 > 1 then necessarily
σ2qmµ
2
x > σ
2
xµ
2
qm ⇒ σ2qmµ2x − σ2xµ2qm > 0⇒ D′′KL(ρ1) > 0
which indicates that DKL(ρ) has a minimum at ρ1. Minimal divergence between distributions
indicates that for ρ1 the information for discrimination between classes A and B is also minimized.
Should |ρ2| < 1 be assumed then ρ2 would be the one and only one valid solution that minimizes
DKL.
Note that this result is identical with that obtained from the error function analysis presented
in Section 3.4.1.
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Numerical analysis of generic cases: µqm,B 6= 0, Σqm,A 6= Σqm,B
We have given an analytical proof for a specific case when ΣA = ΣB. Of course this case is a special
one. For ΣA ≪ ΣB and ΣA ≫ ΣB the divergence between two Gaussian distributions may have
more extrema for correlation coefficient ρ ∈ (−1, ..., 1). However, this proof is of limited relevance to
the main topic of this thesis since then the marginal class-conditional distributions in dimension qm
would actually not be class-independent. Considering its notational size and complexity we prefer to
skip the analytical analysis of this case. Instead, we chose to show a series of numerically evaluated
examples together with their graphical representations, which in our opinion is more illustrative
and gives the reader a better intuitive understanding of the implications of correlation between
classification features.
Case 1: Changing µqm,B . Figure A.1 presents how Bayes error for joint distributions p(e|A)
and p(e|B) changes as a function of correlation coefficient ρ. Subsequent curves are drawn for
changing mean of the marginal distribution of p(qm|B). Distributions parameters: µx,B = 3,σx,A =
σx,B = 1,σqm,A = σqm,B = 3, µqm,B changing from -5 to 5.
The solid black line in Figure A.1 represents the curve for µqm,B = 0, when marginals in qm
dimension are equal, p(qm|B). Dashed red curves are drawn for µqm,B < 0 and solid blue curves
for µqm,B > 0. Note that there is still one maximum of Bayes error but for µqm,B 6= 0 it no longer
happens for ρ = 0. In respect to the case when ρ = 0 the class separation may therefore increase or
decrease, depending on the sign of ρ.
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Figure A.1: Effect of correlation ρ, µqm,B changing from -5 to 5
Case 2: Changing σqm,B . Figure A.2 presents how Bayes error for joint distributions p(e|A)
and p(e|B) changes as a function of correlation coefficient ρ, when for changing the variance σ2qm,B
of the marginal distribution of p(qm|B). Distributions parameters: µx,B = 3, µqm,B = 3, σx,A =
σx,B = 1, σqm,A = 3, σqm,B changing from 0.5 to 5.5.
When changing only the variance σ2qm,B of the marginal distribution of p(qm|B), the Bayes error
may take more than one extremum in the permitted range of ρ. This corresponds to the case when
there is a large difference in variances σqm,A and σqm,B . In the example shown in Figure A.2 the
case when σqm,A ≫ σqm,B is shown with a bold black line. As σqm,B increases to approach σqm,A
(bold green curve) the sharp maximum observed for large values of ρ, and the minimum leave the
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permitted range of −1 < ρ < 1 and the curve sports only one maximum.
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Figure A.2: Effect of correlation ρ, σqm,B changing from -0.1 to 10
As we have demonstrated in Figures A.1 and A.2 the dependency of the class separation on the
correlation coefficient ρ is complex and strongly dependent on the actual parameters of the joint
distributions p(e|A) and p(e|B). This explains the incomplete, conflicting or not fully conclusive
reports on the impact of feature correlation on classification performance found in the literature
[53, 84, 119]. The complexity of the problem forced us to present also only a fragmentary view on
the topic. The issue deserves a more indepth mathematical analysis, but since this thesis focuses on
the case when p(qm|A) = p(qm|B) it is of limited relevance here.
Appendix B
Q− stack for multiplicative noise - example
In Chapter 3, Section 3.8 we have demonstrated the principles of Q − stack on the example of
normally distributed data, contaminated with additive Gaussian noise. We have suggested that
the assumption and knowledge of the noise nature was not important for the proposed method of
classification with quality information, Q− stack. In this Appendix we will substantiate this claim
by showing another example, where the noise is multiplicative rather than additive.
Assume classes A and B that generate x′ according to:
p(x′|A) = N (µx′,A, σ2x′,A), µx′,A = 3, σ2x′,A = 1,
p(x′|B) = N (µx′,B, σ2x′,B), µx′,B = 6, σ2x′,B = 3
(B.1)
next, assume a process N that generates noise instances n according to
p(n) = N (µN , σ2N ), µN = 4, σ2N = 1, (B.2)
The noise instances n are affecting x′ according to the function x = Φ(x′, n) = n · x′, generating
noisy observations (scores) x. Quality measures qm are collected by measuring the noise directly.
For qm = n the marginal class-conditional distributions of x and qm are shown in Figures B.1.
The quality measures and classification scores are combined into evidence vectors e = [x, qm] and
classified using four different stacked classifiers (LDA, QDA, Bayes, SVM), according to the
framework of Q − stack discussed in Chapter 3. Classification in the evidence space using these
classifiers is shown graphically in Figure B.2.
Recall from Section 3.8 that we have analyzed the impact of uncertainty in the estimation of
the correlation coefficient ρ on class separation, and consequently on classification performance of
a Q− stack ensemble, for the case of additive noise. In this Appendix we are presenting a simialr
analysis for the case of multiplicative noise. For the details on the experiment design the reader is
referred to Section 3.8. The graphs that demonstrate the link between the certainty in estimating
quality measures qm are given in Figure B.3. The classification performance by each of the stacked
classifiers is expressed in terms of HTER in Table B.1.
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Figure B.1: Subplot a.:Class-conditional distributions p(x|A) and p(x|B). Subplot
b.:Class-conditional distributions p(qm|A) and p(qm|B)
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Figure B.2: Classification in the evidence space e = [x, qm] using (a) LDA, QDA , and (b)
Bayes, SVM stacked classifiers.
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Figure B.3: Impact of the correlation ρ between the observed scores x and the observed quality
measures qm , for multiplicative noise.
σ2d 0.000 0.400 1.000 2.600 7.000 15.000 20.000
ρ(n, qm) 1.000 0.843 0.707 0.526 0.353 0.252 0.220
ρ(x, qm) 0.000 0.007 0.012 0.014 0.019 0.022 0.022
HTER
µτ(qm) 0.500 0.502 0.498 0.498 0.501 0.503 0.501
στ(qm) 0.036 0.036 0.041 0.040 0.039 0.032 0.035
µτ(x) 0.201 0.202 0.202 0.203 0.202 0.205 0.203
στ(x) 0.035 0.032 0.037 0.035 0.033 0.030 0.037
µLDA 0.141 0.160 0.177 0.191 0.197 0.203 0.202
σLDA 0.035 0.035 0.035 0.031 0.033 0.033 0.036
µQDA 0.150 0.173 0.186 0.201 0.199 0.203 0.203
σQDA 0.080 0.086 0.085 0.087 0.069 0.060 0.061
µBayes 0.140 0.163 0.177 0.194 0.197 0.203 0.203
σBayes 0.014 0.015 0.017 0.017 0.015 0.016 0.019
µSVM 0.144 0.170 0.186 0.204 0.215 0.225 0.226
σSVM 0.015 0.015 0.017 0.017 0.018 0.017 0.017
Table B.1: Selected HTER results from Figure B.3(b), 1000 data points, mean values and
standard deviations after 50 repetitions for each value of σ2d.
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Appendix C
DET curves for the evaluation experiments
In this Appendix we provide the reader with selected DET curves drawn for theQ−stack experiments
described in Chapter 5. The DET curves are not a realistic evaluation of the performance of a pattern
classification system since they consider only the scores obtained on the evaluation set, disregarding
the last step classification step - making actual classification decisions. Yet, it shows what the
classification performance of a system would be if a particular decision threshold were selected. An
advantage of representing the classifier’s performance using a DET curves is the accessibility of its
visual representation.
The DET curves are organized by the considered baseline classification system:
Face modality, DCT baseline classifier: Figure C.1, (a) Bayes, (b) SVM−lin, (c) SVM−rbf
stacked classifiers.
Face modality, PCA baseline classifier: Figure C.2, (a) Bayes, (b) SVM− lin, (c) SVM−rbf
stacked classifiers.
Face modality, fusion of DCT + PCA baseline classifiers: Figure C.3, (a)Bayes, (b) SVM−
lin, (c) SVM − rbf stacked classifiers.
Fingerprint modality, optical: Figure C.4, (a) Bayes, (b) SVM − lin, (c) SVM − rbf stacked
classifiers.
Fingerprint modality, optical: Figure C.5, (a) Bayes, (b) SVM − lin, (c) SVM − rbf stacked
classifiers.
Fingerprint, fusion of optical+optical modalities: Figure C.6, (a) Bayes, (b) SVM−lin, (c)
SVM − rbf stacked classifiers.
Fingerprint+face, multimodal fusion: Figures C.7, C.8, C.9, C.10, C.11, SVM − lin stacked
classifiers.
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Figure C.1: DET curves for face modality, DCT baseline classifier.
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Figure C.2: DET curves for face modality, PCA baseline classifier.
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Figure C.3: DET curves for face modality, multiple-classifier face verification involving DCT and
PCA baseline classifiers.
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Figure C.4: DET curves for fingerprint modality, optical sensor.
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Figure C.5: DET curves for fingerprint modality, thermal sensor.
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Figure C.6: DET curves for fingerprint multimodal fusion, optical + thermal sensors.
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Figure C.7: DET curves for fusion of face and fingerprint modality, xf1, xp1, SVM − lin.
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Figure C.8: DET curves for fusion of face and fingerprint modality, xf1, xp2, SVM − lin.
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Figure C.9: DET curves for fusion of face and fingerprint modality, xf2, xp1, SVM − lin.
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Figure C.10: DET curves for fusion of face and fingerprint modality, xf2, xp2, SVM − lin.
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Figure C.11: DET curves for fusion of face and fingerprint modality,
xf1, xp1, xf1, xp1, SV M − lin.
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